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ABSTRACT

The current generation of cosmological hydrodynamical simulations offer new lev-

els of fidelity in galaxy formation and evolution that can be benchmarked against

observations. However, it is crucial that the comparison between the simulation

products and observations is performed on level-ground. Using mock-observations

of galaxies from hydrodynamical simulations with observational realism, an image-

based comparison is enabled between the simulations and modern galaxy surveys that

allow galaxy properties to be derived consistently. A new methodology is presented

that provides an unprecedentedly comprehensive suite of observational realism to

synthetic images of galaxies from simulations and performs detailed decomposition

of their morphological structures. The crux of the methodology is that the same

procedure for image-based surface-brightness decompositions of galaxy structures is

employed for the simulations and observations – facilitating a fair and unbiased com-

parison of galaxy properties. The methodology is piloted on galaxies from the Illustris

simulation and is designed to enable comparison with galaxies from the Sloan Digital

Sky Survery (SDSS). The biases from observational realism on the decomposition

results for the simulated galaxies are characterized in detail using several controlled

experiments. Then, the decompositions are used in a comparison of the galaxy size-

luminosity and bulge-to-total vs. total stellar mass relations. The comparisons show

that galaxies from Illustris contain too many discs and too few bulges at low masses

log M?/M� . 11 relative to the SDSS. A comparison of the photometric and kine-

matic bulge-to-total is also enabled by the methodology. The comparison suggests

that photometry tends to systematically under-estimate the bulge fractions relative to
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the kinematics – allowing no discernible connection to be made between photo-bulges

and kinematic bulges. Several possibilities that may be driving the bulge deficit in

Illustris’ low-mass galaxies are discussed, though particle resolution is argued to be

the main culprit. The methodology that is presented in this thesis has broad appli-

cations to comparisons between computational and observational galaxy astronomy

and stands to provide a wealth of feedback between each community.
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Chapter 1

Galaxy Surveys and Simulations:

Setting the Stage for a New

Comparison

1.1 Introduction

The building blocks of the universe are galaxies. But instead of blocks with similar

shape and equal size, imagine that each block is a piece of a jigsaw puzzle. Collectively,

galaxies form vast structures that are seen and derived from large surveys (Shane &

Wirtanen 1954; Groth & Peebles 1977; Lilje & Efstathiou 1988; reviews by Abell 1965;

Oort 1983; Chincarini & Vettolani 1987; Rood 1988; Bahcall 1988). Individually,

they demonstrate remarkable diversity in their morphologies (reviews by Sandage

1975; Buta 2011 and references therein). However, the morphologies of galaxies are

not determined by an industrial press. They are the products of chaotic and varied

formation and merger histories, environmental influences, star-formation histories,

dynamical instabilities, among other astrophysical processes. Morphologies of galaxies

are tied to the physics that govern the formation and evolution of structure in the

universe. Therefore, any theory for the physics of galaxy formation and evolution

must be reconciled with the observed properties of galaxies and reproduce their diverse

morphologies. Visual and quantitative classifications of galaxy morphology facilitate

the comparison of theory with observation (e.g. Abadi et al. 2003a; Scannapieco et al.

2010; Brooks et al. 2011; Christensen et al. 2014; Snyder et al. 2015; reviews by van

den Bergh 1998; Buta 2011 and references therein).
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Direct observational signatures of galaxies are accessible from their baryonic con-

stituents. The chemical composition of the atomic and molecular gas within galaxies

can be determined from spectroscopy (reviews by Kitchin 1987; York 1982 and refer-

ences therein). Transitions of electrons between energy states occur at specific energies

that correspond to the properties of their parent atoms or molecules. A transition

from lower energy states to higher ones are facilitated by the absorption of electro-

magnetic radiation with the precise energies corresponding to the energy differences

in the transitions. Inversely, higher to lower transitions emit electromagnetic radia-

tion with these precise energies. The excitation and relaxation of atomic electrons at

specific energies manifest themselves as absorption and emission lines in the spectra of

galaxies. The lines are used to measure the relative velocities of galaxies (e.g. Hub-

ble 1929). Electromagnetic radiation is blue-shifted (perceived increase in energy)

and red-shifted (perceived decrease in energy) according whether the velocity of an

emission source is directed toward and away from an observer, respectively. The gas

dynamics can be determined by obtaining spectra that are spatially resolved across a

galaxy. Spatially resolved spectra of individual galaxies are obtained using long-slit

spectroscopy oriented along the primary projected axis of a galaxy (e.g Reyes et al.

2011; Kauffmann et al. 2015) or an Integral Field Unit – often composed of arrays of

tightly bundled spectroscopic fibres (e.g. Kuzio de Naray 2008). The formation and

evolution of the gaseous components determine the capacity of a galaxy to form stars

– which provide independent means for direct observational analysis of morphology.

Information about the spatial distribution and structures of the stellar components

is obtained from the projection of stellar light in galaxies. Visual inspection of the

photometry reveals that a range of morphological structures exist among populations

of galaxies (e.g. Hubble Deep Field: Menanteau et al. 2006, Galaxy Zoo (GZ): Fort-

son et al. 2012; Willett et al. 2013). Stellar discs are revealed among inclined galaxies

(e.g. Reynolds 1916). The disc typically contains the largest concentration of the

interstellar matter and commonly contains the spiral arms if the galaxy is a spiral

(Hubble 1926, 1936; de Vaucouleurs 1959a, review by Buta 2011). Analyses of light

profiles of discs indicate that they empirically follow an exponential surface brightness

distribution that eventually truncates at large radii in the absence of perturbations

from other structures (de Vaucouleurs, 1959b; Freeman, 1970; van der Kruit & Searle,

1982; Freeman, 2007). Many disc-shaped galaxies contain a luminous stellar compo-

nent at their centres, called a bulge, that often has a more centrally concentrated

surface-brightness profile than the disc (de Vaucouleurs, 1953; Kormendy, 1977; Ko-
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Figure 1.1: Hubble Morphological Classification Scheme with cartoon depictions of
each class. Galaxies with elliptical morphologies are on the left. Spiral galaxies with
and without discernible bar structures decrease in winding tightness from left to right.
At the apex of spirals and ellipticals is the S0 lenticular class. The classes often cor-
relate phenomenologically with star-formation histories, current star-formation rates,
colours, merger histories, environmental effects, and other astrophysical phenomena.

rmendy & Djorgovski, 1989). The fraction of stellar light from the bulge relative to

the disc can vary significantly. The shape of the surface brightness distribution in a

bulge is related to its formation mechanism (Athanassoula, 2005). Classical bulges

are thought to form from the hierarchical assembly of disc galaxies in the same way

that elliptical galaxies are formed (review by Wyse et al. 1997 and references therein).

If so, classical bulges have the same light profiles as ellipticals. However, alternative

mechanisms for the formation of a bulge are required to describe variants in bulge

structure (e.g. Kormendy 1985; Gadotti 2009). Disc instabilities can lead to the

formation of a bar-like structure. Bars facilitate secular movement of gas within the

disc toward the centre of the galaxy and provides the raw material to build bulge-

like structures known as pseudo-bulges (reviews by Kormendy & Kennicutt 2004;

Kormendy & Fisher 2008).
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Observation-based classification of the various galaxy morphologies is central to

galaxy formation and evolution theory – which places each class of objects into a

global context. The most prevailing visual classification system was proposed by

Hubble (1926, 1936) and later revisited and extended by de Vaucouleurs (1959a) and

Sandage (1961). Figure 1.1 shows a cartoon of the Hubble classification scheme.

Classifications are separated broadly into ellipticals and spirals. Each broad class is

separated by slightly more detailed properties. Ellipticals are classified according to

the ellipticity of their isophotes, the apparent absence of a stellar disc, and the smooth

decline in its surface brightness distribution. Spirals are separated by the presence

of a bar, central concentration, and by the tightness of the spiral arm winding. The

success of the scheme is its simplicity. The vast majority of the galaxies that were

observed could be broadly classified according to the scheme (Sandage, 1975). The

trapping of visual classification schemes is that they are interpretive and generally

non-quantitative. Separation of stellar light components, such as from the bulge

and disc, and measuring their structural properties is challenging without modelling

these components quantitatively. Furthermore, visual classification is time-consuming

for surveys containing thousands of galaxies. The advent of modern galaxy survey

astronomy has exacerbated the trappings of visual classification by collecting data

volumes containing photometry for millions of galaxies (e.g. 2dF Galaxy Redshift

Survey: Colless 1999, Sloan Digital Sky Survey: Stoughton et al. 2002).

Large-scale multi-filter imaging and spectroscopic redshift surveys such as the

2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey (2dFGRS) (Colless, 1999; Colless et al., 2001) and the

Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) (York et al., 2000; Eisenstein et al., 2011) have

generated substantial observational data volumes. Such surveys facilitate comparisons

between theory and observation across cosmic time. Galaxy samples of the sizes

provided by these surveys are collectively an enormous test-bed against which models

in galaxy formation and evolution theory must be benchmarked (Somerville & Davé,

2015). The most direct way to create a link between theory with observations is

with numerical hydrodynamical simulations that explicitly model the co-evolution of

dark and baryonic matter (e.g. GASOLINE: Wadsley et al. 2004; FIRE: Hopkins

et al. 2014). In particular, cosmological hydrodynamical simulations of large volumes

facilitate statistically relevant comparisons of galaxy morphologies (e.g. EAGLE:

Schaye et al. 2015; Illustris: Vogelsberger et al. 2014b). The crux of the interpretive

power of these simulations is in whether they are fundamentally able to reproduce

the observed morphological properties and diversity of galaxies seen throughout the
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observable universe.

A fair quantitative comparison of galaxy properties requires translation between

the camps of simulations and observations. Either the observed properties must be

mapped into the space of physical parameters or the simulations must be placed

into an observational context. The latter approach provides the most direct map-

ping (Conroy et al., 2010; Hayward et al., 2013a,b). Mock observations of simulated

galaxies allow the same analysis tools that are used in large galaxy surveys to be used

on the simulation products. Image-based comparisons between simulations and ob-

servations have only recently become accessible in ways that meaningful quantitative

and statistical statements can be made about the similarities and differences between

simulated and observed galaxy populations. The gap between the two can now be

bridged in response to the physical fidelity, resolution, and scales achieved by the

current generation of cosmological hydrodynamical simulations and the acquisition of

vast observational constraints used to validate them.

1.2 Observing Galaxies

1.2.1 Modern Galaxy Survey Astronomy

Galaxy surveys were once confined to small regions of the sky and limited to statis-

tically biased samples of objects (review by van den Bergh 1998). The two principle

factors limited the relevance of early galaxy samples to models describing global

formation and evolution: (1) insufficient observational volumes to achieve represen-

tative statistics of galaxy properties (cosmic variance); (2) Single-band observations

that limit the interpretive power in studying individual galaxies. Modern surveys,

on the other hand, are designed to uniformly probe large fractions of the sky with

deep imaging and spectroscopy to obtain precise statistics for the distribution of

galaxy morphologies and other properties throughout the history of the universe (e.g.

Falco et al. 1999; Stoughton et al. 2002; Colless 1999; Davis et al. 2003; Le Fèvre

et al. 2005; Lilly et al. 2007; Huchra et al. 2012). Figure 1.2 compares the covering

area and density of spectra in several modern surveys. The number of photometric

sources significantly exceed the number of sources with spectra in a typical survey.

Modern surveys are often either volume limited (every galaxy within a specified lu-

minosity range is expected to be observed within some fixed radial volume of the

observable universe, e.g. MASSIVE: Ma et al. 2014) or surface-brightness limited (all
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sources are included that can be identified with the surface brightness limits of the

survey, e.g. SDSS: Stoughton et al. 2002; 2dFGRS: Colless 1999). Large volume and

surface-brightness limited surveys that comprise of statistically meaningful popula-

tions of galaxies at several epochs provide a fundamental basis for theory of galaxy

astrophysics. Any theoretical picture for galaxy formation and evolution must ulti-

mately be benchmarked against the observed statistics of galaxy masses, luminosities,

colours, kinematics, morphologies, and other properties.

While surveys that will achieve deeper imaging and cover larger volumes are cur-

rently in operation and on the horizon (e.g. GAMA: Driver et al. 2009; LSST: Ivezic

et al. 2008), galaxy redshift surveys such as 2dF, CfA, DEEP, and the SDSS pioneered

large optical and near-IR surveys. The SDSS imaged over 25% of the sky (now just

over 35%) using a dedicated 2.5m wide-angle optical telescope at the Apache Point

Observatory in New Mexico, United States. The SDSS uses the ugriz photomet-

ric system – which is comprised of five filters that cover the optical spectrum. The

survey has surface-brightness limited photometry of millions of galaxies and spectra

of ∼ 700, 000 (Abazajian et al., 2009). Using a source’s spectrum, its recession ve-

locity can be determined using known features such as atomic emission lines. The

velocities of galaxies are used to determine their distances using measurements and

theory for the expansion history of the universe (e.g. Supernova Type Ia (SNeIa):

Riess et al. 1998; Perlmutter 2003, Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) Radiation

Mapping: Bennett et al. 2013; Planck Collaboration et al. 2015, Distance Measures

in Cosmology: Hogg 1999). The velocity is often called the redshift, z, when the

relative velocity of a source is dominated by the universe’s expansion. The general

shape of a source’s spectrum also shows whether the source is a single star within

our own Milky Way, a distant galaxy, or a compact component of a distant galaxy.

Such systems are more difficult to distinguish with photometry alone. Sources with-

out spectra undergo a rigorous photometric classification analysis with the aim of

separating extended sources (such as galaxies) from point sources (such as individual

stars) out to limits of the survey’s detection thresholds (e.g. SDSS photo pipeline:

(Stoughton et al., 2002)).

1.2.2 Galaxy Photometry in the SDSS

The scope, detailed technical information about the SDSS, its biases and limitations,

and the wealth of literature using its data products have made the SDSS a standard
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Figure 1.2: Comparison of past, current and future galaxy redshift surveys according
to the covering area over which they extend and by the density of spectra per unit
area. Surveys are coloured according to their selection wavelength shown by the key
on the top right. Black dotted lines correspond to constant total numbers of spectra
with 103, 104, 105, and 106 shown. Surveys are categorized according to whether they
are predominantly magnitude limited (squares), select galaxies using colour cuts for
photometric redshifts (circles), or highly targeted surveys (triangles). Note that the
photometric components of many of these surveys often consist of significantly larger
numbers of galaxies. (Figure adapted from Baldry et al. 2010)
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in modern galaxy surveys. Several biases affect galaxy photometry with ground-

based telescopes like the SDSS such as atmospheric conditions and sky brightness.

Understanding the biases is crucial to obtaining any information about the physical

properties of galaxies from image data.

The point spread function (PSF) is a bias that limits the spatial resolution ac-

cessible in observations. The PSF arises from telescope optics, and, in the case of

ground-based telescopes, from the blurring effect of atmospheric turbulence. Fortu-

nately, the large field of view of the SDSS means that there are usually many spatially

distributed stars that meet the selection criterion for being used to estimate the PSF

– which is important because the size of the PSF can vary by up to 14% from one

edge of a field to another (Gunn et al., 2006). The selected stars in each image are

used to reconstruct the PSF at each pixel as described by Lupton et al. (2001) for

the SDSS imaging pipeline, photo. Accuracy of the PSF and its accessibility at each

spatial location across the SDSS is crucial to image-based comparisons of galaxy mor-

phologies – as this bias may manifest itself differently from galaxy to galaxy across

the survey.

The SDSS sky brightness from scattered light is non-uniform on arc-minute scales

(Stoughton et al., 2002). The contribution from the sky affects the ability to distin-

guish faint sources and to separate the wings of extended surface brightness profiles

from the background light. The SDSS processing pipeline determines a clipped me-

dian sky within every 100” square on a grid with 50” spacing. The medians are

linearly interpolated to each pixel on the grid and subtracted. This estimation of the

background has been reported to be systematically biased in the presence of bright

extended galaxies (r−band magnitudes mr < 16) by up to ∆mr ≈ 0.8. The bias

suppresses the detection of faint sources in the vicinity of bright objects (Adelman-

McCarthy et al., 2006; Mandelbaum et al., 2005) and leads to underestimates of the

flux and structural scale sizes of bright galaxies (Lauer et al., 2007; Bernardi et al.,

2007; Lisker et al., 2007). The biases associated with sky brightness are more rigor-

ously quantified in the Seventh Data Release (DR7) of the SDSS (Abazajian et al.,

2009) where its affect is shown to be less severe, but still significant. The reduced

severity is shown in Figure 1.3, which compares the model magnitudes in the r−band

recovered by photo from analytic galaxy surface-brightness profile models that are

inserted into SDSS skies to quantify the bias from sky measurement in photo. Nev-

ertheless, highly accurate estimations of galaxy flux and scales are not achieved with

photo alone – but require slightly more sophisticated methods of measuring skies
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to facilitate measurement of light where the signal-to-noise (S/N) is poor (such as in

the wings of extended sources).

In addition to spatial resolution and sky background effects, galaxy photometry in

the SDSS is affected by crowding. Crowding occurs when the projected light profiles of

sources on the sky overlap. Crowding causes to systematic errors in the morphological

estimates of galaxies. The sizes of these errors depend sensitively on the algorithm

that is used to allocate light for overlapping light profiles (Simard et al., 2011; Patton

et al., 2011). Figure 1.4 compares the allocation of light for a crowded galaxy using

two unique deblending schemes. The deblending mask in the top right panel is from

Source Extractor (Bertin & Arnouts, 1996), where each pixel is allocated to a single

source. The SDSS photo deblending (Lupton et al., 2002) is shown in the bottom

right panel. In the photo deblending, the flux of an individual pixel may be allocated

to more than one sources in proportion to its probability of belonging to each source.

The relative fractions are determined by employing simple surface-brightness profile

models on the photometry. The SExtractor scheme would be more strongly biased

than the SDSS scheme if the flux of each source is computed by summing the the

allocated fluxes directly. However, the allocation of each pixel’s flux to a single source

has been shown to achieve accurate and precise morphological estimates with the aid

of surface-brightness profile fitting strategies (Simard et al., 2011).

With a handle on the biases, the scale and public availability of the SDSS make it

ideal for assembling large samples of galaxies with photometry and spectra even for

studies with very specific selection criterion (e.g. studies of galaxy pairs in the SDSS:

Ellison et al. 2008, 2010; Patton et al. 2011; Ellison et al. 2011; Scudder et al. 2012;

Patton et al. 2013; Ellison et al. 2013). However, acquisition of galaxy photometry

in SDSS does not uniformly sample the true density of galaxies because SDSS galaxy

sample is magnitude-limited. Intrinsically bright galaxies are overrepresented in such

a survey. The completeness of a galaxy survey measures the fraction of galaxies that

it is able to detect as a function of magnitude. The completeness of the SDSS is de-

termined by comparing detections in regions of the sky that are also scanned by tele-

scopes that have superior surface brightness limits (completeness is also determined

from analytic model recovery analyses, e.g. Annis et al. 2014). Figure 1.5 shows the

completeness of the SDSS through comparison with the COMBO-17 survey S11 field

(Wolf et al., 2003). COMBO-17 uses a Wide Field Imager at the MPG/ESO 2.2-m

telescope on La Silla, Chile with photometry of one square degree of sky in 17 filters.

While the camera exposure time for the SDSS is 53.9s with median PSF resolution
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Figure 6. Difference between measured model and true r-band magnitudes of a series of simulated galaxies with Sérsic indices of 1 (disk galaxies; upper panel) and 4
(elliptical galaxies; lower panel). These galaxies followed the magnitude–effective radius relation observed in the SDSS Value-Added Galaxy Catalog (Blanton et al.
2005), and were either circularly symmetric (circles) or had an axis ratio of 0.5 (diamonds). They were added to random areas of real high-latitude fields and run
through photo. The simulated elliptical galaxies show a systematic offset even at the faint end; this is due to the fact that the photo model magnitude code assumes a
truncation beyond seven scale lengths, while the “true” magnitude has no such truncation. This is a 0.05 mag effect.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

a degradation of the UV-enhanced coating of the u-band CCD.
This change in instrumental zero point is effectively corrected
by the photometric calibration for objects near the mean color of
the standard stars, and, in fact, the repeat photometry of stars in
Stripe 82 is stable with time for stars with −0.5 < g − r < 1.5
(Bramich et al. 2008; Ivezić et al. 2007). However, the observed
response changes involve a roughly 30 Å redward shift in the
effective wavelengths of the u filters over the lifetime of the
survey, so one would expect significant changes in the measured
colors of objects of extreme color over the period, and this is
being investigated. M. Doi et al. (2009, in preparation) will
summarize the filter characteristics in full, including column-
to-column variations within the camera and the changes with
time.

5. PHOTOMETRY OF BRIGHT GALAXIES

As described in the DR6 paper and Mandelbaum et al.
(2005), systematic errors in the estimation of the sky near
bright (r < 16) galaxies cause their fluxes and scale sizes
to be underestimated and the number of neighboring objects
to be suppressed. Indeed, a number of authors (Lauer et al.
2007, Bernardi et al. 2007, Lisker et al. 2007) have pointed out
systematic errors in SDSS galaxy photometry at the bright end.
In the DR6 paper, this effect was quantified by adding simulated
galaxies to the SDSS images using a code described in Masjedi
et al. (2006). These simulations found that the r-band brightness
of galaxies was underestimated by as much as 0.8 mag for a 12th
magnitude galaxy with Sérsic index, n = 1 (an “exponential,” or
disk galaxy). For n = 4 galaxies (“de Vaucouleurs,” or elliptical
galaxies), the effect was less pronounced, with a brightness
underestimate of less than 0.6 mag.

However, the simulations shown in the DR6 paper used an
incorrect relation between galaxy size and magnitude, in the

sense that they overestimated the extent of the problem for the
typical galaxy. Using instead the relationships between apparent
magnitude and half-light radius measured for SDSS bulge and
disk galaxies (Blanton et al. 2003), we repeated the exercise: we
simulated pure n = 1 and n = 4 galaxies with axis ratios b/a of
0.5 and 1, and added them to real r-band SDSS images. We ran
the results through photo and compared their measured model
magnitudes to their true magnitudes; the bias in the measurement
is shown as a function of true magnitudes in Figure 6. There
is appreciable scatter at a given magnitude, due both to the
changing background and the different axis ratios. On average,
however, the flux is underestimated by approximately 0.2 mag
at r = 12.5 and <0.1 mag at r = 15 for simulated galaxies
with an Sérsic index of 1. For an Sérsic index of 4, the flux
is underestimated by as much as 0.3 mag at r = 12.5. The
effect is more severe for simulated objects with an axis ratio of
1 than for an axis ratio of 0.5 (see Figure 6). The scale sizes
of galaxies are similarly underestimated by as much as 20% for
simulated galaxies with Sérsic index of 1, and 30% for an index
of 4. Of course, the most massive elliptical or cD galaxies will
have more extended envelopes, producing a larger effect than
we have found here (Lauer et al. 2007).

6. IMPROVEMENTS IN PROCESSING OF
SPECTROSCOPIC DATA

6.1. Correction of Instability in the Spectroscopic Flats

Spectroscopic flat fields for the blue camera in the first
spectrograph contain an interference pattern produced by the
dichroic. The thickness of the dichroic coating is believed to
be sensitive to the ambient humidity, and moisture which enters
the system during plate changes affects the instrument response,
shifting the interference pattern in wavelength in unpredictable

Figure 1.3: Bias on flux estimates for analytic surface brightness profile models of
galaxies placed into SDSS skies. The analytic surface brightness profile models have a
priori known parametric form and are parametrized using sérsic functions with sérsic
indices n = 1 (used to model discs; upper panel) and n = 4 (ellipticals; lower panel)
with axis ratios of either 1 (red) or 0.5 (blue). The analytic models were inserted into
random high-latitude fields of the SDSS and run through photo. The effect of the
sky estimation from photo is evaluated by comparing the photo model magnitude
estimates for the inserted model galaxies to their known properties, ∆mr. The bias
is significant at the bright end with a maximum ∆mr ≈ 0.3. However, the bias is less
than the ∆mr ≈ 0.8 reported in other works. All estimates are systematically fainter
by 0.05 magnitudes as a result of truncation of the light profiles of photo models
beyond seven scale lengths. (Figure credit: Abazajian et al. 2009)
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Figure 3. Difference between SDSS and SExtractor deblending for object SDSS ObjID = 587729781199864370. This is the central galaxy in the image, and it has a
close companion to the lower left. Top left: object image from the SDSS corrected frame. Top right: segmentation pixel mask produced by SExtractor as described in
Section 3.2.2. The white region is the area defined as the object by the SExtractor deblending. Bottom left: object image given by the SDSS deblender. Bottom right:
segmentation pixel mask constructed from the SDSS deblending as described in Section 3.2.1. The white region is the area defined as the object by the SDSS atlas
image. Note how it now extends over the area where the close companion used to be.

set minimum fraction of the total flux in the tree, then this
branch is deemed to be a separate object altogether. Once all
the objects have been identified, SExtractor then produces a
segmentation image that assigns pixels to the different objects.
In the case of a galaxy with a close neighbor, the net result is
a “ridge” of segmentation values at the saddle point between
the two adjacent objects. The segmentation of an object never
extends over the area occupied by its neighbors (see upper left-
hand panel of Figure 3). It is clear from Figure 3 that each
object segmentation area misses a significant fraction of the
flux in the object because it spills over into the segmentation
area of its neighbor. The SExtractor magnitudes measured from
these areas would therefore systematically underestimate the
brightnesses of the two objects. However, if we also fit some
surface brightness model (e.g., bulge+disk) to the flux inside a
given object segmentation area and then integrate the flux in this
model out to large radii, then the missing flux is recovered. As
we will show later, such combination of SExtractor deblending
and model photometry can produce more reliable magnitudes
and colors in crowded environments.

3.2.1. SDSS Deblending

The atlas images provide object fluxes in pixels deemed
to belong to the object by the SDSS deblending algorithm
(Lupton et al. 2001), and they have zero object flux everywhere
else. The SDSS pipeline adds a constant “softbias” level of
1000 counts to all pixels in the atlas and PSF images. This
softbias level was subtracted from the images, so the atlas image
sky pixels therefore have a value of zero. However, these atlas
images cannot be used as is for our morphological analysis. The
isophotal cut chosen to define an object is too high, and the
wings of galaxy profiles where useful information can still be
found have been truncated from these images as a result of this
choice. Our science thumbnail images were therefore produced
by extending the object pixel area in the atlas images using
pixels from the corrected image of the field in which the object
resides. We ran SExtractor on the corrected image to identify

sky pixels. Pixels from the corrected image were added to the
science thumbnail only if they were identified as sky pixels.

The mask image is a critical element of the analysis as it
specifies the object pixel brightness distribution that will be
“seen” by the fitting algorithm. Mask pixels could take on three
different values: 1 (object), 0 (sky), and −2 (excluded from fit).
Initially, our main consideration was to remain consistent with
the object deblending performed by the SDSS pipeline. We did
not perform our own object deblending at first. We used the atlas
image itself as a starting point for the creation of the mask image.
For pixels in the mask image overlapping with the atlas image,
we assigned them a value of 1 when the atlas image pixel value
was greater than 1000 and a value of −2 otherwise. We then
used the SExtractor segmentation image of the corrected image
to complete the mask. Pixels in the final mask were assigned
a value of 1 if atlas mask pixel value was 1 and a value of 0
if atlas mask was −2 and SExtractor mask value was 0. The
net result was a mask with the same dimensions as the atlas
image but with more sky pixels than the original atlas images
that preserves the object deblending of the SDSS pipeline.

3.2.2. SExtractor Deblending

The procedure for preparing GIM2D postage stamp images
using SExtractor rather than SDSS deblending is consider-
ably simpler. It starts directly from the SDSS corrected im-
age frame on which the object is located. SExtractor was run
on this corrected frame to measure the parameters X_IMAGE,
Y_IMAGE, BACKGROUND, and ISOAREA_IMAGE using a
value of 0.00005 for the SExtractor deblending contrast param-
eter DEBLEND_MINCONT and a 1σ isophote for the analysis
area. The area extracted around each object for the GIM2D
postage stamp images was set to five times the area given
by ISOAREA_IMAGE. The GIM2D decompositions were
performed over all pixels flagged as object or background in
the SExtractor segmentation image. Objects in the segmenta-
tion images of the SDSS corrected frames are sharply delineated
by the location of the isophote corresponding to the detection

3

Figure 1.4: Science and deblending mask images of galaxies in a close pair. The top
left panel shows the science image from the SDSS centred on the galaxy for which
the flux and structure is being measured. The top right panel shows the allocation of
pixels to each galaxy using the SExtractor sky determination and deblending scheme.
Each pixel is allocated directly to an individual source. The bottom right panel shows
the deblending of the sources using the SDSS photo pipeline. Each pixel can allocate
a fraction of its flux to different sources in the SDSS based on models. Significant
overlap of a source’s light profile over the profile of a neighbouring source is possible
in this scheme. The bottom left panel shows the object image given by the SDSS
deblending after masking of the light from external sources. (Figure credit: Simard
et al. 2011)
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Figure 1.5: Comparison of SDSS galaxy detections and COMBO-17 in the S11 field
overlap in the r−band. Top panel: COMBO-17 (clear histogram) demonstrates su-
perior surface brightness limits than SDSS (hatched histogram) with significantly
greater numbers of galaxy detections as a function of magnitude for fainter sources.
Bottom panel: The completeness of SDSS as a function of apparent r−band magni-
tude computed from the division of statistics in the top panel. Figure taken from:
http://classic.sdss.org/dr7/products/general/completeness.html
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of 1.4 arcsec in the r−band, COMBO uses exposures of ∼ 20ks in the r−band with

seeing below 0.8 arcsec and a smaller pixel scale. The superior sampling within the

much smaller sky footprint enables high completeness with fainter sources. Figure 1.5

shows the distribution of galaxies by magnitude in each survey and the completeness

of the SDSS measured by comparing the distributions. The SDSS galaxy sample is

roughly complete for galaxies with mr < 18 and less than 50% complete by mr = 22.

This is supported by recovery analysis of analytic galaxy models of known magni-

tudes that are inserted into Stripe 82 of the SDSS DR7 (Annis et al., 2014), which

showed that DR7 is complete to mr ≈ 19.0 and has 50% completeness by mr ≈ 21.3.

However, magnitude completeness does not imply volume completeness.

Even with the limitations described in this section, the SDSS is still considerably

advantaged among modern galaxy surveys. Large, statistically representative sam-

ples of galaxies can be obtained readily in the form of direct imaging and spectrum

or properties derived from the photo pipeline and other post-processing routines.

However, quantitative estimates of galaxy fluxes and morphologies from photometry

must be carefully considered in light of these biases. The techniques used to achieve

more accurate, precise, and unbiased measurements of galaxy properties are the topic

of the next section.

1.3 Quantitative Morphologies

Visual classification schemes are successful in generating statistics of the distribu-

tion of galaxies within broad morphological classes. However, they do not provide

measurements of key structural parameters that describe the physical components

of galaxies. Furthermore, visual classification of large samples of galaxies is tedious

and hard to reproduce. Major visual classification projects such as the Galaxy Zoo

(Lintott et al., 2008) have helped to mitigate these problems in analyses of galaxies

from large surveys such as the SDSS using vote-weighted morphological classification

by the public (“citizen science”). Such projects have been instrumental in providing

large samples of galaxy merger pairs (e.g. Darg et al. 2010), galaxies with bars (e.g.

Masters et al. 2011), and various other large samples based on the classifications.

Large visual classified samples are used to determine the connection between mor-

phological classes and global properties such as colour (Tully et al., 1982; Bender &

Moellenhoff, 1987; Dressler, 1984; Strateva et al., 2001; Bamford et al., 2009), mass

(Calvi et al., 2012; Willett et al., 2015; Mortlock et al., 2013; Deng et al., 2013), lumi-
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nosity (Nakamura et al., 2003; Tempel, 2011; He et al., 2013), environment (Dressler,

1980; Bamford et al., 2009; Deng et al., 2013; Casteels et al., 2013), and star-formation

(Deng et al., 2013; Schawinski et al., 2014; Willett et al., 2015). However, quantita-

tive morphology tools are necessary to obtain more detailed information about the

structural properties of galaxies within the samples created in visual classification

schemes.

Quantitative morphological analyses fall into two main categories: non-parametric

morphologies (Morgan, 1962; Abraham et al., 1994; Schade et al., 1995; Rix & Zarit-

sky, 1995; Abraham et al., 1996; Conselice, 1997; Bershady et al., 2000; Conselice

et al., 2000b,a; Conselice, 2003; Takamiya, 1999; Papovich et al., 2003, 2005; Abraham

et al., 2003; Lotz et al., 2004; Law et al., 2007; Freeman et al., 2013) and paramet-

ric morphologies (de Vaucouleurs, 1948, 1953; Sérsic, 1963; Kormendy & Djorgovski,

1989; Allen et al., 2006; Kormendy et al., 2009; Peng et al., 2010; Simard et al., 2011).

Both are used in attempts to link the spatial distribution of stellar light (which traces

the stars) to the evolutionary histories of galaxies.

1.3.1 Non-Parametric Morphologies

Non-parametric morphologies make no assumptions about the underlaying functional

form of galaxy surface-brightness distributions. The most common methods for mea-

suring galaxy structure using non-parametric morphologies is with the Concentration-

Asymmetry-Clumpiness (CAS ) system (Conselice, 2003) and Gini -M20 (Lotz et al.,

2004). The parameters are designed to capture the major features that signal for the

underlying structure in galaxies (review by Conselice 2014). Many of these morpho-

logical quantities correlate with other parameters such as colour and tidally-induced

disruptions in the stellar light distributions of galaxies. The principle advantage over

parametric approaches is that computing these properties does not depend on the ade-

quacy of optimization software or the accuracy of model components that are intrinsic

to parametric morphologies. Furthermore, the biases that arise from choosing models

with symmetric isophotes (invariant ellipticity with radial distance from the centre of

a galaxy, for example) in parametric models do not affect non-parametric estimates.

Recent work has shown the successes and limitations of non-parametric estimates to

high-redshift galaxy morphologies and its general implications for low-surface bright-

ness photometry (Thompson et al., 2015). Modern non-parametric morphologies

demonstrate robustness to degradation of the S/N in galaxy images (Bershady et al.,
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2000; Lotz et al., 2004; Graham et al., 2005).

The assumption underlaying shapes for the surface brightness distributions of

galaxies is often considered to be the greatest drawback of parametric morphologies

relative to non-parametric statistics Conselice 2003, 2014). Parametric models can be

limited by the use of constant ellipticity isophotes which bias descriptions of galaxies

with isophotes that change in ellipticity with radius from the galactic center. Be-

cause non-parametric morphologies do not assume underlaying shapes of the surface-

brightness profiles, they are free from the biases that arise in parametric fitting of

galaxies with strong isophotal twists, for example. As with parametric morphologies,

the choice of which pixels belong to a galaxy in crowded fields and the signal-to-noise

(S/N) of the galaxy in the sky can significantly affect non-parametric statistics – mak-

ing comparisons between galaxy morphologies in the low- and high-redshift universe

challenging. Several modern non-parametric morphologies demonstrate robustness to

degradation of the S/N in galaxy images (Bershady et al., 2000; Lotz et al., 2004;

Graham et al., 2005). However, this robustness does not extend to all non-parametric

statistics.

1.3.2 Parametric Morphologies

The principle motivation to use parametric morphologies is to attempt to decom-

pose and describe the structural components of galaxies. While the decompositions

require assumptions about the underlaying surface-brightness profiles of the galactic

components, they are advantageous with respect to non-parametric statistics in that

the structural components are separable. Parameterizations of the structural compo-

nents enable construction of global scaling relations and statistics for specific galactic

components and their properties.

The most direct approach measuring the physical properties of the stellar com-

ponents is by fitting analytic surface-brightness profile models to their projections in

the sky. The technique was first employed by de Vaucouleurs (1948) who found that

a power-law relation of the form exp(−r1/4) was successful in modelling the radial

surface brightness profiles of elliptical galaxies. de Vaucouleurs (1959b) showed that

this light profile is extendable to the dynamically hot bulges of galaxies, while the

dynamically cold, flattened, and rotationally supported stellar discs were successfully

modelled by a pure exponential exp(−r). These light-profiles are generalized by the

sérsic profile (Sérsic, 1963). In 1-D, the sérsic profile is:
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Σ(R) = Σe +
2.5bn
ln(10)

[
(R/Re)

1/n − 1
]

(1.1)

where r is the projected distance from the galaxy’s centre, Σ(r) is the surface bright-

ness at r, Σ(re) = Σe is the surface brightness at the effective radius (which contains

half of the total light from the model), and bn is a constant that is defined in terms

of the sérsic index n, which controls the shape of the light profile.

The empirical surface-brightness profiles of bulges and ellipticals and bulges (n =

4) and discs (n = 1) are distinct. The distinction between the profiles allows both

components to be modelled simultaneously in either one or two dimensions. Para-

metric techniques that directly analyze the two-dimensional (2-D) images of galaxies

are advantageous in that they make full use of the spatial information content that

is accessible from photometry. This advantage is lost in 1-D techniques which either

trace the light along individual axes or must azimuthally average image data about

independently determined galaxy centroid coordinates. Furthermore, the goodness-

of-fit in 2-D can be determined visually from the image residual (model subtracted

from image) and statistically such as with the normalized χ2
ν-statistic:

χ2
ν =

1

Ndof

nx∑
x=1

ny∑
y=1

(fimage(x, y)− fmodel(x, y))2

σ2(x, y)
(1.2)

Ndof is the number of degrees of freedom allowed by the model and image and is

generally dominated by the number of pixels, f(x, y) is the flux at a given pixel, and

σ2(x, y) is the expected combined variance from noise contributions at each pixel.

The use of perfectly ellipsoidal models in 2-D parametric analysis is often cast

negatively in comparisons with 1-D and non-parametric techniques because galaxies

are not generally perfect ellipses in projection. However, Peng et al. (2010) argue

that the benefits of the 2-D approach outweigh the drawbacks. Fundamentally, 2-D

parametric techniques do not reduce spatial information content which often helps to

break multiple-component profile degeneracies. The 2-D approach is more capable in

handling situations where the bulge, disc, and other stellar components have semi-

major axes that are not aligned. 1-D is unable to discern misalignment of the major

axes of the stellar components without inherently utilizing 2-D information in some

way (such as by performing the 1-D analysis along several axes). Ultimately, 2-
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D parametric surface-brightness decompositions preserve the original pixel weights

from the image data that are lost in procedures that are used to convert to 1-D.

The current generation of two-dimensional parametric quantitative morphology

tools (gim2d: Simard (1998); Simard et al. (2002), GalFit: Peng et al. (2002,

2010), BUDDA: de Souza et al. (2004), MegaMorph: Vika et al. (2013), and oth-

ers) encompass a broad range of model complexities, optimization algorithms, and

weighting methods. GalFit and MegaMorph allow arbitrary amounts of complex-

ity in models including winding by Fourier and bending modes, hyperbolic rotation

functions, and a wide variety of profiles. This is very useful to perform accurate

and visually satisfying fits on the level of individual galaxies. However, the level of

inspection and number of model components that may be necessary to generate an

accurate model can become as tedious as visual classification and ultimately reduce

the meaningfulness of any individual model component.

Each new layer of complexity or additional component in a model increases the

total number of free parameters and stretches the amount of information that can be

extracted consistently for large populations of galaxies. The bulge+disc model is often

adopted as a trade-off between meaningful decompositions and a reasonable number

of fitting parameters. It is noteworthy that while additional components (such as

bars, spiral arms, and nuclei) are not modelled explicitly, higher-order complexity can

be derived from the best-fitting bulge+disc models. Barred galaxies are effectively

identified in histograms of the difference in position angle between the bulge and

disc components, ∆φ ≡ |φb − φd|. Compact centrally bright sources (such as seen

in quasar hosts) drive down the disc component and leave distinct residuals that

can be identified using automated techniques. Automated analysis of the model

residuals yields asymmetries that demonstrate ties with recent or on-going mergers.

Furthermore, independently employing (nbulge = 4) + (ndisc = 1) fits, (nbulge = free) +

(ndisc = 1) fits, and n = free pure sérsic fits make it possible to determine the stability

of each model component. Figure 2.8 shows a set of visually classified galaxies in the

SDSS and their quantitative morphological decompositions using two different models.

Parametric surface brightness profile fits can be performed using various optimiza-

tion techniques. Pixels that are allocated to the galaxy manually or using a deblend-

ing algorithm are used as weights in the fitting – where each pixel’s weight is often

proportional to its relative intensity. Each iteration of testing a parametric model

against a surface brightness distribution consists of subtraction of the model from

the data and statistical evaluation of the residual. One common evaluation method is
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A&A 530, A106 (2011)

Fig. 2. Examples of the science image, the mask, the model and the residual images for our two fits (de Vaucouleurs plus exponential or Sérsic
plus exponential) in the r band (from left to right) for galaxies from our seven morphological classes: E, S0, Sa, Sb, Sc, Sd, Irr (from top to bottom).

A106, page 6 of 16

Figure 1.6: A mosaic of gim2d fits to visually classified morphologies in the SDSS.
Galaxies are classified as E, S0, Sa, Sb, Sc, Sd, and Irr from top to bottom. The
SDSS r−band science image, SExtractor segmentation image (mask), best-fitting
bulge+disc model between (nbulge = 4) + (ndisc = 1) and (nbulge = free) + (ndisc = 1),
the (nbulge = 4) + (ndisc = 1) model residual, and the (nbulge = free) + (ndisc = 1)
model residual from left to right. Figure taken from Tasca & White (2011).
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minimization of the normalized χ2
ν-statistic from Equation 1.2 (Levenberg-Marquardt

minimization) that is employed by GalFit among others. Using the gradients of χ2
ν

with respect to changes in the model parameters, an iterative search is performed for

local minima in χ2
ν(α1, ..., αN) where α1 → αN are the set of parameters in the model

being optimized to fit the data. The search ceases when the change in χ2
ν does not

vary significantly over a set number of iterations – after which the optimization is

said to be converged.

The local minimum in χ2
ν(α1, ..., αN)-space that is obtained from iterative op-

timization is ideally the global minimum. However, algorithms that do not al-

low parameter steps that increase χ2
ν invite the possibility of converging within a

local minimum for certain initial sets of parameters. Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo

(MCMC) techniques such the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm used by gim2d mitigate

this problem by assigning each parameter set that is sampled a posterior probability

P (α1, ..., αN |D) for the model parameters given the data. The likelihood estimates

that determine P (α1, ..., αN |D) are usually based on the value of χ2
ν(α1, ..., αN) or

some other statistic. In the Metropolis-Hastings MCMC code iterations, a candi-

date set of parameters is always sampled if the probability at the candidate position

is higher than the current position, i.e. P (α1, ..., αN |D) > P (α1,◦, ..., αN,◦|D). The

difference between MCMC and direct minimization is that MCMC has a finite prob-

ability Pstep = P (α1, ..., αN |D)/P (α1,◦, ..., αN,◦|D) of stepping to lower probability

positions than the current position. This enables escape from local minima and con-

vergence on the global minimum with sufficient sampling. Furthermore, every sample

is stored in memory which allows accurate estimates of the uncertainties on each

parameter by marginalizing over every other parameter.

Parametric codes such as gim2d and MegaMorph are designed to perform si-

multaneous multi-band fitting of galaxy images – for which the best-fitting model

estimates are generally more stable (Simard et al., 2002; Häußler et al., 2013). Con-

straints across the bands are often placed on model parameters such as bulge and disc

sizes, position angles of each component, and sérsic index, and centroid position that

require them to be the same within a specified tolerance. In this way, each waveband

will weight every other towards a common optimization of models. Simultaneous fits

have Nbands−times the spatial sampling of an individual band which compensates for

the increase in the number of free parameters. Simultaneous multi-band fitting of the

bulge and disc components combined with individual fits in each band can be used to

derive broad-band Spectral Energy Distributions (SEDs) for each stellar component
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(e.g. Mendel et al. 2014). The SED of a source provides its relative intensity at each

wavelength of light. Broadband SEDs are an averaging of the distribution of light

produced in wavelengths covered by each band – producing a SED with resolution

defined by the bandwidths and band intervals. The broadband SEDs can be used in

tandem with surface-brightness decompositions to determine the relative colours and

stellar masses of each component.

The success of any quantitative morphologies technique is sensitively tied to the

method used to determine which pixels are allocated to sources (deblending). The

result of deblending in an image is the construction of a segmentation map (see right

panels of Figure 1.4). In general, the segmentation map delineates sources from the

sky and each source from each other. While Lotz et al. (2004) provide a mechanism

for eliminating the adverse effects of low S/N , crowding by neighbouring projected

sources is a challenging bias to handle in non-parametric analyses. However, 2-D

parametric morphologies are capable of obtaining accurate estimates for the prop-

erties of crowded galaxies with the right procedures. Simard et al. (2011) used the

2-D parametric surface brightness decomposition tool gim2d to show the results

from decompositions using several deblending strategies. Figure 1.7 shows 6 colour-

magnitude diagrams using the difference in g− and r−band rest-frame magnitudes

plotted against the rest-frame r−band magnitude, Mr. Galaxies are taken from the

SDSS pair sample of Patton et al. (2011) which are selected for small projected sepa-

rations and relative velocities of galaxy sources. The optimization of the bulge+disc

models are performed in two ways: (SEP) Galaxy images in each band (g and r) are

modelled separately – giving completely independent results; (SIM) g− and r−band

models are optimized simultaneously and provide weight to each other.

The colour-magnitude diagrams in Figure 1.7 each contain two principal com-

ponents: a tight red sequence (higher g − r) and blue cloud that is more broadly

distributed. Galaxies generally form and evolve within the blue cloud until the star

formation that is responsible for birthing young blue populations of stars is stifled by

some mechanism – from whence they redden in colour as the blue stars die and pas-

sively evolve along the tighter red sequence. Comparison across each panel shows that

the SDSS deblending and background measurement systematically offset the colours

and magnitudes for a large number of galaxies. Relative to the SDSS Petrosian

and Model magnitudes1 the combination of SDSS deblending and single-band model

1Petrosian magnitudes (Petrosian, 1976) are computed from aperture photometry. The Petrosian
ratio RP is defined at the radius r from the object centroid where the local surface brightness within
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Figure 9. Comparison of rest-frame color–magnitude diagrams for the Patton et al. (2011) DR7 galaxy pair sample of (N = 22565): Top left: SDSS Petrosian
magnitudes. Top right: SDSS model magnitudes. Middle left: GIM2D separate fits with SDSS sky background and deblending. Middle right: GIM2D separate fits with
GIM2D sky background and SDSS deblending. Bottom left: GIM2D simultaneous fits with GIM2D sky background and SDSS deblending. Bottom right: GIM2D
simultaneous fits with GIM2D sky background and SExtractor deblending. The same gray scale was used in all subpanels. The bin size for the gray scale was (∆(g− r),
∆Mr ) = (0.1, 0.05). The gray scale was replaced by the actual data points wherever the number of points in a given bin was less than 2.

magnitudes underestimating the g- and r-band fluxes by 20%
in their high (n ≃ 4) Sérsic index galaxies. The bifurcation at
intermediate bulge fractions is also visible in the comparison
between GIM2D and SDSS model magnitudes.

Object deblending can have a significant impact on galaxy
photometry especially in crowded environments (Section 3.2).
The simplest case of a crowded environment is a close pair
of galaxies, and we tested our GIM2D photometry using the
galaxy pair sample of Patton et al. (2011). This galaxy pair
sample also comes with a control sample matched in stellar
mass and redshift, and we used this control sample for a
comparison between crowded and non-crowded environments.
The control sample provides a cleaner comparison than the
entire SDSS sample in the sense that selection effects due to
galaxy properties such as luminosity and morphological type
and technical considerations such as fiber collision are the
same for both samples. Figures 9 and 10 show color–magnitude
diagrams for the Patton et al. galaxy pair and control samples.
These diagrams are shown for different types of photometry.
The GIM2D separate fits (“SEP+SDSSDEBL+SDSSBKG”)

produce a red sequence and a blue cloud that are less well
defined than those based on Petrosian and model magnitudes.
GIM2D magnitudes are total magnitudes in the sense that the
fluxes in the best-fit bulge and disk components are integrated
to infinity, and as such, they will have a lower signal-to-noise
ratio than Petrosian magnitudes, say, that aim to minimize
the amount of missing flux while optimizing the signal-to-
noise ratio of the photometric measurements. The GIM2D fits
also yield a large number of bright galaxies over the range
−24 ! Mr ! 21. As discussed in Section 4.1.1, the GIM2D-
determined sky backgrounds yielded better disk sizes and
luminosities. Adopting this new background level determination
method also decreases the number of those bright outliers, but
significant scatter toward bluer and redder colors remains.

Switching from bulge+disk fits performed separately in each
filter to the ones performed simultaneously in both bandpasses
immediately improves the integrated magnitudes in two impor-
tant ways. The number of blue and red outliers is now signif-
icantly lower, and the red sequence and blue cloud are now as
well defined as for the SDSS photometry. The simultaneous fits

10

Figure 1.7: Colour-magnitude diagrams of galaxies in the galaxy pair sample of Patton
et al. (2011). Top left: SDSS Petrosian. The Petrosian radius, rP , is determined
from circular aperture photometry as the radius at which surface brightness is equal
to 0.2× the mean enclosed surface brightness µ(rP ) = 0.2µ̄(r < rP ). Top right:
SDSS Model. Model magnitudes are computed from the best-fitting result from
independent pure sérsic and de Vaucouleurs profile fitting. Both Petrosian and Model
magnitude estimates use the SDSS deblending and sky measurement. Middle left:
gim2d magnitudes to galaxies with separate fitting in each band (SEP) using SDSS
deblending (SDSSDEBL) and sky measurements (SDSSBKG). Middle right: SEP
fitting with sdssdebl and gim2d sky measurements (gm2bkg). Bottom left: gim2d
magnitudes from simultaneous multi-band fits (SIM) with sdssdebl and gm2dbkg.
Bottom right: SIM fitting with SExtractor deblending and GM2DBKG. Grayscale
is the same in each panel and bins containing only one point are replaced with scatter
showing the position of the data. Figure taken from Simard et al. 2011.
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optimizations produces erroneous scatter and a large fraction of outliers. However,

the scatter is significantly reduced using simultaneous multi-band fitting with gim2d

and alternative deblending and sky estimation strategies. The simultaneous g− and

r−band fits using SExtractor deblending and the gim2d background estimation

(bottom right panel) noticeably depopulates the outliers and improves the tightness

and definition of the sequence and cloud relative to each other technique examined

in the study. The scheme exhibited in the lower right panel is generally adopted the

fiducial scheme in gim2d analysis pipelines. The lack of red outliers in the fiducial

scheme is particularly significant considering that these galaxies were ascribed as new

population of unusually red pairs in the literature (see explanation by Patton et al.

2011). In particular, gim2d has demonstrated the level of robustness for parameter

estimates that is accessible with 2-D analyses in crowded images.

The quantitative parametrization of the galaxy components facilitates connec-

tions with the physical properties that are predicted from theory. However, accurate

translation between the physical predictions from theory and the observationally de-

rived properties from galaxies has limited the meaningfulness of these comparisons.

Without realistic images of large numbers of galaxies from numerical simulations and

theory, comparisons between observed and predicted galaxy populations are funda-

mentally indirect. Fortunately, recent advances in the scale and fidelity of numerical

hydrodynamical simulations have made it possible to bridge the long-standing gap

between analyses of galaxies using observational and numerical data.

a fixed annulus at r is a specified fraction of the mean surface brightness within r as described in
Blanton et al. (2001) and Yasuda et al. (2001):

RP (r) ≡
∫ 1.25r

0.8r
dr′2πr′I(r′)/[π(1.252 − 0.82)r′2]∫ r

0
dr′2πr′I(r′)/(πr′2)

(1.3)

where I(r) is the azimuthally averaged surface brightness profile. The Petrosian radius, rP , is defined
as the radius at which the Petrosian fraction R(rP ) = 0.2 for the SDSS. The Petrosian magnitude
is computed from the total flux contained within 2rP of the galaxy centroid. Petrosian magnitudes
are used to make consistent measurements for galaxy fluxes that do not vary strongly as a function
of position and distance. Model magnitudes are computed from the best-fitting independent single-
component exponential or de Vaucouleurs profile fits to the 2D surface brightness distribution of a
galaxy.
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1.4 Numerical Simulations

The limitation of the observable universe is that observers are confined to a static

view of galaxy evolution. A dynamic view of the evolution of individual galaxies in the

universe is required to make links between their observed properties and galaxy for-

mation and evolution theory. Comparing populations of galaxies in different redshift

ranges is the only way an observer can formally study their evolution. This is a very

powerful technique for investigating changes to the statistical distributions of galaxy

parameters across cosmic time. However, the ability to link individual high-redshift

galaxies to local ones requires assumptions that often weaken their interpretive ca-

pacity.

The computational counterparts to observational galaxy surveys are numerical

simulations. Simulations have evolved rapidly over the last few decades. The first

applications of numerical simulations were used in approaches to the theory of stel-

lar dynamics within small clusters of stars (von Hoerner, 1960; Toomre & Toomre,

1972). Simulations that model only gravitational interactions are known as N−body

simulations and continue to be a staple of numerical astronomy because of their low

computational overhead by modern standards (Springel et al., 2005; Teyssier et al.,

2009; Kim et al., 2011; Angulo et al., 2012).

1.4.1 N-body Simulations

N−body simulations became particularly interesting following observations of the

Andromeda Galaxy (M31) by Rubin & Ford (1970). Atomic hydrogen emission lines

from the 3 → 2 electron transition (Hα) were identified in 67 locally bright regions

containing young stellar populations (HII regions) and used to determine the rota-

tional velocity of M31 out to large radii. They found that the rotation velocities

were systematically larger than the rotation predicted from estimates of the stellar

and gas mass distribution in the galaxy. Ostriker & Peebles (1973) used N−body

simulations to show that the common morphologies of galaxies such as spirals and

ellipticals were unstable configurations without support from a static, uniform distri-

bution of mass that extended out to large radii and comprised a considerably larger

total mass than the sum of the masses from the stellar particles. This “missing mass”

could not be accounted for by the stellar and gaseous matter that is accessible via

the electromagnetic spectrum. The inclusion of dark matter to galaxy formation the-

ory brings the theoretical rotation velocities into agreement with observations . The
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extended distributions of dark-matter in which galaxies are embedded are known as

the galactic halo (or dark-matter halo) (White & Rees, 1978; Fall & Efstathiou, 1980;

Frenk et al., 1985; Blumenthal et al., 1986; Dekel & Silk, 1986; Kauffmann & White,

1993). Current observational evidence for dark matter is indirect, but so far it is the

most consistent model within the framework developed by observational and theoret-

ical cosmology (e.g. Rubin & Ford 1970; Faber & Jackson 1976; Rubin et al. 1980;

Aubourg et al. 1993; Moore 1994; Percival et al. 2007; Komatsu et al. 2009 or reviews

by Refregier 2003; Bertone et al. 2005). Dark matter appears to be the dominant

form of matter in the universe and provides the principle basis for structure forma-

tion (Peebles, 1980; Davis et al., 1982; Blumenthal et al., 1984; Davis et al., 1985;

Gott et al., 1986; Bahcall, 1988). The strong candidacy of dark matter as a real and

fundamental component of the mass-energy budget in the universe, its dominance

over baryonic matter on large scales, and the tentative exclusivity of its interactions

to gravity make it ideally suited for N−body simulations.

1.4.2 Semi-Analytic Models

Modern dark-matter only (DM-only) N−body simulations are used to make statisti-

cally representative predictions for dark matter structure, halo merger trees, the mass

function of halos, etc. in large cosmological volumes (Springel et al., 2005; Teyssier

et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2011; Angulo et al., 2012). Semi-analytic models (SAMs)

are used to link dark halos with galactic components using the skeleton and growth-

histories provided by N−body simulations (e.g. Kauffmann et al. 1993; Emsellem

et al. 1994; Baugh et al. 1996; Somerville & Primack 1999; Cole et al. 2000; Hatton

et al. 2003; Bower et al. 2006; Somerville et al. 2008; Guo et al. 2011). However,

comparisons between the physical parameters predicted by the models and observa-

tionally derived properties are fundamentally indirect. Mock observations of galaxies

produced in SAMs bridge this gap by converting the simulation products to cata-

logs of quantities that are familiar to observational galaxy astronomy (e.g. Overzier

et al. (2013)). Using realistic images and spectra of galaxies, the predictions from

theory and observational evidence are placed on level ground. Observational tools

can be used to analyze the simulation and observation products consistently. Still,

semi-analytic models are fundamentally limited by “recipe-based modelling” of the

baryonic components.

Hydrodynamical simulations are designed to mitigate the constraints on SAMs by
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including the baryons and their physics directly within the simulations. The com-

plexity of physics that is necessary to accurately and explicitly model the baryons is

the principle limit to the volume and resolution of these simulations due to the high

computational expense relative to N−body simulations. However, current numerical

hydrodynamical simulations that explicitly track the co-evolution of dark and bary-

onic matter comprise of sufficient scales and resolution that enable comparisons with

observational galaxy surveys (Illustris: Vogelsberger et al. 2014b, Eagle (Evolution

and Assembly of GaLaxies in their Environments): Schaye et al. 2015).

1.4.3 Hydrodynamical Simulations

The advantage of numerical hydrodynamical simulations is that the properties of the

simulation components (stellar, gaseous, or dark) are determined explicitly by their

complete dynamical, chemical, and thermodynamic histories. This affords several

advantages over more indirect results based the post-processing allocation of galaxies

properties and morphologies to DM-only N−body halos. The properties of the stars

and gas in hydrodynamical simulations can then be used in radiative transfer codes

to probabilistically determine the projected spatial distribution of stellar light that

would observed with a camera in an arbitrary location (e.g. sunrise: Jonsson 2006).

The images that are produced from the stellar particles within a simulation are called

“synthetic stellar images” or “stellar mocks.” The transfer codes can be run for any

snapshot of the evolution of the simulation. Therefore, mock images of individual

galaxies throughout their formation histories can be used to directly tie the observed

evolution of morphologies to their mass accretion, interaction, environmental, and

star formations histories, for example.

Figure 1.8 shows an example of how star-formation rates, colours, and morpholo-

gies can be connected through inspection of their histories in the Illustris simulation.

Figures 1.9 and 1.10 show colour-composite mock observations for galaxies in Illustris

for samples of blue and red galaxies. The diversity of morphologies within the blue

and red populations is a particular triumph of the current generation of cosmological

hydrodynamical simulations. These simulations provide an unprecedented level of

fidelity with respect to the observed morphologies of galaxies. Figure 1.11 shows a

Hubble diagram composed of mock observations of Illustris galaxies and a compari-

son of a real and mock image using the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Ultra-Deep

Field (UDF). The stellar mocks enable image-based comparisons that show how well
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Figure 18. Evolution of two selected galaxies across cosmic time. The images show rest-frame g, r, i band composite images of the stellar light for the two
galaxies at various redshifts as indicated. The top galaxy evolves into a red elliptical galaxy, which has only very little remaining SF at z = 0. The bottom
galaxy evolves into a blue star-forming spiral with a bar-like structure in the centre. Both galaxies experienced recent mergers, which leads to the formation of
shells in the stellar light distribution of the elliptical galaxy. The merger of the blue galaxy leads to the formation of a central bar. Both galaxies are distinct at
z = 0 in their morphology, their colour, and their present SFR. At higher-z both galaxies are significantly bluer.

more massive galaxies in our simulation volume are resolved well
enough to study the detailed distribution of stars in them.

Before studying specific details of the galaxy population we
present in Fig. 18 the redshift evolution of two galaxies based
on stellar images in rest-frame g, r, i bands. One of the galaxies
evolves into a red elliptical galaxy (top), and the other one (bot-
tom) into a blue star-forming spiral galaxy. We trace these galaxies
back in time for more than 10 Gyr until z = 2 as indicated in the
figure. The images reveal that both galaxies undergo some merg-
ers. For example, the red galaxy experienced a dry merger around
z ∼ 0.2 resulting in shell like structures in the stellar image at z

∼ 0.1. The shells are not prominent anymore at z = 0, where we
find a smooth and featureless light distribution. The blue late-type
galaxy in the bottom of the figure also undergoes a merger around

z ∼ 0.3 resulting in the formation of a dominant bar, which is clearly
visible around z ∼ 0.2–0.1 and still noticeable at z = 0. Some of
the blue galaxy’s images also show star-forming regions as knots
in the light distribution. By z = 0, these systems have evolved into
very different galaxies, which differ strongly in their morphology,
colour, and sSFRs.

We trace the history of these two galaxies more quantitatively in
Fig. 19, where we show their evolutionary paths together with the
distributions of all galaxies at z = 0. In the left-hand panel of Fig. 19,
we present the distribution of all galaxies as a function of stellar
mass and SFR at z = 0. The colour coding in the histogram shows
the average (g − r) colour of galaxies in each bin. The green band
shows the observed SF main sequence (Elbaz et al. 2007) which
is in good agreement with the predictions of our model. We also

Figure 19. Galaxy evolution across cosmic time. Left-hand panel: SFR versus stellar mass at z = 0 (g − r colour coded). The green band shows the observed
SF main sequence (Elbaz et al. 2007). The cyan line shows the mean relation between stellar mass and SF predicted by the simulation. Symbols connected
by lines trace the evolution of the two sample galaxies shown in Fig. 18: one evolving into an elliptical (circles/red line) and the other one ending as a disc
galaxy (stars/blue line). Numbers in the symbols show the redshift and the symbol colour represent the galaxy’s g − r colour. Symbol sizes are proportional to
the stellar half-mass radius normalized for each galaxy evolution track individually. Right-hand panel: central gas fraction versus stellar mass at z = 0 (sSFR
colour coded). Symbol colours are chosen according to the sSFRs. We do not show the elliptical galaxy beyond z = 0.2 since the SFR is essentially zero after
that time. Symbol sizes in the right-hand panel are the same as in the left-hand panel.
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Figure 1.8: Mock observations of two selected galaxies from the Illustris Simulation
from redshift, z = 2. The mocks are colour composites of the SDSS gri optical bands
viewed from the rest-frame of the galaxy at each epoch. The top galaxy evolves
to an elliptical morphology by z = 0 where the bottom has a spiral morphology
with the visual presence of a bar. The true star-formation rates are known from the
simulation. At high redshift, both galaxies have high on-going star formation. Star-
formation has all but ceased by z = 0 for the galaxy in the top panel. The galaxy
in the bottom panel has a high star formation rate at z = 0. The star-formation
properties are correlated with the colours in the mock-observations – as they are in
the real universe. Blue galaxies typically have higher specific star formation rates
(rate of production of stars normalized by the total stellar mass of the galaxy) than
red galaxies. Both of the selected galaxies experience recent mergers. The mergers
lead to the formation of shell-like stellar density structures in the red galaxy and a
central bar in the blue galaxy. Figure taken from Vogelsberger et al. (2014b).

simulated galaxies reproduce the properties of observed ones. These tests provide

insights to the physical mechanisms that drive or suppress structure formation in

galaxy formation and evolution theory.

1.4.4 Mock Observations

Realistic images from stellar mocks facilitate direct comparison of the simulation

products with observations (e.g. Abadi et al. 2003a; Scannapieco et al. 2010; Brooks

et al. 2011; Christensen et al. 2014; Snyder et al. 2015). Quantitative morphologies

are ideally suited to this task because the same codes can be used for both real and

mock observations without the interpretive biases that are intrinsic to visual classifica-

tions. It is important that the biases from the parametric model in the decomposition

are separable from the differences in the fundamental parameters that describe the

galaxies’ components. Therefore, decompositions that do not include an arbitrary

number of components have potentially the most interpretive power – as they have

the least sensitivity to biases from the choice of model. Pure sérsic and bulge+disc
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Figure 1.9: Mock observations of a sample of blue galaxies (shown face-on) from the
Illustris Simulation. The mocks are colour composites of the SDSS gri optical bands.
Most of the blue galaxies are disc-like. Tight blue clumps are regions of recent or
on-going star-formation. Figure taken from Vogelsberger et al. (2014b).
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Figure 1.10: Mock observations of a sample of red galaxies from the Illustris Sim-
ulation. The mocks are colour composites of the SDSS gri optical bands. Most of
the red galaxies are elliptical in morphology and have little on-going star-formation.
Figure taken from Vogelsberger et al. (2014b).
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surface brightness decompositions are the simplest models that maintain the flexibil-

ity required to link the parameters to the physical components of a galaxy. The sizes

of galaxy populations produced by the current generation of hydrodynamical simu-

lations also make automated fitting algorithms more attractive as long as they have

low sensitivity to the initial guess and may escape from local minima in parameter

space.

The crucial tenet of a fair comparison between the simulated and observed galax-

ies is ensuring that consistent and comprehensive observational realism is added to

mocks. A synthetic image of a galaxy from a simulation contains no realism and

no noise (apart from the small amount from the photon propagation scheme in the

radiative transfer code). Therefore, the realism that burdens real galaxies must be

added to the synthetic images either artificially or via insertion into real images. The

dominant biases that need to be reproduced are summarized in §1.2.2. Principally,

the realism that must be achieved is a statistically consistent distribution of resolu-

tion, signal-to-noise, and crowding by external sources between real and simulated

galaxy populations. The most direct way to add this realism is by insertion of the

mock galaxy flux into real observational images.

This thesis details a new method for image-based comparisons of the morphologi-

cal properties of galaxies from simulations and observations. Quantitative morpholo-

gies using the gim2d software are employed on galaxies from the Illustris simulation

with a comprehensive suite of observational realism considerations. The realism en-

sures that analyses and comparisons of simulated and observed galaxy populations

are consistent and fair – which is central to the interpretive power of their results.

Synthetic images of galaxies from the Illustris simulation are inserted directly into

SDSS images in a way that the biases from realism affect the derived morphological

parameters in a statistically equivalent fashion. A detailed characterization of these

biases is performed to quantitatively assess the effects of realism on derived galaxy

properties. Once biases have been carefully characterized, it is then possible to dis-

entangle them from real physical differences between Illustris and observations using

well-known relations. The relation between size and luminosity and the relation be-

tween bulge-to-total fraction and total stellar mass are the two principle comparisons

that are performed.

The automated and objective nature of the methodology facilitates consistent

estimates of fundamental parameters that describe observed and simulated galaxy

morphologies. Even though simplified models such as the ones used by gim2d may
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Figure  1: Mock  images  of  the  simulated  galaxy  population. a, Stellar  light

distributions (g,r,i bands) for a sample of galaxies at z = 0 arranged along the classical

Hubble sequence for morphological classification. Our simulation produces a variety of

galaxy types ranging from ellipticals to disk galaxies to irregular systems, the latter

mostly resulting from interactions and mergers.  b, HST UDF image (2.8 arcmin on a

side) in B, Z, H bands convolved with Gaussian point-spread functions of σ = 0.04,

0.08, and 0.16 arcsec, respectively. c, HST mock observation from Illustris.

21

Figure 1.11: Galaxy morphologies and populations produced in the Illustris simula-
tion. (a) Galaxy stellar mocks showing the diversity of morphologies produced by
Illustris in the shape of a Hubble diagram. Stellar mocks are colour composites of the
gri optical bands. (b) HST Ultra-Deep Field image (2.8 arcmins a side) using colour
composites of the BZH bands. (c) HST UDF mock observation of the Illustris galaxy
population created by partitioning the Illustris volume to create a light-cone. Figure
taken from Vogelsberger et al. (2014a).
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not fully reproduce the surface brightness distributions of more complex structures,

this limitation should have the same impact on measured mock and real galaxy image

properties – provided that the same models are used for both. Inversely, the absence,

stifling, or over-production of morphological structures in the simulations can also

be identified through comparisons of the decomposition results to observations. The

discrepancies and similarities between the structural parameters derived from pho-

tometry provide insights that stand to advance the development of even higher-fidelity

numerical techniques and models that enter the simulations. Image-based analyses of

real and simulated galaxies enables a new comparison between theory and observa-

tions – a conjunction that stands to provide a wealth of feedback to the communities

of computational and observational astronomy alike.
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Abstract

The current generation of large-scale hydrodynamical cosmological simulations are

valuable instruments for understanding the formation and evolution of galaxies. How-

ever, the crux in the interpretive power for such simulations is fundamentally in

whether they are able to reproduce the observed properties of galaxies. Furthermore,

it is essential that comparisons are fair – which is enabled by deriving the proper-

ties of simulated and real galaxy populations on level-ground. We present a new,

image-based method for comparing the structural properties of galaxies produced in

hydrodynamical simulations to observed galaxies. First, we apply an unprecedentedly

rigorous suite of observational realism to synthetic images of simulated galaxies that

statistically matches the biases for image-based analyses of real galaxies in the Sloan

Digital Sky Survey. We then perform 2-D bulge+disc decompositions of simulated

galaxies using the gim2d pipeline of Simard et al. (2011). We apply our methodology

to the z = 0 synthetic image catalog of galaxies from the Illustris simulation (Torrey

et al., 2015). In this chapter, we detail our realism suite, methods, and decomposition

catalogs. We quantitatively characterize observational biases on our decomposition

results to enable meaningful insights in comparisons with real galaxies. We find that

our decomposition results are largely robust to observational biases affecting decom-

positions of real galaxies. However, we identify several diffuse galaxies in Illustris are

prone to internal segmentation in the deblending (roughly 30% of the full popula-

tion) – leading to systematically reduced flux estimates by up to a factor of 6, smaller

half-light radii by up to a factor of ∼ 2, and erroneous estimates for the bulge-to-

total fraction. Nonetheless, our methodology and bulge+disc decomposition results

enable unbiased comparisons with observations. The adaptive and scalable nature

of our methods to comparisons using various observing instruments and simulations

facilitate important conjunctions between observational and computational galaxy

astronomy that stand to provide a wealth of feedback to each community alike.
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2.1 Introduction

A range of tools have been developed in the past several decades to model the forma-

tion and evolution of galaxies with the overarching goal of reproducing the observed

properties of galaxies and their populations in nearby and distant epochs of the uni-

verse (see Somerville & Davé 2015 for a recent review). Validation of the models

is fundamentally determined by the accuracy of the model products with respect to

observational constraints (e.g. Abadi et al. 2003a; Brooks et al. 2011; Agertz et al.

2011; Guedes et al. 2011; Christensen et al. 2014; Agertz & Kravtsov 2015; Furlong

et al. 2015; Lange et al. in prep). The growth in observational data from modern

observational large galaxy redshift surveys such as the SDSS (Eisenstein et al., 2011),

2dF (Folkes et al., 1999), DEEP2 (Newman et al., 2013), CANDELS (Grogin et al.,

2011) and that is expected from forthcoming projects such as the LSST (project de-

scription in LSST Science Collaboration et al. 2009) provides an increasingly precise

and complete test-bed against which the model products must be benchmarked.

The most direct way of deriving observable properties of galaxies from theoreti-

cal predictions is to numerically track the coevolution of dark and baryonic matter

in hydrodynamical cosmological simulations (e.g. Katz et al. 1992, 1996; Weinberg

et al. 1997; Murali et al. 2002; Springel & Hernquist 2003; Kereš et al. 2005; Ocvirk

et al. 2008; Crain et al. 2009; Croft et al. 2009; Schaye et al. 2010; Oppenheimer

et al. 2010; Vogelsberger et al. 2012). While limitations on spatial and mass resolu-

tion require certain prescription models that operate on the sub-grid level (see §3 of

Somerville & Davé 2015 and references therein) that are often similar to those used

in semi-analytic models (SAMs) of galaxy formation, the explicit inclusion of hydro-

dynamics in the formation of structure and galactic dynamics facilitates significantly

broader comparisons with observations. In particular, tracking the dynamics of both

the dark and baryonic matter self-consistently to small spatial scales allow predictions

to be made about the internal structure of galaxies including the distribution of gas

(Kereš et al., 2012; Torrey et al., 2012) and the structures formed from the stellar

components (Abadi et al., 2003a,b; Governato et al., 2004; Agertz et al., 2011; Sales

et al., 2012; Marinacci et al., 2012). Numerical hydrodynamical simulations place

galaxy formation and evolution theory in a complete evolution-based cosmological

context and are therefore an important tool for interpreting the observed properties

of galaxies. In particular, the latest generation of high-fidelity multi-scale cosmolog-

ical hydrodynamical simulations (e.g. Illustris: Vogelsberger et al. 2014b; EAGLE:
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Schaye et al. 2015; FIRE: Hopkins et al. 2014; APOSTLE: Sawala et al. 2016; BA-

HAMAS: McCarthy et al. 2016) are designed specifically to allow straight-forward

comparisons to observational constraints on the scales of individual galaxies and full

galaxy populations.

Explicit tracking of the birth mass, chemical evolution, mass loss, ages and mo-

tions of stellar populations within galaxies in hydrodynamical simulations allows the

assignment of a full spectrum to each stellar population at every time-step. With

this information, radiative transfer codes can be used to project stellar light from

populations of stars within these galaxies and create synthetic images that provide

realistic representations of what a simulated galaxy would look like if it had been

observed with a real photometric or spectroscopic instrument (and at any stage in

its evolution) (Jonsson 2006; Li et al. 2008; Baes et al. 2011; Robitaille 2011; see

Steinacker et al. 2013 for a recent review). The tools for converting hydrodynamical

simulations into synthetic images bridge the long-standing gap between theory and

observations to the point that fully consistent analysis of the data products of each

camp are possible. While data products of SAMs can also formatted in ways that are

accessible to conventional observational analysis software (e.g. the Millennium Run

Observatory (MRObs): Overzier et al. 2013), hydrodynamical simulations provide a

more explicit, evolution-based frame-work for comparisons with observations. How-

ever, the crucial requirement of a fair comparison between the properties derived from

observed galaxies and simulations is that the same biases affect the interpretation of

their results (Conroy et al., 2010; Hayward et al., 2012, 2013a,b). Furthermore, the

apparent disparity between structural estimates, such as bulge- and disc-to-total ra-

tios (e.g. Scannapieco et al. 2010), derived from photometric decomposition analyses

of synthetic images and estimates from the orbital properties obtained directly from

the simulations also demonstrates that consistency in methodology is fundamental to

the interpretative power of such comparisons.

In perhaps the first statistically relevant, image-based comparison between the

properties of galaxies from a hydrodynamical simulation and observations, Snyder

et al. (2015) (S15) obtained non-parametric optical morphology estimates of syn-

thetic images of galaxies from the Illustris simulation (Torrey et al., 2015) (T15)

and demonstrated the diversity of bulge, disc, and composite morphologies produced

therein. Two crucial elements of this work must be noted: (1) the application of

observational realism by inserting the synthetic images directly into real fields; (2)

consistent methods of computing the morphological estimates. While the realism
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provided by S15 was incomplete (which we correct for by including the statistical bi-

ases from crowding, sky brightness, and PSF resolution in our observational realism

suite), they showed that their non-parametric morphology estimates for simulated

galaxies roughly occupied the same space as real galaxies – an unprecedented and

statistically meaningful success in the structural comparison of galaxies from hydro-

dynamical simulations and the real universe. While several puzzles are highlighted

by the study, the morphological similarities shown between simulated and observed

galaxies in their proof-of-concept analysis motivates a complete and detailed study of

the structural morphologies of galaxies produced in simulations that is realized in a

fully observational context.

In this first paper in our series, we describe our methodology and data products

that facilitate consistent, image-based comparisons between observationally accessible

structural properties derived from real galaxies and galaxies evolved in hydrodynam-

ical simulations. In particular, we derive structural estimates from SDSS renderings

of the synthetic galaxy image catalog from the Illustris simulation (T15) that are

consistent with SDSS analyses using the gim2d parametric surface-brightness de-

composition analysis tool. We apply a comprehensive suite of observational realism

to the Illustris synthetic images to ensure that the same biases in resolution, signal-

to-noise, and projected crowding affect both model and real galaxies. Furthermore,

we provide a detailed characterization of these biases by conducting several “mini”-

experiments that quantify the random and systematic errors associated with these

biases and identify their correlations with morphology. We also investigate the biases

associated with projected line of sight on the morphological parameters. Questioning

the adequacy of the synthetic images themselves, we examine the biases associated

with post-processing choices of how stellar light is propagated from full unresolved

stellar populations and their effect on structural estimates. Having understood the

limitations of parameter recovery, biases and uncertainties, in Bottrell et al. (in prep)

we present a detailed comparison of the morphologies of galaxies in Illustris compared

with those in the SDSS.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2.2 provides a basic description of the

simulation products and synthetic images and a detailed description of our obser-

vational realism suite. Section 2.3 describes the application of our 2D parametric

quantitative morphologies to mock-observed galaxies and the resulting catalogs. The

biases on structural parameters from realism are investigated and discussed in Section

2.4. We adopt cosmological parameters that are consistent with WMAP-9 measure-
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ments in a ΛCDM cosmogony: Ωm = 0.2726; ΩΛ = 0.7274; Ωb = 0.0456; σ8 = 0.809;

ns = 0.963; and H0 = 100h km s−1Mpc−1 where h = 0.704 (Hinshaw et al., 2013).

2.2 Simulated Galaxies

In this section, general descriptions are provided for the Illustris simulation and the

production of synthetic stellar mock galaxy images as context for a full description

of our methods. We refer the reader to the source literature found in Vogelsberger

et al. (2014a) and Torrey et al. (2015) for more complete descriptions and detailed

discussions of the properties of the Illustris simulation and stellar mocks, respectively,

that are briefly summarized in Section 2.2.1 and Section 2.2.2. We provide a complete

description of our image realism considerations in Section 2.2.3 and emphasize the

continuity between the realism we provide and the biases affecting analyses of real

galaxies in the SDSS (Simard et al., 2011) (S11).

2.2.1 Illustris Simulation

The Illustris simulation is a large-volume cosmological hydrodynamical simulation

(Vogelsberger et al., 2014a,b; Genel et al., 2014) that employs a set of physics and

feedback models that includes procedures for treating the sub-resolution ISM, gas

cooling (including primordial and metal-line cooling), star-formation, stellar evolu-

tion and enrichment, kinetic stellar feedback from supernovae, black-hole seeding and

merging procedures, and AGN feedback (radiative, radio-mode, and quasar-mode)

among others. For details of the simulation models, we refer the reader to Vogels-

berger et al. (2013, 2014b,a). The parameters of these physical models – specifically

the free parameters in star-formation feedback models – are tuned to reproduce the

stellar mass function and stellar mass-halo mass relation at z = 0 and global star-

formation rate density statistics across cosmic time. Genel et al. (2014) show that

this result is realized through comparison with observations as well as the non-tuned

reproduction of the stellar mass and halo occupation functions to high redshift pre-

dicted in Torrey et al. (2014).

The diversity of the redshift z = 0 galaxy morphologies in Illustris is demon-

strated by Snyder et al. (2015) (S15 who performed a non-parametric quantita-

tive morphologies analysis on the synthetic images of galaxies with stellar masses

9.7 < log M?/M� < 12.3. The synthetic images in S15 are constructed using the
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sunrise radiative transfer code (Jonsson, 2006; Jonsson et al., 2010) and have added

realism in the form of SDSS skies and convolution with a Gaussian point-spread

function (PSF) with resolution set by the average seeing for SDSS images for each

optical band. S15 showed that Illustris contains a variety of morphological structures

at z = 0 including spirals, ellipticals, and irregulars. In particular, the presence of

rotationally-supported disc galaxies in coexistence with elliptical populations is an in-

teresting result. It is not only relevant to the capacity with which the Illustris volume

can be compared with the observable universe, but also in resolving the long-standing

problem of general angular momentum deficit, high central concentrations, and un-

realistic rotation curves in disc-formation experiments (Navarro & Steinmetz, 2000;

Scannapieco et al., 2012). The implication is that the general failure of realistic disc-

formation in previous simulations is not in conflict with galaxy formation/evolution

theory or ΛCDM, but rather a symptom of the inadequacy of numerical algorithms

to this task (Torrey et al., 2012).

Current large-volume hydrodynamical simulations such as Illustris and EAGLE

in producing diverse galaxy populations have been shown to broadly reproduce fun-

damental relations and morphologies observed in the real universe (e.g. Snyder et al.

2015; Furlong et al. 2015; Crain et al. 2015; Trayford et al. 2015, 2016; Lange et

al. in prep.). Their new levels of fidelity make them well-suited for experiments

comparing the observationally accessible properties of simulated galaxies with those

of real ones. A quantitative morphology analysis that employs bulge+disc surface

brightness decompositions and will yield detailed structural information about the

physical components is ideally fashioned for this task. The key to the interpretive

power in relating the results with observations is the condition that the same realism

that exists for real galaxies is provided to the simulation sample. We describe our

considerations for creating realistic images that facilitate consistent comparisons with

observations in the following sections.

2.2.2 Synthetic Galaxy Images

We employ the full synthetic galaxy image catalog of Torrey et al. (2015) (hereafter

T15) which is comprised of 6891 galaxies that meet the stellar particle resolution

standard of N? = 104 stellar particles. The particle resolution cut places a lower limit

on the total stellar mass of galaxies in our sample at log M?/M� & 10. Systems that

do not satisfy this criterion generally have poorer spatial resolution. Consequently,
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imaging and morphological analysis of simulated galaxies that do not satisfy this

criterion are less meaningful for comparisons to real galaxy populations for these

masses. All galaxies in our sample are taken from the redshift z = 0 snapshot of

the simulation and their surface brightness distributions are artificially redshifted to

z = 0.05. The corresponding luminosity distance and angular scale at this redshift,

assuming the cosmological parameters stated at the end of Section 2.1, are dL = 221.3

Mpc and 0.973 kpc/arcsecond.

Stellar Light & Surface Brightness Smoothing

The methods for producing synthetic SEDs and idealized simulated galaxy images are

described in detail in T15. In short, stellar particles inherit an initial mass M? ≈ 1.3×
106M�, time of birth, and a metallicity from the local ISM from whose constituents

the particle is created. As a result of aging stellar populations, the present mass

and metallicity of a particle at each time-step are subject to change. Using the

STARBURST99 single-age stellar population synthesis models (Leitherer et al., 1999;

Vázquez & Leitherer, 2005; Leitherer et al., 2010) an SED is assigned to each stellar

particle based on the mass, metallicity, and age. In an effort to spatially distribute

stellar light arising from stellar particles whose masses generally represent unresolved

full stellar populations, T15 use adaptive smoothing of each star particle using a

gaussian kernel with full-width at half maximum equal to the 16th nearest neighbour

distance. The smoothing is intended to give simulated galaxy images substructures

that are similar in appearance to real ones. However, T15 caution that neither this,

nor any other adaptive or fixed-length smoothing prescription that they explore is

any more or less valid when treating individual star particles as full unresolved stellar

populations. While a more physical light assignment procedure may exist, we limit

our exploration of methods for distributing stellar light only to the biases on specific

parameters in the morphological decompositions.

Photon packets containing the integrated SEDs of each stellar particle are propa-

gated probabilistically from the spherical volumes derived from the smoothing kernel.

Monte Carlo propagation of the stellar light is facilitated with the radiative transfer

code sunrise using 108 photon packets - which was confirmed to provide conver-

gent surface brightness distributions in the synthetic images. Nonetheless, T15 warn

that the detailed structure of low surface brightness features should be explored with

caution.
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The dust absorption, scattering, or emission functionalities of the sunrise code

are not used in the propagation scheme. While dust effects are important consid-

erations for the creation of realistic synthetic images, Jonsson et al. (2010) show

that dust-inclusive radiative transfer results from sunrise are not expected to be

converged for the mass and spatial resolution (∼kpc) employed by the Illustris simu-

lation. However, a simple empirical model for dust obscuration (Charlot & Fall, 2000)

and nebular emission (Dopita et al., 2005, 2006a,b; Groves et al., 2008) are consid-

ered with respect to limitations of the spacial resolution of the Illustris simulation for

these phenomena. The details of these models and their implementation for Illustris

synthetic images are described in T15.

Creation of Synthetic Images

Photon packets are propagated into pinhole cameras with 256× 256 pixel resolution

providing each pixel with the integrated SED of the photon packets incident upon it -

effectively creating a mock integral field unit (IFU) data cube. The field of view from

each camera is 10 rhm? where rhm? is the stellar half-mass radius measured from

the gravitational potential minimum of a galaxy. Cameras are located on the arms

of a tetrahedron whose centroid is located at the gravitational potential minimum.

The camera locations are not aligned to the principle angular momentum vectors of

each galaxy, but are aligned consistently within the simulation volume. This gives 4

camera angles with random orientation with respect to the galaxy of interest where the

angles of each camera to the principle angular momentum component of each galaxy

are still accessible a priori. The mock IFU can then be convolved with an arbitrary

filter transmission function and resampled onto the desired angular resolution. The

broadband image data products of T15 can be easily manipulated to create idealized

galaxy images in 36 unique bands using the dedicated python module sunPy.1

2.2.3 Image Realism

Comprehensive image realism is applied to the synthetic images of the simulated

galaxy sample from Illustris to enable meaningful and unbiased comparisons between

real and simulated galaxy populations. First, we generate synthetic images of sim-

ulated galaxies in SDSS bands g and r using sunPy (as described in Section 2.2.2)

1http://www.github/ptorrey/sunpy-master/
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to be consistent with the canonical simultaneous g− and r−band morphological de-

composition analysis of 1.12 million real galaxies in the SDSS DR7 Legacy Survey

(Simard et al., 2011). We then use the following procedure to create an unbiased

Illustris simulated galaxy population in SDSS in g and r bands:

(1) Selection of SDSS Fields and Photometric Quantities: We ran-

domly select a unique galaxy objID from SDSS DR7 Legacy photometric galaxy

catalog. The SDSS atlas (prefix ”fpAtlas”), PSF (prefix ”psFIeld”), and g− and

r−band corrected images (prefix ”fpC”) for the run, rerun, camcol and field

containing this galaxy are then obtained from the SDSS Data Archive Server

(DAS). The corrected images are field images that have been reduced through

bias-subtraction, flat-fielding, and purging of bright stars. The PSF image con-

tains all of the necessary metadata to reconstruct the PSF in any band and

location on the corrected image field. The Atlas image is only collected for the

CCD gain that is contained in its image header. The photometric zero points,

airmasses, extinction coefficients (PhotoPrimary table), and CCD gain (Atlas

image) for the SDSS fields are collected to be used to convert the synthetic

Illustris galaxy image fluxes from nanomaggies to counts.

(2) Photometric Segmentation and Location Assignment: We employ

Source Extractor (SExtractor) (Bertin & Arnouts, 1996) to create a

segmentation map of the SDSS r-band corrected image. We select a random lo-

cation on the SDSS corrected image as the designated position of the centroid of

the simulated galaxy images. While upholding our intention of recreating real-

istic crowding statistics of the simulated galaxy population, we restrict selection

of the centroid location to pixels which have not been flagged as belonging to

other objects identified in the segmentation map. Our choices of deblending

parameters in SExtractor are the same as those used in S11.

(3) SDSS PSF Image Convolution and Flux Conversion.: We reconstruct

the g- and r-band PSF images specific to the selected location in the corrected

image using the read PSF software utility from SDSS2. We remove the soft-

bias added by SDSS, normalize the PSF images, and convolve them with the

noiseless synthetic galaxy images to provide realistic SDSS resolution. Using

the photometric information obtained in (1) specific to the choice of SDSS cor-

2http://classic.sdss.org/dr7/products/images/read psf.html
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rected images, we convert the fluxes of the convolved synthetic images from

nanomaggies (default data product units) to DN counts.

(4) Addition of Signal Shot Noise to Simulated Galaxy.: Photon shot

noise is generated and added to the convolved synthetic galaxy images following

Poisson statistics. The contribution of Poisson noise to the total variance in each

pixel is expected to be small relative to the sky – which is the dominant noise

term for photometry in the SDSS (Simard et al., 2011). In a preliminary anal-

ysis of galaxies at z = 0 we found that the inclusion/exclusion of Poisson noise

did not affect parameter estimates. Nonetheless, Poisson noise is implemented

in our analyses for continuity with extensions of our methodology to compar-

isons using other observational data in which Poisson noise may constitute an

appreciable component of the noise in image photometry.

(5) Placement of Simulated Galaxy Image into the SDSS.: The sim-

ulated galaxy images whose fluxes, PSF resolution, and signal shot noise are

matched to their designated location in the SDSS corrected image fields are

then inserted into the SDSS corrected images with image centroids (which dou-

ble as the location of the gravitational potential minimum of the galaxy) at

the designated location from (2). This provides the bias contributions from the

sky, crowding, and any other field-specific properties that, complete with the

previous steps, finalize our image realism considerations.

Figure 2.1 is a visual demonstration of the steps described above. After (5), the

same bulge+disk decomposition quantitative morphologies pipeline used in S11 can

be used on the SDSS g− and r−band images containing the simulated galaxy. The

only prior is the position of the simulated galaxy in the corrected image – which is

consistent with analysis of real galaxies.

There are some important subtleties to our image realism suite. Applying steps

(1) and (2) to the placement of simulated galaxies achieves effective matching to

the statistics of crowding, resolution, and signal-to-noise within the real photometric

galaxy catalog. In this scenario, fields containing higher concentrations of galaxies

have a naturally higher probability of being selected for placement. While galaxies in

isolation will still be represented, this method guarantees that any systematic biases in

the recovered parameters from quantitative morphological analysis are (a) consistent

with the real galaxy population and (b) statistically quantifiable through analysis of

the same simulated galaxy across multiple placements and viewing angles.
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r-band synthetic image

subhaloID: 312287
camera: 1

PSF convolution
+ Poisson noise insertion into SDSS sky

Figure 2.1: Addition of Observational Realism to Idealized Simulated Galaxy Images. Left panel : Synthetic SDSS r−band
image of Illustris subhaloID 312287 in a nearly face-on projection. Middle panel : convolution of the r−band synthetic
image with the PSF corresponding to its insertion into the SDSS and addition of signal shot noise. Right panel : placement
of PSF-convolved synthetic image flux into an SDSS corrected image. The logarithmic scale is identical in each image. The
flux in each pixel in the right panel has been lifted by 5 counts so that the sky is visible using this scale.
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2.3 Quantitative Morphologies

The image realism described in the last section puts the Illustris simulated galaxy

population in a fully observational context that is well suited for quantitative com-

parisons with real galaxy populations. Comparisons of this kind will not only serve

to identify the differences and similarities in the detailed structural parameter spaces

of simulated and real galaxy populations, but also provide technical insight into the

adequacy of the methods employed to create synthetic galaxy images from collec-

tions of particles that each represent unresolved stellar populations in cosmological

simulations.

To facilitate our comparison, we use the same quantitative morphology analysis

of S11 which performs 2D photometric surface brightness decomposition with para-

metric component models. Unlike the non-parametric analysis of S15, our parametric

bulge+disc and single component decompositions will enable comparison of the de-

tailed photometric properties of the structural components in observed and simulated

galaxies. Furthermore, our comprehensive realism considerations place our morpho-

logical estimates on level ground with observations. While S15 employ the same

quantitative analysis and methods for source-sky and source-source delineation in

the simulated and observed galaxy populations, any biases that are intrinsic to the

source-delineation or morphological analysis that correlate with resolution, signal-

to-noise, and crowding will manifest themselves differently in the observations and

simulations if the statistical distributions for these realisms are not the same. Our

more complete treatment of observational biases may have important consequences

on the comparison between models and observations.

In this section, we detail our quantitative morphologies analysis and emphasize

its consistency with the analysis of 1.12 million galaxies in the SDSS by S11. We

describe our methods for delineating photometric boundaries between sources and the

sky and between closely projected sources. We then explain our choice of parametric

models in the surface brightness decompositions and the structural parameters that

are afforded by these choices. Finally, we describe the design of our catalogs – each

of which have associated dedicated experiments aimed characterization of the biases

that our realism considerations have on structural parameter estimates.
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2.3.1 Deblending

The methods that are used to delineate object boundaries (deblending) have been

shown to affect morphological parameters – particularly in crowded images (Simard

et al., 2011). The standard SDSS photo pipeline attempts to isolate the flux from an

object to reconstruct the image of what the object would have looked like as if it was

the only source in the image. Therefore, pixels that share flux from multiple sources

are attributed to the area of each source with an associated fractional flux contribution

based on the reconstruction modelling. However, deblending with the photo pipeline

has been shown to produce erroneous photometric and structural estimates such as

the production of red-outliers and large scatter in the colour-magnitude diagrams of

pair galaxies – which were previously and erroneously ascribed to a new population

of extremely red galaxies in pair systems (Alonso et al., 2004; Perez et al., 2009; Darg

et al., 2010). Inaccurate photometric estimates in pairs is an indication that the

same inaccuracies are relevant in all objects with closely projected external sources.

S11 showed that photometric and structural estimates derived from SExtractor3

deblending combined with gim2d sky measurement and bulge+disc decompositions

improved upon other schemes using several sensitive tests: the size-luminosity relation

of discs, and the colour-magnitude diagrams and fiber colours of pairs. They showed

that the deblending used in the photo pipeline and associated magnitude and colour

estimates was the source of the outliers and scatter in the colour-magnitude diagrams

of pairs. S11 also demonstrated that deblending using SExtractor in tandem with

parametric bulge+disc decompositions reduced the scatter and eliminated the outlier

populations in the colour magnitude diagrams of pairs – leaving a tight red sequence

and clearly separated blue cloud using SDSS pair catalog of Patton et al. (2011).

We therefore employ the SExtractor source deblending procedure used by S11.

We do not presume that the S11 scheme is optimal or unique in defining object-

sky boundaries and separating objects whose constituent pixels may have shared

3SExtractor deblending uses a multi-threshold flux tree. Starting with the lowest isophotal
threshold and moving up, troughs are identified that separate branches which meet the criterion
of containing a specified fraction of the total flux. The minima of these troughs delineate the flux
boundaries and each pixel is given a flag corresponding to a unique object – creating a segmentation
image. No pixels are shared and therefore no object’s segmentation map area extends into the area
associated with another object identified through this scheme. Although the fluxes measured directly
from the pixels associated with an object would be systematically be underestimated in this scheme
in the presence of close neighbours, S11 showed that the missing flux is recovered by fitting a surface
brightness profile model – which integrates the flux of the model (whose form is determined only by
the pixels flagged as belonging to the object of interest) out to large radii. In practice, fitting the
model recovers the missing flux of SExtractor deblended objects in crowded environments.
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contributions from other sources. However, we note that although any biases from the

S11 deblending and sky estimation scheme may affect our morphologies, application

of the same scheme to our mock-observed simulated galaxies ensures that the biases

will be consistent.

Before application of our five-step realism suite described in Section 2.2.3, the

synthetic images generated using sunPy have no sky or noise other than a residual

noise contribution from the Monte Carlo photon propagation scheme in sunrise.

T15 point out that this noise manifests itself only as small fluctuations in pixel-

to-pixel intensity at low surface brightnesses. However, since the synthetic images

are constructed from the Friends-of-Friends halo finder in Illustris, there may be

contributions from other stellar sources within the field of view that give rise to fluxes

that do not truncate to zero at the synthetic image boundaries. When added to the

SDSS corrected image after the other steps in Section 2.2.3, the non-zero flux from

other sources in the FoF group result in boxlike flux boundaries between synthetic

image and SDSS corrected image into which it is placed. Figure 2.2 shows an example

where a FoF companion to the galaxy of interest (centred) is in the projected field-of-

view (two bottom rows of panels). The undesirable effect is exemplified in the bottom

row, where the companion is projected along the line of sight between the galaxy and

the camera position.

Galaxy projections with unrealistic artifacts such as shown in Figure 2.2 are easily

separable by comparing the total flux at an arbitrary camera angle with any other.

Identification of a significant positive systematic bias in the total flux of a synthetic

image of a particular galaxy subhaloID with respect to, for example, an estimate of

the mode flux for all camera angles is a effective flagging scheme for these situations.

Situations such as seen in the third row of panels in Figure 2.2 are not problematic for

our quantitative morphologies pipeline due to our deblending scheme and valid com-

parisons between the morphological parameters to those from other camera angles

and real galaxies can be made. They are not useful, however, in analyses that com-

pare properties of the synthetic images such as total flux and photometric aperture

half-light radius with those recovered from the fitting. The aim of our analysis is to

decompose the surface brightness profiles of the primary galaxy – which contains the

subhalo’s gravitational potential minimum. Therefore, parametric estimates of flux

and size in our analysis will have an apparent systematic bias relative to similar quan-

titative properties of the synthetic images for lines of sight that include companions

and satellites.
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Figure 2.2: Four camera angle realizations of the same simulated galaxy with full
observational realism. The galaxy is inserted into the same location in SDSS for each
camera angle – separated by row in the Figure. The science r−band image stamp,
g−band image stamp, and segmentation stamp are shown from left to right. The third
row of panels indicate that the central galaxy has a companion that is not within the
field of view for the first two rows. Note the delineation of flux for the companion at
the boundary of inserted synthetic image. Only pixels for which the central galaxy
has a dominant flux contribution are selected as data used in the fitting. In the
fourth row, the companion’s orientation with respect to the central galaxy places it
in the line of sight of the cameras field of view. The projection effect results in a
large discontinuity between the flux at the boundary of the synthetic image and the
rest of the SDSS sky and an erroneous science mask that does not properly delineate
between the galaxy’s flux and and the visible flux from the companion.
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2.3.2 Parametric Surface Brightness Profile Fits

We perform simultaneous parametric 2D surface brightness profile fitting of the g−
and r−band image data using the gim2d software package (Simard et al., 2002).

gim2d employs a Metropolis-Hastings Markov-Chain Monte Carlo algorithm for

deriving the best-fitting models based on the image data. Only science image pixels

identified to belong to the principle object in the mask are used in the likelihood

calculations. We use two models to fit the images: a bulge+disc (b + d) model

which are respectively represented by sérsic functions (de Vaucouleurs, 1953, 1959b;

Freeman, 1970) with indices nb = 4 and nd = 1; and a pure sérsic (ps) model where

the sérsic index is a free parameter but confined to the domain 0.5 ≤ nps ≤ 8.0.

The fourteen free parameters of the b+ d decompositions are the total fluxes in each

band fg, fr, bulge-to-total ratios (b/t)g, (b/t)r, semi-major axis bulge effective radius

re, bulge eccentricity e, bulge position angle (clockwise y-axis≡ 0) φb, disk scale

length rd, disk inclination i, disk position angle φd, and centroid positions (dx)g,

(dy)g, (dx)r, and (dy)r. The parameters for position angles of the bulge and disk,

disk inclination, bulge ellipticity, bulge effective radius, and disk scale length have

the added constraint that they must be equivalent in both bands. Furthermore, the

centroid positions of the bulge and disk components of the model are constrained to

be the same. Similarly, the ten free parameters for the ps model are fg, fr, sérsic

index nps, semi-major axis disk effective radius re, disk eccentricity e, disk position

angle φd, and centroid positions (dx)g, (dy)g, (dx)r, and (dy)r. The position angle

of the profile, ellipticity, and effective radius are constrained to be the same in each

band in the ps fits.

2.3.3 Simulated Galaxy Population Samples and Catalogs

Several experiments were conducted with increasing completeness to fully characterize

and understand the complexities and biases that will affect estimates for the full

Illustris galaxy population. Our samples and catalogs are described in this section.

The decomposition catalogs are summarized in Table 2.1 at the end of this section.

Representative Illustris Galaxy (RIG) Sample

We began by selecting a small, but representative Illustris galaxy sample (RIGs)

in the parameter space of stellar mass and half-stellar mass radius. The sample was
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subhaloID = 495242
M  = 9.95E+09 M¯

subhaloID = 500399
M  = 1.00E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 427577
M  = 1.00E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 66113
M  = 1.01E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 472899
M  = 1.05E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 494393
M  = 1.17E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 371791
M  = 1.17E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 364576
M  = 1.21E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 465880
M  = 1.36E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 453088
M  = 1.37E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 486622
M  = 1.42E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 492373
M  = 1.51E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 468010
M  = 1.68E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 437602
M  = 1.71E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 457265
M  = 1.84E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 491874
M  = 2.04E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 446634
M  = 2.06E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 453131
M  = 2.39E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 440273
M  = 2.49E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 453267
M  = 2.95E+10 M¯

Figure 2.3: Representative Illustris Galaxy (RIG) Sample synthetic images ordered
by total stellar mass. The synthetic images are composites of the SDSS gri colours.

selected by uniformly sampling the 2D plane of M?−rhm? with selection of the nearest

matching galaxy to 100 random placements. The tolerance of spacing between each

point on the plane is then iteratively increased until uniform sampling of the plane is

achieved. Finally, we perform a cull through visual identification of galaxies that are

in mergers, show strong tidal disturbances, or have problematic projection effects such

as in row 4 of Figure 2.2 that would strongly affect our “representative” morphologies.

The full process is repeated on galaxies that survived the cull until 100 galaxies are

found that uniformly span the M? − rhm? plane and will not have morphologies

that are strongly influenced by the systematic effects eliminated by performing the

culling at each iteration. The finalized RIG sample contains a diversity of visual

morphologies. Figures 2.5-2.7 show each RIG in the CAMERA 0 projection.

The representative sample is used to perform repeated analyses of galaxies in

SDSS fields to obtain distributions of parameter estimates for each galaxy and each
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subhaloID = 271249
M  = 1.00E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 30499
M  = 1.22E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 212958
M  = 1.39E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 485176
M  = 1.40E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 337599
M  = 1.63E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 142723
M  = 1.65E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 477351
M  = 1.93E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 471268
M  = 2.06E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 154954
M  = 2.20E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 149094
M  = 2.49E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 436173
M  = 2.55E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 368198
M  = 2.86E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 455218
M  = 2.95E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 360381
M  = 3.22E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 438457
M  = 3.55E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 448455
M  = 3.85E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 427327
M  = 4.14E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 406032
M  = 4.47E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 411146
M  = 5.09E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 404871
M  = 6.51E+10 M¯

Figure 2.4: Representative Illustris Galaxy (RIG) Sample synthetic images ordered
by total stellar mass. The synthetic images are composites of the SDSS gri colours.
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subhaloID = 167876
M  = 2.32E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 51827
M  = 2.40E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 59400
M  = 2.49E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 491523
M  = 2.74E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 382922
M  = 2.96E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 469103
M  = 3.36E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 427140
M  = 3.52E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 446318
M  = 4.23E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 451353
M  = 4.59E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 401955
M  = 4.89E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 417612
M  = 5.24E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 242072
M  = 5.30E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 401663
M  = 6.21E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 411763
M  = 6.59E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 421324
M  = 7.06E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 376048
M  = 7.38E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 399474
M  = 8.22E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 354004
M  = 9.20E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 364398
M  = 9.63E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 380894
M  = 1.18E+11 M¯

Figure 2.5: Representative Illustris Galaxy (RIG) Sample synthetic images ordered
by total stellar mass. The synthetic images are composites of the SDSS gri colours.
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subhaloID = 348805
M  = 4.87E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 373425
M  = 5.94E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 226997
M  = 6.20E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 279774
M  = 6.74E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 129773
M  = 7.24E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 365367
M  = 7.42E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 385080
M  = 9.34E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 403543
M  = 9.37E+10 M¯

subhaloID = 372133
M  = 1.15E+11 M¯

subhaloID = 345268
M  = 1.16E+11 M¯

subhaloID = 257809
M  = 1.22E+11 M¯

subhaloID = 278285
M  = 1.41E+11 M¯

subhaloID = 368113
M  = 1.42E+11 M¯

subhaloID = 344527
M  = 1.46E+11 M¯

subhaloID = 323552
M  = 1.72E+11 M¯

subhaloID = 294574
M  = 1.77E+11 M¯

subhaloID = 332891
M  = 1.97E+11 M¯

subhaloID = 182234
M  = 2.06E+11 M¯

subhaloID = 319553
M  = 2.24E+11 M¯

subhaloID = 302431
M  = 2.69E+11 M¯

Figure 2.6: Representative Illustris Galaxy (RIG) Sample synthetic images ordered
by total stellar mass. The synthetic images are composites of the SDSS gri colours.
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subhaloID = 261408
M  = 1.01E+11 M¯

subhaloID = 233881
M  = 1.22E+11 M¯

subhaloID = 354838
M  = 1.34E+11 M¯

subhaloID = 359425
M  = 1.54E+11 M¯

subhaloID = 284557
M  = 1.57E+11 M¯

subhaloID = 284921
M  = 1.65E+11 M¯

subhaloID = 346264
M  = 1.86E+11 M¯

subhaloID = 372778
M  = 1.98E+11 M¯

subhaloID = 163933
M  = 2.32E+11 M¯

subhaloID = 299934
M  = 2.48E+11 M¯

subhaloID = 289656
M  = 2.60E+11 M¯

subhaloID = 144529
M  = 2.85E+11 M¯

subhaloID = 237483
M  = 2.87E+11 M¯

subhaloID = 256887
M  = 3.06E+11 M¯

subhaloID = 312924
M  = 3.60E+11 M¯

subhaloID = 245939
M  = 3.71E+11 M¯

subhaloID = 258223
M  = 3.92E+11 M¯

subhaloID = 260067
M  = 4.69E+11 M¯

subhaloID = 3
M  = 4.98E+11 M¯

subhaloID = 232441
M  = 6.00E+11 M¯

Figure 2.7: Representative Illustris Galaxy (RIG) Sample synthetic images ordered
by total stellar mass. The synthetic images are composites of the SDSS gri colours.
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camera angle – facilitating a quantitative analysis of the systematic and random biases

from of crowding and projection for the various morphologies. We further exploit the

representative sample in an analysis of the biases that arise from the distribution

of stellar light in sunrise. We construct several catalogs for our analysis of the

representative sample that are organized to separate each potential bias. Our final

catalog includes a single decomposition for all camera angles of every galaxy in the

Illustris synthetic image catalog of T15. The characterization of our biases and errors

in the analyses preceding the full realization of our analysis of the entire Illustris

galaxy population ensures that we are able to make accurate statements about the

degree of confidence in our structural and photometric parameter estimates for specific

domains of parameter space – which is valuable considering our aim of comparing

simulated galaxy populations to real ones.

ASKA catalog

An All SKy Analysis was performed on one hundred galaxies that uniformly sample

the plane of stellar mass and half-mass radius in Illustris (RIGs). The RIGs are

placed all over the SDSS sky with an average of ∼ 100 unique fields for each galaxy

following the steps in Section 2.2.3. All four camera angles of a galaxy are modelled

in each placement – providing a distribution of ∼ 100 unique sets of best-fitting

morphological parameters for each camera angle. The full ASKA catalog constitutes

∼ 40, 000 decompositions of galaxies from the RIG sample. The distribution of best-

fitting parameters for each camera angle of a galaxy samples the real statistics for

crowding, signal-to-noise, and resolution that exists for SDSS galaxies as a result of

our placement criteria and realism procedures. We use the ASKA catalog to quantify

the random and systematic effects from the combined effects of crowding, signal-to-

noise, and resolution by holding camera angle fixed. The distributions of best-fitting

parameters for each camera angle facilitate the statistical quantification of the scatter

and systematics from biases associated with placement.

In the following two sub-sections, we describe image catalogs in which the sky

placement is held constant, in order to test issues associated with internal galaxy

image generation and projection, rather than sky insertion, effects.
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SMOOTHING catalog

The SMOOTHING catalog is constructed to explore the choices for distributing stellar

light in creating the synthetic images (Torrey et al., 2015). Synthetic images are

generated for the RIG sample using three alternative stellar light distribution (SLD)

schemes to compliment the existing images constructed using the fiducial scheme. All

SLD realizations of galaxies from the RIG sample are placed in the same uncrowded

location in SDSS and fitting is performed for a single camera angle: CAMERA 0. The

SMOOTHING catalog therefore contains 400 decompositions with 4 for each RIG (one

for each SLD scheme). The biases on photometric and structural parameters from

the SLD schemes may be evaluated with respect to the fiducial scheme and to each

other. Four SLD schemes are explored in our analysis:

(1) Fiducial Smoothing (fn16): Radiative transfer from each stellar particle

within the FoF subhalo is projected probabilistically in sunrise from the com-

monly applied spherical volume cubic B-spline profile with a characteristic scale

set by the distance to the 16th nearest neighbouring stellar particle. Adaptive

smoothing allows for more concentrated distributions of stellar light while avoid-

ing unrealistic compactness around largely isolated particles at large distances

from the galactic centre.

(2) Constant Smoothing (fc1kpc): Radiative transfer from each stellar particle

within the FoF subhalo is projected probabilistically from a spherical volume

with cubic B-spline profile with a constant characteristic scale set to 1kpc.

Total stellar light is conserved with respect to the fiducial scheme, but compact

surface brightness features with projected spatial distributions less than the

characteristic scale are distributed more broadly.

(3) Resampled Adaptive Smoothing (rn16): Young, bright stellar populations

associated with the ∼ 106 solar mass simulation stellar particles result in ar-

tificially distinct and circular light artifacts in the synthetic images. Surface

brightness features that are highly discrete relative to the local surface bright-

ness of the rest of the galaxy may be delineated from the rest of the galaxy in the

deblending – effectively removing their (often significant) contributions to the

total flux. To mitigate this effect, we resample the light associated with these

young, bright star particles into 100 particles (child particles). The child par-

ticles contain 1/100th the mass of the parent particle, are spatially distributed
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within the parent particles original light kernel, and are assigned Gaussian age

and metallicity distributions with one-sigma values of 10% of the original age

and metallicity. The resulting stellar population flux is roughly conserved, but

the sharp light profile edges are somewhat reduced. The stellar light from

all child particles and remaining particles is projected probabilistically from a

spherical volume cubic B-spline profile with a characteristic scale set by the

distance to the 16th nearest neighbour, as in the fiducial scheme.

(4) Resampled Constant Smoothing (rc1kpc): Same resampling as in (3) but

radiative transfer from each of the child and remaining particles is projected

probabilistically from a spherical volume cubic B-spline profile with a constant

characteristic scale set to 1kpc.

CAMERAS catalog

The CAMERAS catalog is constructed to evaluate the biases on parameter estimates

from projection. Each galaxy in the RIG sample is placed in a single, uncrowded

location in SDSS and fitting is performed for all four camera angles. This guarantees

consistent and controlled environment, resolution, and sky in each decomposition and

across analyses of each RIG. The CAMERAS catalog contains 400 decompositions with

4 for each RIG (one for each camera angle). The variation in best-fitting photometric

and structural estimates in each RIG are obtained from the CAMERAS catalog.

DISTINCT catalog

The DISTINCT catalog contains decompositions for all galaxies in synthetic image

catalog of T15. Each camera angle for a given galaxy is assigned probabilistically to a

location in the SDSS following item (2) of Section 2.2.3. The catalog contains 27, 564

decompositions from the 4 camera angles for each of 6891 galaxies from Illustris.

Figure 2.8 shows examples of b + d and ps decompositions of galaxies taken from

the DISTINCT catalog. The catalog is designed to investigate the global observational

properties of the full Illustris galaxy population. The DISTINCT catalog also forms

the basis for comparisons between simulated galaxies and populations of real galaxies

in SDSS. Galaxies in the DISTINCT catalog can be sampled to match the luminosity

or stellar mass distributions of real galaxies around z = 0.05. We aim to extend

our study of redshift z ∼ 0 galaxies out to z ∼ 0.2 using galaxies sampled from

the snapshot history of Illustris with projected positions and redshifts matched to
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Table 2.1: Decomposition catalogs. Each catalog contains as many bulge+disc de-
compositions Ndecomp as pure sérsic decompositions. SLD denotes which stellar light
distribution methods are used to create the synthetic images of each galaxy. Cameras
denotes which camera angle projections of each galaxy are used in a catalog. Whether
the insertion into the SDSS sky is fixed to a single location for all decompositions
(Fixed) or follows the randomized procedure described in Section 2.2.3 (Random) is
indicated by Insertion. Ngal is the number of galaxies used in the decompositions.
(?) Decompositions of all camera angles of galaxies are performed in each insertion
location.

Catalog SLD Cameras Insertion Ngal Ndecomp

ASKA fn16 0-3 Random? 100 42319
SMOOTHING all 0 Fixed 100 400
CAMERAS fn16 0-3 Fixed 100 400
DISTINCT fn16 0-3 Random 6891 27564

the SDSS spectroscopic galaxy sample. An analysis of this kind would provide an

evolutionary context to image-based comparisons between real and simulated galaxy

populations.
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Illustris subhaloID: 275172, camera: 2, field matched to SDSS objID: 587731869627449512

g-band stamp g-b+d model
-22.3 10.0 0.23

g-b+d residual g-ps model
-22.4 10.4 1.63

g-ps residual science mask

bflags:10

Illustris subhaloID: 15, camera: 0, field matched to SDSS objID: 587739826592481415

g-band stamp g-b+d model
-22.6 8.6 0.03

g-b+d residual g-ps model
-22.7 9.2 1.28

g-ps residual science mask

bflags:3

Illustris subhaloID: 281154, camera: 3, field matched to SDSS objID: 588848898827747605

g-band stamp g-b+d model
-22.1 11.0 0.84

g-b+d residual g-ps model
-21.9 7.1 2.54

g-ps residual science mask

bflags:4

Illustris subhaloID: 161363, camera: 1, field matched to SDSS objID: 587725993575055610

g-band stamp g-b+d model
-22.1 11.2 0.23

g-b+d residual g-ps model
-22.1 11.4 1.55

g-ps residual science mask

bflags:3

Illustris subhaloID: 256888, camera: 1, field matched to SDSS objID: 587729150373265515

g-band stamp g-b+d model
-22.2 11.5 0.10

g-b+d residual g-ps model
-22.2 11.7 1.22

g-ps residual science mask

bflags:8

Illustris subhaloID: 225517, camera: 1, field matched to SDSS objID: 588017115048771604

g-band stamp g-b+d model
-22.3 6.3 0.69

g-b+d residual g-ps model
-22.4 7.6 4.98

g-ps residual science mask

bflags:8

Illustris subhaloID: 440035, camera: 2, field matched to SDSS objID: 587731187281494209

g-band stamp g-b+d model
-20.3 8.2 0.07

g-b+d residual g-ps model
-20.5 9.3 1.44

g-ps residual science mask

bflags:8

Illustris subhaloID: 290750, camera: 1, field matched to SDSS objID: 587733398111322320

g-band stamp g-b+d model
-21.4 7.0 0.48

g-b+d residual g-ps model
-21.5 7.5 1.95

g-ps residual science mask

bflags:2

Figure 2.8: Mosaic of g-band images and best-fitting models for simulated galaxies
with realism. Left to Right: (1) science cut-out (stamp) of simulated galaxy with
realism; (2) b + d model absolute magnitude, circular half-light radius, and bulge-
to-total ratio parameters listed from left to right; (3) b + d residual image (model
subtracted from science cut-out); (4) ps model with absolute magnitude, circular
half-light radius, and sérsic index parameters listed from left to right; (5) ps residual
image; (6) source delineation mask (science mask). The science masks are colourized
by flags associated with distinct objects. Red corresponds to the pixels that are used
in the fitting. bflags is the number of sources that directly neighbour pixels used in
the fitting. A scale in the top left of each panel denotes 10 kpc at z=0.05.
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2.4 Characterization of Biases

In this section we explore estimates for total flux, circular half-light radii, and bulge-

to-total light ratios in our decomposition catalogs. We use the derived values to

disentangle sources of random and systematic bias on our parametric models. In

particular, we explore the consequences of post-processing choices in how stellar light

is distributed spatially and propagated from particles that embody full unresolved

stellar populations in the simulation. We then assess the sensitivity of photometric

estimates to the observational realism of projection and crowding, respectively. In

each analysis of a potential bias, we take judicious precautions to control all other

potential biases such that the variation in parameters will be sensitive exclusively to

the bias under examination.

2.4.1 The Propagation of Stellar Light from Unresolved Stel-

lar Populations

Stellar particles in the Illustris have a birth mass of ∼ 106M� – representing an un-

resolved stellar population. A method is required to convert the discrete distribution

of simulation particles into a continuous light distribution in the synthetic images. In

this section, we explore our fiducial scheme for the distribution of stellar light. While

no particle-to-light conversion is formally any more correct than any other, the stellar

light distribution (SLD) scheme may bias photometric and structural estimates. We

employ four simple and general methods for translating the distribution of simulation

particles into light to test the impact of this choice on the derived galaxy properties.

We produce synthetic images for each of the 100 galaxies in the RIG sample

for a single projection using 4 unique SLD schemes to characterize the biases of

our fiducial and alternative SLD schemes. The specifications for each scheme are

detailed in Section 2.3.3. We visually selected a location in the SDSS that had low sky

variance and no sources that could be identified by SExtractor within the nearby

vicinity. We consistently performed decompositions for 400 galaxy images inserted in

the same uncrowded location in the SDSS to eliminate biases that might arise from

sensitivity to environment and projection. The decompositions collectively constitute

the SMOOTHING catalog. Our control of placement and projection for decompositions

in the SMOOTHING catalog ensures that the variations in parameter estimates for each

galaxy is exclusively due to SLD schemes.
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Figure 2.9: Variation and systematic biases in integrated magnitude for alternative
SLD schemes. The first panel of each row shows the systematic bias on r-band
integrated magnitude computed from the difference between the magnitude of the
best-fitting b + d model and the synthetic image for the specified SLD scheme. All
other panels compare the magnitude estimates from each SLD scheme with every
other. Next to each point is the corresponding galaxy subhaloID being compared.
Equality between estimates is marked by the black dashed lines. Red dashed line
show 1σ in each direction about zero.
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Figure 2.10: Variation and systematic biases in the circular aperture half-light radius
for alternative SLD schemes. The first panel of each row shows the systematic bias
on r-band half-light radius computed from the ratio between the half-light radius of
the best-fitting b+d model and the synthetic image for the specified SLD scheme. All
other panels compare the half-light radius estimates from each SLD scheme with every
other. Next to each point is the corresponding galaxy subhaloID being compared.
Equality between estimates is marked by the black dashed lines. Red dashed line
show 1σ in each direction about zero.
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Figure 2.11: Variation in the photometric bulge-to-total light ratio for alternative SLD
schemes. Each panels compares the r-band (b/t) from each SLD scheme with every
other. Next to each point is the corresponding galaxy subhaloID being compared.
Equality between estimates is marked by the black dashed lines. Red dashed line
show 1σ in each direction about zero. Note that the axis limits are not the same in
each panel.
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The decompositions from the SMOOTHING catalog are used quantify the biases from

the SLD schemes on integrated magnitude, circular aperture half-light radius, and

photometric (b/t). Integrated magnitude and half-light radius can both be computed

from the synthetic images as well as the best-fitting (b+d) models for each galaxy and

SLD scheme. The systematic biases on integrated magnitude and half-light radius

are determined by comparing properties of the best-fitting models mb+d and rhlb+d,c

with the corresponding properties of the synthetic images msynth and rhlsynth,c – which

exclude realism. The integrated magnitude and circular half-light radii of the galaxies

without realism can be computed from the total flux and aperture photometry of the

synthetic images without any assumption about the form of their surface brightness

profiles. Comparisons between the properties of galaxies in each SLD scheme are

compared among themselves as shown in Figures 2.9 and 2.10.

Figure 2.9 compares estimates of integrated magnitude in the b + d decomposi-

tions from the SMOOTHING catalog. Each panel compares the decomposition results for

RIGs in two SLD schemes or the decomposition results from a specific SLD scheme

with the magnitudes derived from the synthetic images. The systematic biases in

model magnitudes for each SLD scheme with respect to their corresponding synthetic

images are shown in the first panel of each row. ∆mr,phot is the magnitude differ-

ence for the RIGs in each comparison. Red dashed lines denote 1σ above and below

zero on the ∆mr,phot axes. The majority of our integrated magnitude estimates for

the representative sample of galaxies show excellent consistency with those computed

directly from the synthetic images for all SLD schemes. Meanwhile, a handful of

galaxies have larger integrated magnitude estimates than those computed from their

synthetic images for all SLD schemes. No SLD scheme that we employ significantly

reduces the number of galaxies with large systematic offsets. Visual inspection of the

images and masks in each SLD scheme shows us that the outliers are strongly inter-

nally segmentated due to the prevalence of substructure in their surface brightness

distributions. However, each scheme provides unique variations in the segmentation

map. Therefore, each best-fitting model to the surface brightness profile of the galaxy

is determined from a unique set of science pixels and the best-fitting parameter es-

timates vary correspondingly. Such changes are reflected in the varying degree by

which the outliers are offset in each SLD scheme.

Figure 2.9 also shows comparisons of integrated magnitude estimates for each

galaxy between each SLD scheme. Panels in the first row show comparisons against

the fiducial scheme. The majority of the magnitude estimates are consistent and are
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correspondingly concentrated around the black dashed line – showing little sensitivity

to SLD scheme. The outliers in each comparison appear randomly distributed about

zero and are the same galaxies that demonstrated large positive systematic offsets in

all SLD schemes. As expected from the panels showing systematic offsets, the ran-

dom distribution of the outliers indicates that no SLD scheme alleviates the internal

segmentation. Instead, the choice of SLD scheme simply provides unique changes to

the segmentation maps.

The biases on photometric sizes of galaxies should be sensitive to the accuracy

with which the flux is recovered. Figure 2.10 shows the systematic offsets and com-

parisons between SLD schemes for estimates of circular aperture half-light radius.

The outliers in the panels showing the systematic offsets for each SLD scheme are

the same galaxies that were systematic outliers in integrated magnitude. Again, no

SLD scheme significantly reduces the population of outliers. The negative correlation

between the offsets and half-light radii computed from the synthetic images hints that

size estimates tend to be less robust for galaxies that are extended. However, several

galaxies with large sizes computed from the synthetic images have consistent sizes

estimated from the models. The galaxies with accurate sizes have high total stellar

masses relative to those with inconsistent estimates from the models.

As in Figure 2.9, the compared estimates in each panel off of the first column of

Figure 2.10 show a large population with highly consistent half-light radius estimates

between the various SLD schemes – particularly in comparisons that both use adaptive

or constant smoothing kernels. Interestingly, a systematic offset is present at small

half-light radii in comparisons between the adaptive and constant smoothing SLD

schemes. The half-light radii computed from the best-fitting models of galaxies with

small intrinsic sizes are systematically larger in constant SLD schemes when compared

to adaptive schemes. However, the choice of SLD scheme does not strongly affect

estimates of half-light radius and full galaxy size estimates do not demonstrate a

strong systematic offset based on the SLD method.

Finally, we investigate the variation in photometric (b/t) in comparisons between

alternative SLD schemes in 2.11. We omit comparisons between the derived and

intrinsic (b/t) values owing to ambiguities when defining the intrinsic (b/t). Such

comparisons are saved for a follow up paper. (b/t) estimates show greater sensitivity

to the choice of SLD scheme than integrated magnitude and half-light radius.

The comparison between (b/t) estimates that are both derived from decompo-

sitions of galaxies produced using adaptive schemes (rn16 - fn16) shows that the
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estimates of (b/t) for the majority of galaxies are consistent. However, several galax-

ies have discrepant (b/t) between SLD schemes, and these are different from the

delinquent cases in the size and magnitude comparison. A similar outlier population

exists in the two constant smoothing SLD schemes but with reduced scatter. How-

ever, there is a significant reduction of the (b/t) values derived from the constant

schemes compared to adaptive schemes (fc1kpc-fn16, rn16-fc1kpc, rc1kpc-fn16,

and rc1kpc-rn16). Many galaxies with large (b/t) using adaptive schemes to become

virtually bulgeless in the constant schemes. One explanation for the reduction in

(b/t) in constant schemes is that the light stellar particles near the centre of the bulge

(on which the identification of the bulge relies sensitively) is smoothed too broadly

relative to adaptive schemes that enable more spatially concentrated light profiles for

tight clusters of stellar particles.

The systematic discrepancy in (b/t) estimates using alternative SLD schemes indi-

cates that caution should be exercised in the choice of how stellar light is distributed

to facilitate realistic propagation of photons from particles representing full unre-

solved stellar populations. While the total fluxes and sizes are generally robust for all

smoothing types (apart from the handful of consistent outliers with strong internal

segmentation), the choice of SLD scheme can clearly bias estimates of fundamental

structural properties of galaxies.

2.4.2 Camera Angle

In the previous section, we investigated the biases on parameter estimates that arise

from the choice of scheme for distributing stellar light. In this section we address

biases introduced in the derived best-fitting parameters for galaxies from variations

in the galaxy viewing angle. We employ the CAMERAS catalog described in Section

2.3.3 which contains a single decomposition of each camera angle projection of the

RIGs. Synthetic images are constructed using fiducial SLD scheme fn16. Placement

of each image is restricted to the same uncrowded location in the SDSS described in

the previous section. Inserting each projection of each galaxy in the same location

ensures that the resulting variation in parameters are in response to projection alone.

Figure 2.12 shows the sensitivity of bulge+disc model parameters to projection

for the RIGs. The greyscale shows the distribution of the full T15 catalog of Illustris

subhalos in the size-mass plane of stellar half-mass radius and total stellar mass.

The locations of the coloured boxes indicate the sizes and masses of the RIGs. The
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Figure 2.12: Characterization of random error from camera angle on r-band photometric magnitude (left panel), half-light
radius (middle panel), and photometric bulge-to-total ratio (right panel). The 2D greyscale histogram in each panel shows
the distribution of the full T15 catalog of Illustris subhalos in the plane of total stellar mass, M?, and stellar half-mass
radius, r1/2M? with colours on a logarithmic scale and colourbar located at the top left of each panel. Coloured boxes are
positioned in this size-mass plane according to the corresponding subhalo properties of each RIG. The colour of each box
indicates the median of the best-fitting parameters for the 4 projections of each galaxy in a manually selected, uncrowded
field. The corresponding colourbar is located at the top right of each panel. The size of each box is calculated from the full
range in the recovered parameters. A key of random errors and sizes, along with the exact computation method, is located
along bottom right of each panel.
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size of each box indicates the variation of the model parameters from projection for

each RIG. We quantify the variation using the maximum and minimum parameter

estimates from the four decompositions of each RIG (one for each camera angle) due

to our small number of estimates. 4 The max-min variations are denoted by ∆max−min.

The exact computation for the range in each parameter is given alongside the key at

the bottom right of each panel.

The left panel of Figure 2.12 shows the variation in b+ d photometric magnitude

from projection with respect to position on the size-mass plane. The magnitudes

from the b + d decompositions of each projection are consistent for the majority of

the RIGs (∆mr,max−min . 0.1 mag). However, a handful of galaxies with relatively

large sizes and low total stellar mass (log(rhm?/kpc) & 0.8 and log M?/M� . 10.8)

have large variations in magnitude. Galaxies with large variation, ∆mr,max−min & 0.5,

are identified as the same galaxies that showed significant systematically positive

magnitude offsets for all SLD schemes in the previous section. The outliers in the

SLD comparison were found to be caused by segmentation issues, so the same factor

may also be the cause of the camera angle variations.

We confirmed that internal segmentation is the source of the large variations in

magnitude between camera angles by visual inspection of the images and masks for our

galaxy sample. Nearly all of the galaxies with large variations in apparent magnitude

are extended discs (and some irregulars) – for which alternative camera angles allow

the largest variation in projected surface brightness distribution. For example, it

is less likely for substructure in edge-on discs to be deblended from the rest of the

galaxy because the general condition for deblending is that the source must be locally

discrete in surface brightness. Face-on discs are more prone to segmentation because

substructure is more likely to dominate the local surface brightness distribution where

that local flux is integrated along the thinnest axis of the disc. The deblending

is strongly affected by changes in how these features are distributed with respect

to the orientation of the galaxy. The largest variations occurred when a galaxy

is strongly segmented in particular projections and not others – such as when a

galaxy is face-on in one projection and edge-on in another, respectively. Though we

only show random variation in Figure 2.12, we inspected the systematic offsets of

our integrated magnitude estimates relative to the synthetic images. All magnitude

estimates computed from the models are positively offset in all projections of diffuse

4The differences between maximum and minimum parameter estimates will be more akin to the
2σ than 1σ statistical estimates.
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galaxies with large amounts of substructure. The middle panel of Figure 2.12 shows

variations in half-light radius for the RIGs in the CAMERAS catalog. As expected, the

variations in half-light radius roughly mirror the variations in the flux for each galaxy.

The right panel of Figure 2.12 shows the random errors on bulge-to-total light ra-

tio from camera angle. Since many galaxies have estimated (b/t) values of ∼0, quoted

errors are measured using linear differences. There is an apparent relationship be-

tween the variation in (b/t) and the median (b/t) of the four projections. Galaxies

with intermediate median (b/t) estimates show the largest variations in (b/t) esti-

mates in each projection while high and small (b/t) estimates have smaller variations.

The implication is that (b/t) estimates can vary significantly with projection when

significant bulge and disc components both exist in a galaxy, but vary weakly when

one component dominates.

2.4.3 Environment and Crowding

In previous sections, we applied controlled experiments to investigate the variation

in recovered parameters for specific observational biases. In each case, the same

manually selected, uncrowded location in the SDSS with low sky variance was selected

for analysis of each galaxy in the RIG sample. We took these measures to ensure that

the variation in estimates for each galaxy in these experiments would not be further

biased by variations from factors that depend on the location into which a galaxy is

inserted into the SDSS. In this section, we remove our placement constraint in order

to investigate the random and systematic variation in parameter estimates that are

associated with location. For this experiment, we employ the decompositions from

the ASKA catalog. The ASKA catalog uses synthetic images of galaxies from the RIG

sample that are generated with the fiducial SLD scheme. Decompositions of each

RIG were performed in approximately 100 unique locations in the SDSS and for all

four camera angles 5 at each location to build the ASKA catalog (see Section 2.3.3).

We analyze the ∼ 100 decompositions for each simulated galaxy and projection to

explore the effects of external crowding.

As stated in Section 2.3.3, the galaxies in RIG sample have been visually inspected

5We state that we wish to remove any biases from projection, so the use of all 4 projections
navely seems at odds with this goal. However, it is always possible to extract and compare results
only for a specified projection of a galaxy – as we do. We also wish to perform a sanity check that
any trends for the variation in parameters for galaxies holding each camera angle fixed, respectively,
are qualitatively similar. Analysis in all four camera angles at each location facilitates such a check.
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to ensure that there are no projection effects from other objects within the subhalo for

any camera angle and that there are no obvious structural disturbances from merger

activity or pair proximity. The absence of projection effects from other sources in

the subhalo’s FoF group ensures that the statistics for crowding are uniform and the

sources of crowding are external for all galaxies in all camera angles. Galaxies that

are prone to internal segmentation are not excluded, since they represent a bona fide

population of galaxies in Illustris. As stated in the description of the ASKA catalog in

Section 2.3.3, we selected galaxies quasi-randomly in the plane of stellar mass and half-

mass radius with the aim of characterizing the biases in photometric and structural

parameter estimates on this fundamental size-mass parameter surface. The stellar

mass and half-mass radius are easily computed as they are integrated properties of

the particles belonging to a subhalo in the simulation. Furthermore, in the absence

of dust, these properties ought to roughly scale to luminosity and size.

Our experimental results are comprised of ∼ 40, 000 fits from the 100 RIGs that

are each placed in ∼ 100 unique locations in the SDSS with analyses of all 4 camera

angles at each location. We compute the random variation and median systematic

offsets using the distribution of best-fitting (b+d) model parameters for each camera

angle of the RIGs. We employ the same metrics from previous sections: integrated

magnitude, circular aperture half-light radius, and photometric (b/t). The random

variation in parameter estimates is computed using the 16th−84th percentile range in

the distribution of estimates for each galaxy. We also compute the systematic errors

by comparing the median in the distribution of parameter estimates for each galaxy

with the respective values computed from the synthetic images. The median system-

atic offset in r-band integrated magnitude, ∆mr,50%, for example, is computed from

from the difference between the median integrated magnitude in the distribution of

estimates from the models to the integrated magnitude of the synthetic image. Me-

dian systematic offsets in half-light radius ∆rhlr,50% are computed similarly – taking

the ratio of the median half-light radius from the distribution of best-fitting mod-

els parameters and the half-light radius computed from photometry of the synthetic

image.

Random Variation

Figure 2.13 shows the random variation in parameter estimates from crowding effects

for the RIG sample. As in Figure 2.12, the greyscale shows the distribution of the full
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Figure 2.13: Characterization of random error from crowding on r-band photometric magnitude (left panel), half-light radius
(middle panel), and photometric bulge-to-total ratio (right panel) where each galaxy from the ASKA catalog is projected
onto its position in the plane of stellar half-mass radius, r1/2M? , and total stellar mass, M?. The 2D greyscale histogram
in each panel shows the distribution of the full T15 catalog of Illustris subhalos in on this parameter surface with colours
on a logarithmic scale and corresponding colourbar on the top left in each panel. Coloured boxes are positioned in this
plane according to the properties of each RIG subhalo. The colour of each square indicates the median in the distribution
of estimators obtained from placing each galaxy in an average of 100 randomly selected SDSS locations with fixed camera
angle (CAMERA 0 in all cases here). The corresponding colourbar is located on the top right of each panel. The size of
each square shows the random error that can be expected for a parameter estimate for an arbitrary SDSS location that is
computed by comparing the 16th and 84th percentiles of the distribution of best-fitting estimates for each galaxy. A key of
random errors and sizes, along with the exact computation method, is located in the bottom right of each panel.
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T15 catalog of Illustris subhalos in the size-mass plane of stellar half-mass radius and

total stellar mass. The coloured boxes are positioned corresponding to the location of

each RIG according to their intrinsic total stellar masses and half-mass radii. From

left to right, the panels show the random error that one can expect on an estimate

of r-band integrated magnitude, rest-frame half-light radius in kpc, and photometric

bulge-to-total fraction for an arbitrary placement in the SDSS. The colour of each

square denotes the median of the distribution of parameter estimates for the galaxy.

The size of each square is set by the 16th − 84th percentile range in the distribution

of estimates for each galaxy. The exact computation for the comparison is given to

the left of the key for random error and square size, located at the lower right of each

panel. We show only the results for camera 0 decompositions of each galaxy in the

Figure because the results are qualitatively similar for all camera angles.

The left panel of Figure 2.13 shows the 16th - 84th percentile range in the inte-

grated magnitude estimates derived from the gim2d (b+d) models. We have verified

that the ±1σ interval about the mean assuming normally distributed parameter esti-

mates provides very similar results. As with the camera angle tests, many RIGs with

total stellar mass log M?/M� . 11 and half-mass radius log(rhm?/kpc) & 0.8 have

an unusually high sensitivity to placement inferred from the range in their parameter

estimates. Meanwhile, the remainder of our sample is largely robust to biases asso-

ciated with location in the SDSS. Typical random errors, excluding galaxies in the

upper left corner, are ∆mr,84%−16% . 0.05 mags which corresponds to flux variations

of approximately ±5% in flux about the median. For the relatively low mass, highly

extended galaxies at the upper left, random errors are as large as ∆mr,84%−16% ≈ 2

mags, which roughly correspond to flux variations by factors of 6 about the quoted

median.

The variation in estimates of circular aperture half-light radius shown in the mid-

dle panel of Figure 2.13 mirrors the variation in the integrated magnitudes, i.e galaxies

that demonstrate weak sensitivity to placement also have small variation in their size

estimates. Galaxies with large random variation on the magnitude estimates have

correspondingly large variation in the size estimates – which are again confined to a

particular region of the size-mass space. Precise size estimates, as with flux, for a

given galaxy has two requirements: accurate evaluation of the sky level and proper

delineation of boundaries between multiple sources. The fact that every galaxy in

our sample statistically experiences the same variations in crowding and sky level

indicates that the large sensitivity to placement for extended but relatively low mass
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galaxies is driven by their morphologies. Note also that the median estimates for

half-light radius in each galaxy, denoted by the colours in the boxes, do not demon-

strate a clear correlation with half-mass radius among galaxies with large random

variation. Further statement about the driving source of the large random errors

requires inspection of the the images and systematic errors on these estimates. But

the fact that the highly sensitive galaxies we see here is the same troublesome group

with high sensitivity to camera angle and large systematic offsets in all SLD schemes

gives a strong case for internal segmentation as the source of the problem.

The characterization of the random error on (b/t)r is shown in the right panel of

Figure 2.13. A similar relationship between the variation in (b/t) and the median

(b/t) that was seen in the camera angle analysis is also manifested here. Galaxies

with intermediate median values of (b/t) have the largest random errors about these

medians. This is expected because the separation of the bulge and disc components

is the most challenging in decompositions of galaxies with simultaneously significant

bulge and disc components. Furthermore, the significance of the bulge component

is sensitive to the accuracy with which the location and light profile of the peak in

the bulge surface brightness distribution can be inferred – which may be affected by

placement specific biases such as crowding. Accurate modelling of the surface bright-

ness profile at large radii where the S/N becomes small will also provide variation in

both components’ flux estimates. Galaxies with median (b/t)r > 0.8 and (b/t)r < 0.2

have relatively small random errors. We also note that the variation in estimates for

the low-mass, extended galaxies in the upper left of the distribution does not mirror

the variations in size and magnitude estimates shown in the other panels, and all

have median (b/t) estimates that are close to zero. In general, it appears that the

variation in (b/t) that arises from biases associated with placement are not correlated

with variations in integrated magnitude and half-light radius estimates.

Systematic Offsets

We have seen that the estimates of integrated magnitude and half-light radius are

robust to sky position for all but a handful of extended low-mass discs and irregu-

lars which show poor precision as a function of sky position and camera angle. We

now inspect the median systematic offsets for integrated magnitude and half-light ra-

dius relative to the synthetic images to examine accuracy of our measurements. The

systematics offsets will inform us on adequacy of our source deblending scheme in allo-
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cating pixels to the fitting that facilitate consistent estimates of flux and photometric

size in crowded environments and against real sky backgrounds. Furthermore, they

will provide insight on the source of the high sensitivity to placement of integrated

magnitude and half-light radius estimates seen among the diffuse discs and irregulars

in our sample.

Figure 2.14 shows the systematic errors on our integrated magnitude estimates

and half-light radii from the bulge+disc fitting of the RIG sample. The properties of

each figure are similar to those described for Figure 2.13, with the difference that we

now look at median statistics of each galaxy relative to the the respective properties of

the synthetic images before realism is added. ∆mr,50% denotes the difference between

the integrated magnitude computed from the total flux in the synthetic images and

the median in the distribution on estimates for integrated magnitude from the (b +

d) decompositions (input-b + d).6 Similarly, ∆rhlr,50% is the logarithm of the ratio

between the median in the distribution of half-light radii over all placements and the

half-light radius computed from the synthetic image. The colour of the borders on

each square denote negative (red) and positive (black) systematics according to their

computation, shown along the keys in each panel. The colour of each square shows

the respective input integrated magnitudes and half-light radii from the synthetic

images against which each median statistic is compared.

The left panel of Figure 2.14 shows the median systematic offsets for the distri-

butions of best-fitting b + d model magnitudes of the RIGs over all placements for

a single camera angle. We show only the results for each galaxy in a single camera

angle because we find that the general trends are the same when holding each other

camera angle fixed. Systematic offsets in magnitude are small apart from the usual

suspects and a few of the higher mass extended galaxies. Furthermore the systematics

are randomly distributed about ∆mr,50% = 0. The random distribution of systematic

small systematic offsets indicates that the effects of crowding and other placement-

sensitive biases do not systematically affect estimates of the flux. Crowding and other

positional biases only provide scatter about ∆mr,50% = 0 for the majority of our sam-

ple of galaxies and morphologies. The second panel shows the systematic offsets of

half-light radius estimates. The half-light radius offsets mirror of the systematics

on integrated magnitude – both for the majority of the sample and for the diffuse

galaxies with large negative systematic offsets.

6The unconventional calculation of the difference using (input-b+ d) rather than (b+ d-input) is
solely for consistency in the colours of the figure.
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Figure 2.14: Characterization of systematic errors on best-fitting estimates of mag-
nitude (left panel) and half-light radius in kpc (right panel). Figure properties are
the same as for the first two panels of Figure 2.13 with the exceptions that the size
of each coloured square denotes systematic error relative to the properties computed
directly from the synthetic images and the border colour denotes whether the sys-
tematic indicated along the key is positive (red) or negative (black). Note that a
negative systematic error in magnitude corresponds to a higher magnitude estimate
from the model relative to the synthetic image and therefore a relative decrease in
flux. Median systematic errors for the magnitudes in each galaxy are computed from
difference between the integrated b+ d analytic model magnitudes (output) and the
magnitude of the galaxy as calculated from the sum of the flux in the synthetic im-
ages before any realism is added (input). Similarly, output and input half-light radii
are computed from circular aperture photometry of the best-fitting models and the
synthetic images, respectively. Note that positive systematic errors are all very small
are randomly distributed amongst galaxies with small negative systematic errors –
indicating that crowding in these galaxies provides weak variations about 1:1 flux
recovery for these galaxies, but does not systematically drive the best-fitting model
estimates in a particular direction.
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In summary, our bulge+disc decomposition results for the majority of the RIGs

show weak sensitivity to the the biases associated with placement – which princi-

pally include: crowding, sky background, and PSF resolution. However, a recurring

handful of diffuse galaxies have large systematically negative median offsets in both

integrated magnitude and half-light radius – consistent with the systematics seen in

the smoothing analysis in Section 2.4.1. The corresponding random variations for

these galaxies are also large and show strong sensitivity to both placement and cam-

era angle (Section 2.4.2).The discrepancies that we have highlighted for these diffuse

galaxies are the following: systematic under-estimations of flux and size over all envi-

ronments; significantly greater random sensitivity to placement, projection, and SLD

scheme than other galaxies on the size-mass plane; and that errors of this magnitude

do not exist in our analyses of real galaxies. We explore the source that drives the

unusually high sensitivity to observational biases in Illustris’ diffuse galaxies in the

next section.

2.4.4 Internal Segmentation by Artificially Discrete Substruc-

ture

The morphological sub-population of diffuse galaxies in the RIG sample have consis-

tently demonstrated high sensitivity to each observational bias. We found in Section

2.4.1 that most of these galaxies had large systematic errors that varied in magni-

tude with the choice of SLD scheme. We showed that small changes to the surface

brightness distributions of the diffuse galaxies can change the measured half-light ra-

dius by up to a factor of 4. Small changes to the surface brightness distributions of

these galaxies, such as those produced in alternative SLD schemes, are exacerbated

by the observational biases of PSF resolution, S/N, projection, and crowding. In this

section, we investigate the reasons that observational biases on the surface brightness

distributions of the diffuse RIGs generate large random and systematic errors in their

best-fitting model estimates.

We begin by comparing the effects of placement on the diffuse RIGs with an

example taken from the rest of the population. Figure 2.15 first shows an example of

the robustness of our structural and photometric estimates to crowding effects that is

representative among the majority of the RIGs. Each row shows the decompositions

for the same galaxy in a different location in the SDSS. We use the bflags parameter

to quantify the segmentation of a galaxy from internal and external sources. As
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outlined in Section 2.3.1, SExtractor allocates each pixel in an image to a source

by assigning it a flag in the segmentation map. The pixels that have the same flag as

the central pixel of the synthetic image (i.e. belong to the same source) are always

used in the fitting. bflags is computed as the number of uniquely flagged sources that

are directly contiguous to the source pixels being used in the fitting. For example, in

the middle row of Figure 2.15, the galaxy is located in a relatively uncrowded field

with no external sources directly bordering the pixels used in the fitting. In this

image incarnation, bflags=0. The top and bottom rows show the same galaxy with

the same camera angle in locations where bright stars contaminate the line of sight

and significantly crowd the galaxy. The delineation of boundaries between the galaxy

and the external sources along with the corresponding bflags number are shown in

the corresponding science masks. The best-fitting b + d parameter estimates listed

in the second panel of each row show maximum variations on the order of a few

percent in magnitude, half-light radius, and bulge-to-total fraction, respectively. The

corresponding best-fitting ps results show remarkable consistency in integrated, half-

light radius, and sérsic index. The quality of the residual images in each case aside,

the residuals for the galaxy light profile are consistent in each case. The example in

Figure 2.15 illustrates why the decomposition results for the majority of the RIGs

show weak sensitivity to crowding – despite possibly significant variations in crowding

by external sources. However, the best-fitting estimates for the diffuse galaxies in the

RIG sample show high sensitivity to the observation biases from placement. Figure

2.16 shows an example of the variations that arise for the diffuse RIGs. As for Figure

2.15, each row of 2.16 shows the same galaxy in a different location in the SDSS.

Galaxies such as the one shown in Figure 2.16 have intrinsically large amounts of

segmentation, even in uncrowded fields; as shown in the image incarnation in the

middle row along with the corresponding bflags number in the science mask. The top

and bottom rows of Figure 2.16 show that the observational biases associated with

placement (crowding, sky background, and PSF resolution) drive significant variations

in the segmentation maps of diffuse galaxies such that decomposition results are not

consistent. In the top row of Figure 2.16, the presence of external sources in the

form of two stars leads to a significantly higher estimate of the integrated absolute

magnitude, ∆Mr,(b+d) = 0.3 mag, relative to the uncrowded placement in the middle

row. In the bottom row of Figure 2.16, the science mask is sufficiently segmented

that a locally bright feature in the surface brightness distribution of the galaxy is

identified as a distinct source. The collection of pixels that share the flag of the locally
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Illustris subhaloID: 372778, camera: 0, field matched to SDSS objID: 587733605347426371

g-band stamp g-b+d model
-22.3 4.9 0.80

g-b+d residual g-ps model
-22.1 4.2 2.88

g-ps residual science mask

bflags:2

Illustris subhaloID: 372778, camera: 0, field matched to SDSS objID: 587728949586493615

g-band stamp g-b+d model
-22.3 5.1 0.80

g-b+d residual g-ps model
-22.1 4.1 2.83

g-ps residual science mask

bflags:2

Illustris subhaloID: 372778, camera: 0, field matched to SDSS objID: 587736478127751429

g-band stamp g-b+d model
-22.3 5.3 0.80

g-b+d residual g-ps model
-22.2 4.3 2.84

g-ps residual science mask

bflags:2

Illustris subhaloID: 372778, camera: 0, field matched to SDSS objID: 587739132426649811

g-band stamp g-b+d model
-22.3 5.1 0.83

g-b+d residual g-ps model
-22.1 4.2 2.89

g-ps residual science mask

bflags:0

Illustris subhaloID: 372778, camera: 0, field matched to SDSS objID: 587731887347335194

g-band stamp g-b+d model
-22.3 5.0 0.83

g-b+d residual g-ps model
-22.2 4.4 2.98

g-ps residual science mask

bflags:3

Illustris subhaloID: 372778, camera: 0, field matched to SDSS objID: 587732136994144386

g-band stamp g-b+d model
-22.2 4.9 0.84

g-b+d residual g-ps model
-22.1 4.2 2.96

g-ps residual science mask

bflags:2

Illustris subhaloID: 372778, camera: 0, field matched to SDSS objID: 587725552807117140

g-band stamp g-b+d model
-22.2 4.8 0.85

g-b+d residual g-ps model
-22.1 4.1 2.85

g-ps residual science mask

bflags:0

Illustris subhaloID: 372778, camera: 0, field matched to SDSS objID: 588017725467721897

g-band stamp g-b+d model
-22.2 5.0 0.85

g-b+d residual g-ps model
-22.1 4.1 2.80

g-ps residual science mask

bflags:1

Figure 2.15: Examples of structural and photometric parameters varying weakly as a function of crowding. Each row of
panels corresponds to the same camera angle of the same galaxy inserted in a unique SDSS field location. The middle
row shows the galaxy in a relatively uncrowded environment. Note that this galaxy is not intrinsically prone to internal
segmentation. The top and bottom rows show the galaxy where it happens to have been placed in environments where
it is strongly crowded by bright field stars. The model parameters are nearly identical despite the significant variation in
crowding effects and proximity of the additional source. A scale in the top left of each panel denotes 10 kpc at z=0.05.
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distinct “source” includes the central pixel in the image (which is aligned with the

gravitational potential minimum). Only pixels that have this flag (colourized yellow-

green in the segmentation image) are used in the fitting. The segmentation leads to

a factor of 5 reduction in the flux and a factor of 3 in the half-light radius compared

to estimates where the galaxy is not so brutally shredded by segmentation (middle

row of 2.16). In addition, each segmentation image (even in the uncrowded field)

excludes a significant component of the galaxy’s flux that is bound in locally bright

substructure. We inspected the fields into which the galaxies from the middle and

bottom rows of Figure 2.16 were inserted to find no significant sources of crowding.

Therefore, crowding, sky background variations, PSF resolution, or combinations

thereof can all provide sufficient modification to the surface brightness distribution

to cause additional internal segmentation of galaxies but only when a galaxy has

locally discrete substructures in its surface brightness distribution that make it prone

to internal segmentation.

The most extreme scenarios where we see differences as large as ∆mr,50% ≈ 2 mag

in Figure 2.14 (a factor of 6.3 decrease in total flux) arise from two possible situations:

(1) a large fraction of the galaxy’s light is bound in substructure components that

are not included in the fitting; (2) discrete substructure is projected relative to the

galaxy such that it is identified as the source on which to perform the fitting (which

occurs when the substructure is discrete in a particular projection and overlaps with

the image centre). In either scenario, the galaxy is not be identified as a single source,

but is a contiguous collection of deblended features that each have a unique flag in the

mask. Figure 2.17 shows two examples of galaxies whose science masks are shredded

by segmentation from discrete substructure that contains appreciable fractions of

the galaxies’ total fluxes. The galaxies in the top and bottom rows of Figure 2.17

have stellar masses log M?/M� = 11.3 and log M?/M� = 10.3, respectively. The

supplementary synthetic colour images in right-most panel of each row show blue

rings of containing knots of substructure in the form of young and highly luminous

populations of stars that seemingly orbit at a fixed radius from the galactic centre.

While it is visually apparent that both b + d and ps models reproduce the fraction

of the surface brightness distributions of the galaxies that excludes the rings, the

residuals and masks demonstrate that a significant fraction of the total flux is lost

because the bright substructure is masked out. For the galaxy in the first row of

Figure 2.17, the median ratio of the fluxes determined by the b + d decompositions

to those of the synthetic images is fr/fr,synth = 0.35 across all environments, meaning
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Illustris subhaloID: 437602, camera: 0, field matched to SDSS objID: 588017990154125512

g-band stamp g-b+d model
-20.2 7.0 0.00

g-b+d residual g-ps model
-19.8 5.0 0.50

g-ps residual science mask

bflags:3

Illustris subhaloID: 437602, camera: 0, field matched to SDSS objID: 587730022263292015

g-band stamp g-b+d model
-20.4 8.2 0.00

g-b+d residual g-ps model
-19.8 5.1 0.50

g-ps residual science mask

bflags:3

Illustris subhaloID: 437602, camera: 0, field matched to SDSS objID: 587738570857447619

g-band stamp g-b+d model
-20.1 6.8 0.00

g-b+d residual g-ps model
-19.7 5.2 0.50

g-ps residual science mask

bflags:2

Illustris subhaloID: 437602, camera: 0, field matched to SDSS objID: 587739408411918558

g-band stamp g-b+d model
-22.1 26.3 0.00

g-b+d residual g-ps model
-21.6 16.4 0.65

g-ps residual science mask

bflags:6

Illustris subhaloID: 437602, camera: 0, field matched to SDSS objID: 587737825671053728

g-band stamp g-b+d model
-21.8 24.1 0.00

g-b+d residual g-ps model
-21.5 17.9 0.77

g-ps residual science mask

bflags:9

Illustris subhaloID: 437602, camera: 0, field matched to SDSS objID: 587741817321619566

g-band stamp g-b+d model
-20.4 8.1 0.00

g-b+d residual g-ps model
-20.1 5.8 0.50

g-ps residual science mask

bflags:3

Illustris subhaloID: 437602, camera: 0, field matched to SDSS objID: 587736753546002844

g-band stamp g-b+d model
-20.6 8.3 0.00

g-b+d residual g-ps model
-20.0 4.9 0.55

g-ps residual science mask

bflags:3

Illustris subhaloID: 437602, camera: 0, field matched to SDSS objID: 587729387681480857

g-band stamp g-b+d model
-21.8 23.9 0.00

g-b+d residual g-ps model
-21.2 14.0 0.60

g-ps residual science mask

bflags:7

Figure 2.16: Examples of structural and photometric parameters varying strongly as a function of internal segmentation.
Each row of panels corresponds to the same camera angle of the same galaxy inserted in a unique SDSS field location.
Variations in the crowding by external sources and sky variance provide unique variations in the segmentation map for each
placement. When there are intrinsically large amounts of internal segmentation due to high surface-brightness substructure
within the galaxy, further change to the segmentation map through crowding can provide significant random error on the
best-fitting estimates. Changes to the colourmap are made in the science masks of this mosaic to aid in visual distinction
between zones in highly segmented systems. A scale in the top left of each panel denotes 10 kpc at z=0.05.
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Illustris subhaloID: 332891, camera: 2, field matched to SDSS objID: 588017604159602881

g-band stamp g-b+d model
-23.0 20.6 0.00

g-b+d residual g-ps model
-22.8 18.2 0.87

g-ps residual science mask

bflags:10

synthetic sdss gri

Illustris subhaloID: 446634, camera: 2, field matched to SDSS objID: 587727225694126245

g-band stamp g-b+d model
-20.8 17.7 0.01

g-b+d residual g-ps model
-20.8 18.0 1.06

g-ps residual science mask

bflags:13

synthetic sdss gri

Figure 2.17: Examples of highly extended galaxies where luminous and localized substructure creates a highly segmented
science mask for the galaxy, despite no significant presence of external crowding. The last panel in each row shows the
synthetic SDSS gri image of each galaxy. These two galaxies (subhaloIDs 332891 in the upper row and 446634 in the lower
row) have half mass radii of 18.6 kpc and 15.8 kpc and total stellar masses, log M?/M�, of 11.29 and 10.31, respectively.
Their best-fitting model r-band half-light radii are 13.3 kpc and 15.0 kpc. The galaxy in the lower row is significantly more
diffuse, with a total stellar mass that is an order of magnitude lower than the galaxy in the upper row but similar size when
size is quantified by both mass and photometry. Bright green in the science mask denotes the pixels allocated to fitting. A
scale in the top left of each panel denotes 10 kpc at z=0.05.
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that roughly 2/3 of the total flux is in the substructure. The galaxy in the second

row is 10 times less massive, but has roughly the same half-mass radius – making it

significantly more diffuse. The median flux fraction for this galaxy is fr/fr,synth = 0.56

– so roughly half of the light is locked up in masked substructure. In each case, the

substructure systematically represents a significant fraction of the total stellar light.

While variation in sky and crowding will produce variations in what substructure is

masked, the large negative systematic errors on flux and photometric size arise from

the exclusion of bright substructure from the fitting.

The final piece of evidence that internal segmentation is driving the large random

and systematic biases among diffuse galaxies is shown in the median bflags estimates

over all placements and projections of each galaxy on the half-mass radius and total

stellar mass plane, shown in Figure 2.18. The bflags parameter is not sensitive to

whether the source of segmentation is internal from discrete substructure or external

from crowding. However, our procedure for creating the ASKA catalog dictates that

the placement of any particular galaxy is random. Therefore, the distribution of best-

fitting model parameter estimates for each galaxy over all placements is affected by the

same crowding statistics as any other and bflags should be roughly uniform for each

galaxy. Although the bflags value should not depend on galaxy properties, Figure

2.18 shows that the diffuse galaxies have significantly greater median bflags estimates

than the rest of the population. This indicates that the intrinsically large median

bflags estimates are driven by internal segmentation. The fact that the galaxies with

large amounts of internal segmentation seen here directly coincide with ones having

high sensitivity to observational biases confirms that internal segmentation by discrete

substructure is the source of the sensitivity.

The properties of the diffuse RIGs explain their high sensitivity to observational

biases. Figure 2.14 showed that large median systematic offsets in integrated magni-

tude and half-light radius are seen for morphologically diffuse galaxies. The source of

the systematic offsets is the deblending of locally discrete substructure that contain

appreciable fractions of the flux. The sensitivity of the best-fitting model estimates

to internal segmentation in diffuse galaxies is exacerbated by observational biases.

The biases provide unique variations in the the segmentation that generate the large

random variation and inconsistency between estimates in different environments, pro-

jections, and SLD schemes seen in Figures 2.13, 2.12, and 2.9, respectively. Galaxies

for which (1) the majority of the galaxy’s total stellar light is contained in masked

substructure or (2) a locally discrete feature of the galaxy is systematically identified
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Figure 2.18: The median number of bflags across all placements and camera angles
for each RIG. bflags is computed as the number of flagged sources that directly
border pixels that are flagged as science pixels (pixels that are used to determine the
likelihood of the models). It is a parameter that is sensitive to external crowding
and internal segmentation. The locations of each square denotes the position of a
RIG on the plane of total stellar mass and half-mass radius. The size of the square
indicates the median bflags parameter over all placements and camera angles in the
ASKA catalog. Despite uniform crowding statistics between galaxies, the extended and
diffuse population of Illustris have intrinsically large amounts of segmentation.
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as the source on which to perform fitting have the largest negative systematic offsets

in flux and half-light radius. Conversely, galaxies with compact stellar light distribu-

tions are less likely to have their substructure deblended and therefore show little to

no variation with observational biases and have best-fitting model properties that are

consistent with those of the synthetic images.

In the next section, we investigate the systematic offsets on estimates of appar-

ent integrated magnitude and circular aperture half-light radius for the full Illustris

galaxy population to characterize the influence of these biases in comparisons with

real galaxies.

2.4.5 Systematics of Size and Flux Estimates in the Full Il-

lustris Galaxy Population

In previous sections, we have shown that our estimates of integrated magnitude and

half-light radius are generally robust to post-processing biases in the form of SLD

schemes, and the observational biases of projection, crowding, PSF resolution, and

sky brightness with the exception of a population of diffuse galaxies in Illustris with

intrinsically large amounts of discrete substructure. In this section, we investigate the

systematics on total flux and half-light radius estimates in the full Illustris population

using the DISTINCT catalog. The catalog contains the best-fitting model estimates

from a single b+d and ps decomposition of each camera angle for every galaxy in the

Illustris synthetic image catalog of T15. Placement of each camera angle projection

the galaxies is randomized following the procedure described in Section 2.2.3. Any

systematic offset between the decomposition results and the derived properties of

the synthetic images for a particular galaxy or morphology generally arises from

the inadequacy or inflexibility of our quantitative morphology analysis in handling

the particular surface brightness distribution of the galaxy in its environment. Our

analysis will allow us to characterize the collective systematic biases of that arise

from morphology and observational realism in the full Illustris population including

the prevalence of bias from internal segmentation. For simplicity, in this section we

will refer to every insertion of a galaxy simply as a galaxy because there are four

decompositions of each Illustris galaxy in the catalog (one for each camera angle).
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Recovery of the Integrated Flux

We inspect the systematics on r-band integrated flux, fr, by comparing our estimates

derived from the best-fitting b + d models of galaxies with observational realism to

the sum of the flux in the corresponding r-band synthetic images, fr,synth in Figure

2.19. The apparent integrated magnitude estimates, mr and mr,synth, used in previous

sections are computed directly from the respective integrated fluxes, fr and fr,synth,

of the model and synthetic images. Plotted in the lower panels of Figure 2.19 is the

ratio of recovered to input fluxes against input apparent magnitudes. In the lower left

panel of Figure, we show the distribution of flux recovery for the DISTINCT catalog –

which includes a single fit for every galaxy in the synthetic image catalog of T15. In

the lower right panel, we show the same plot for galaxies that have bflags< 2. The

images in the upper panels correspond to numbered outliers in the lower right panel

and will visually aid in characterizing these outliers.

The lower left panel of Figure 2.19 shows the distribution of systematic flux offsets

for all galaxies from the DISTINCT catalog. The distribution demonstrates that the

majority of flux estimates that are consistent with the fluxes computed from the syn-

thetic images. However, roughly 30% of galaxies across the full range of magnitude

have systematically negative flux offsets. In previous sections, we have demonstrated

that the only bias that is compatible with these large systematic offsets in flux is

internal segmentation by discrete substructure in relatively diffuse galaxies. In the

lower right panel of Figure 2.19, we attempt to visualize the systematics on flux

estimates in the absence of the population of internally segmented galaxies in the

DISTINCT catalog by performing a bflags< 2 cut. We find that the cut largely elim-

inates the population of galaxies with systematically poor flux recovery – with only

a few remaining outliers. However, the cut also significantly reduces the density of

galaxies that reside around log(fr/fr,synth) = 0 for the full magnitude range. The

loss of density among galaxies with accurate flux recovery is not surprising, however,

when we recall that genuine external crowding (which bflags is also sensitive to) in

the absence of internal segmentation provides no systematic bias on the integrated

fluxes and sizes. Therefore, the cut is also eliminating galaxies with accurate flux

recovery but experienced crowding by external sources in their placements.

We showed in Section 2.4.3 and 2.4.3 that our estimates of flux and size in place-

ments with various degrees of crowding are consistent for the majority of the RIGs

with no discernible systematic biases. In an effort to roughly quantify the number
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Figure 2.19: Lower Panels: The distributions of recovered, fr, and synthetic image, fr,synth, total r-band fluxes plotted
against the apparent magnitudes derived from the sum of the flux in the synthetic images, mr,sim for the DISTINCT catalog.
The lower left panel shows the distribution of flux offsets for the full DISTINCT catalog. The lower right panel shows
only galaxies for which the number of flagged sources that directly border the pixels used in the fitting is bflags< 2. The
black dashed line in each of the lower panels denotes a 1:1 relation between model and synthetic image fluxes. Magenta
symbols show the 1-dimensional medians of recovered flux fraction with binning alongmr,synth. Errorbars denote the 16-84%
percentile range about the median. The salmon region that is left of the red dotted line at mr,synth = 13 denotes the domain
of mr,synth computed from subhalos that predominantly contain galaxy groups. Upper Panels: characterization of outliers
in the DISTINCT catalog where bflags< 2, numbered 1-4 in the lower right panel.
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of galaxies with accurate flux estimates but that were culled because of the bflags

parameter’s insensitivity to the source of segmentation (whether internally from dis-

crete substructure or externally from crowding), we compare the number of galaxies

in the range −0.1 < log(fr/fr,synth) < 0.1 before and after the bflags< 2 cut. The

total number of galaxies in the left and right panels of Figure 2.19 are ∼ 28, 000 and

∼ 7, 700, respectively, so 72% of galaxies in the full population do not satisfy the

cut. We find that the number of galaxies that satisfy −0.1 < log(fr/fr,synth) < 0.1

are 19,300 (70%) in the DISTINCT catalog (left panel) and 7,100 (92%) after the

bflags< 2 cut (right panel). Therefore, approximately 12,200 galaxies have bflags≥ 2

due to genuine crowding effects or weak internal segmentation that does not strongly

affect the overall surface brightness distribution of the galaxy. The contribution to

the density of galaxies around log(fr/fr,synth) = 0 provided by these galaxies are ac-

cidentally removed in the bflags cut as a result of the sensitivity of bflags to external

crowding. As an example, note that all of the systems in Figure 2.8 would be excluded

under the bflags< 2, yet in most cases have visually satisfying residuals and prove

to have accurate flux estimates relative to their synthetic images (not shown in the

Figures). Their bflags number is indicated in the top left corner of each science image

mask. Taken together, our analysis indicates that roughly 8,000 (30%) galaxies in

the DISTINCT catalog are affected by strong internal segmentation or other bias that

has so far not been identified.

The upper panels of Figure 2.19 show four example galaxies that are significant

outliers from log(fr/fr,synth) = 0 that survive the bflags< 2 cut. Panel (1) shows

the r-band science image of a galaxy that has been placed in the close vicinity of a

bright star such that the galaxy’s surface brightness distribution overlaps partially

with a diffraction spike. Inset in this panel is the associated science mask where red

corresponds to the flag for pixels that are used in the fitting, other colours correspond

to additional sources that do not, and sky pixels are transparent. In this case the

galaxy’s flux is insufficient to warrant branching from the flux tree of the star as

detailed in Section 2.3.1. Cases such as this are rare. We find that this scenario is

common to each of the few large systematically positive outliers.

In panels (2) and (3) of Figure 2.19 we illustrate the scenarios that we found

to be common amongst the systematically negative outliers (apart from those in the

salmon region left of mr,synth = 13). A discrete component at or near the centre of the

galaxies’ surface brightness distribution has been separated from the larger structure

due to internal segmentation. Galaxies such as these survive the cull bflags< 2 cull
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because the pixels allocated for fitting are bordered by only a single non-sky source –

but still have the undesirable properties of discrete substructure that lead to negative

systematic bias in flux estimates. Shown are the SDSS gri false-colour images of these

galaxies without any realism with a zoomed inset of the post-realism science image

mask. In panel (2) a small young stellar population has been delineated from the

rest of the galaxy but contains the pixel that is centred on the gravitational potential

minimum of the galaxy. The substructure is therefore allocated as the sole source on

which the fitting is performed, but contains only a fraction of the galaxy’s total flux.

Similarly, in panel (3) of Figure 2.19 we demonstrate that a discrete nuclear com-

ponent that is embedded within a ring of star formation has been identified as the

primary source. The ring-like morphologies such as this one are described in S15 with

possible origins arising from choices of ISM and feedback models within Illustris.

We investigated the source of the negative systematic flux offsets for galaxies with

mr,synth < 13 shown in the salmon coloured region in each of the lower panels of

Figure 2.19. The gri false-colour synthetic image of the galaxy subhalo in panel (4)

shows that the galaxy that is decomposed in the fitting is nested at the gravitational

potential minimum of a group containing several galaxies. Therefore, the apparent

systematic error in the flux does not necessarily arise because of segmentation or

problematic fitting. Instead, it is often a natural consequence of the total flux in the

input image being the sum of the flux from all galaxies that belong to the subhalo. The

fitting is performed only on the galaxy containing the minimum of the gravitational

potential – which will contain a fraction of the total flux from the group. Only a

handful of the groups on the bottom left panel satisfy the bflags< 2 criterion shown

in the right panel, because there may be several projections for which the surface

brightness distribution of a galaxy that belongs to a group is contaminated by other

group members. The systematic descent with magnitude below mr,synth = 13 is

associated with groups that contain increasingly larger number of constituent galaxies

and therefore increased total fluxes relative to the flux that can be obtained from the

central. Such discrepancies should also be evident in estimates of the half-light radius

of the best-fitting models and the synthetic images.

Recovery of the Half-Light Radius

In the last section, we characterized the systematics on estimates of the flux in com-

parisons between the integrated fluxes derived from the models and the synthetic
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Figure 2.20: Comparisons of circular half-light radius estimates derived from aperture
photometry on the models. Top panel : systematic offsets between the half-light
radii computed from the b + d models and the respective synthetic images without
realism. Middle panel : systematic offsets between the half-light radii computed from
the ps models and the respective synthetic images without realism. Bottom panel :
comparison of the estimates of half-light radii computed from the best-fitting b + d
and ps models.
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images for the full population of Illustris galaxies in the DISTINCT catalog. These

systematics should be mirrored in the estimates of half-light radius due to the depen-

dence of accurate half-light radius estimates on accurate flux recovery over the full

surface brightness distribution of the galaxy. In this section, we perform comparisons

of circular aperture half-light radii that are computed from the best-fitting models

and synthetic images. Furthermore, we test the robustness of half-light radius esti-

mates to the choice of surface brightness profile model by comparing the half-light

radii derived from the best fitting b+ d (bulge: sérsic n=4, disc: sérsic n=1) models

to those from the ps (sérsic n=free) models for each galaxy.

Figure 2.20 shows the photometrically derived size estimates in the DISTINCT

catalog as a function of r-band input integrated apparent magnitude. In the top and

middle panels, the r-band half-light radii that are computed from photometry of the

b+d and ps models, rhlr,b+d and rhlr,ps, are compared with those of the raw synthetic

images rhlr,synth. In the bottom panel, the best-fitting b + d and ps model estimates

for each galaxy are compared directly with each other to check the consistency of

estimates with the choice of model. The median and 16th − 84th percentile intervals

are shown by the magenta points and filled region.

The top and middle panels of Figure 2.20 show the same systematic negative

offsets at mr,sim < 13 that reflect the downturn in the flux recovery for groups in the

DISTINCT catalog. The majority of our estimates at mr,synth > 13 are consistent with

the derived properties of the galaxies from the synthetic images without observational

realism. However, image segmentation leads to a population of galaxies with negative

systematic errors in their size estimates. The similarity of the distributions indicates

that results from the best fitting surface brightness profiles are affected similarly.

The bottom panel of Figure 2.20 shows the comparison of estimates of half-light

radius from each surface brightness profile model directly. Any systematics that tend

to affect estimates using one of the b + d or ps models similarly affect the other.

Half-light radius estimates from b + d and ps models of galaxies with observational

realism are generally consistent across the full magnitude range.
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Chapter 3

Comparison with Real Galaxies

Interpretive power in a cosmological simulation depends critically on whether the

simulation is fundamentally able to reproduce the observed properties of galaxies.

In the previous chapter, a rigorous characterization of the biases in our parametric

estimates was performed for simulated galaxies with observational realism. Several

controlled experiments were used to quantify the biases on decomposition results

from the choice of SLD scheme §2.4.1, projection §2.4.2, positional biases including

crowding, resolution of the PSF, and S/N §2.4.3, and internal segmentation by discrete

substructure §2.4.4. In particular, focus was placed on the systematic and statistical

effects of these biases for fundamental estimators of size and flux – the half-light

radius and integrated magnitude. Having thoroughly quantified the potential biases

of the image processing for these key parameters, we can now make a comparison

with observations.

The comprehensive suite of observational realism applied to galaxies in the DISTINCT

catalog ensures that all of the observational biases associated with position manifest

themselves in a statistically equivalent fashion with real galaxies from the SDSS. The

foundation of our comparison is that the GIM2D quantitative morphologies pipeline

that is employed in our analysis of the mock-observed Illustris galaxy population is

identical to the pipeline previously used by S11 for 1.12 million real galaxies in the

SDSS. Using the integrated magnitudes, half-light radii, and bulge-to-total fractions,

for which the biases were examined in the previous chapter, a morphological compar-

ison can be performed between the two populations. Two fundamental relations that

may be examined using our luminosity, size, and morphology estimates are the size-

luminosity relation and the bulge-to-total distribution as a function of stellar mass.

In the following sections, we employ our decomposition results for galaxies in Illustris
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in comparisons of the size-luminosity and (b/t)-stellar mass relations with galaxies

from SDSS.

3.1 The Galaxy Size-Luminosity Relation

The observed relationship between size and luminosity is a crucial benchmark within

the framework of hierarchical assembly of galaxies (Schade et al., 1996; Shen et al.,

2003; Trujillo et al., 2004; Courteau et al., 2007; Graham & Worley, 2008; Brooks

et al., 2011; Dutton et al., 2011; Baldry et al., 2012; Christensen et al., 2014; Furlong

et al., 2015; Crain et al., 2015). The morphologies that are determined by photo-

metric analyses are governed by the growth and evolution of stellar populations and

their distribution within the physical components of galaxies. Reproducing the ob-

served size-luminosity relation within populations of simulated galaxies requires com-

prehensive treatment of key physics including: stellar and gas kinematics; chemical

enrichment of the inter-stellar medium (ISM); gas-cooling; star formation, feedback,

and cessation; stellar population synthesis and evolution; and the influence of galaxy

interactions and merging on these processes (Brooks et al., 2011; Christensen et al.,

2014; Furlong et al., 2015; Crain et al., 2015). Similarities and differences between the

size-luminosity relations of the simulation products and observations is informative

on the successes and trappings of the models employed by the simulations.

The sizes of galaxies in hydrodynamical simulations have only recently demon-

strated consistency with observations. In earlier generations of simulations, stellar

masses and luminosities were too large and their sizes were too small (e.g. see compar-

ison of various hydrodynamical codes by Scannapieco et al. 2012). The main culprit

was the catastrophic transfer of angular momentum from the dense gas to the halo

which is exacerbated if too much gas is turned into stars (Katz & Gunn, 1991; Navarro

& White, 1994). The loss of angular momentum in the gas leads to overly compact

galaxies with centrally concentrated and run-away star-formation. The problem can

be overcome by the inclusion of energetic feedback in the models – which regulates

the formation of stars and tends to expel the lowest angular momentum gas (e.g.

Sales et al. 2010; Brook et al. 2011, 2012a). High-resolution hydrodynamical simula-

tions that include realistic and efficient feedback have recently enabled the production

of more reasonable disc galaxy sizes in small galaxy samples and for targeted mass

ranges (Governato et al., 2004; Okamoto et al., 2005; Sales et al., 2010; Brook et al.,

2012b; McCarthy et al., 2012a; Munshi et al., 2013; Aumer et al., 2013; Hopkins et al.,
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2014; Marinacci et al., 2014). However, reproducing the distribution of sizes of full

galaxy populations in cosmological simulations remains a challenge. The size-mass

and size-luminosity relations of galaxies depend sensitively on a broad range of galaxy

scaling relations including the stellar mass and luminosity functions, and M? −Mhalo

relations in addition to models for energetic feedback – which must all be accurate to

reproduce observed galaxy sizes (Scannapieco et al., 2012; Crain et al., 2015).

Galaxy sizes in statistically relevant samples from hydrodynamical simulations

and their dependencies on the sub-grid physics models have been studied in several

recent works (e.g. OWLS z = 2: Sales et al. 2010; OWLS z = 0: McCarthy et al.

2012b; GIMIC z = 0: Crain et al. 2009). The sub-grid feedback parameters generally

have large uncertainties and are often calibrated to reproduce global scaling relations

for galaxy populations at specific epochs (e.g. see Genel et al. 2014). In the Illustris

simulation, the poorly constrained parameters for the efficiency of energetic feedback

are calibrated to roughly reproduce the history of cosmic star-formation rate density

and the z = 0 stellar mass function (Vogelsberger et al., 2013). However, the evolution

of these relations are predictions of the simulation. Snyder et al. (2015) performed an

image-based comparison using non-parametric morphologies derived from mock SDSS

observations of galaxies from the Illustris simulation (Torrey et al., 2015) to show that

galaxies in Illustris were roughly twice the size of observed galaxies for the same stel-

lar masses at z = 0. In the EAGLE simulation (Schaye et al., 2015), the feedback

efficiency parameters were calibrated to reproduce the galactic stellar mass function

and the sizes of discs at z = 0 and the observed relation between stellar mass and

black-hole mass (Crain et al., 2015). EAGLE has been shown to successfully repro-

duce the evolution of both disc and spheroid sizes out to z = 2 using inferred scalings

between physical and photometric properties (Furlong et al., 2015). Comparison of

the predictions from large-volume and high-fidelity hydrodynamical simulations such

as Illustris and EAGLE to observations enables improved constraints on the sub-grid

physics that govern galaxy sizes. However, it is important that such comparisons are

made to be fair by deriving the properties of galaxies consistently in observations

and simulations. Realistic mock observations facilitate translation of the physical

information from the simulations to image-based photometric information that can

be compared directly with observations.

Creating mock observations of simulated galaxies is the most direct way to con-

sistently derive galaxy properties. Realistic images place analyses of simulated and

observed galaxies on level-ground – as the same quantitative morphology tools can be
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used to derive the photometric and structural properties of each. Mock observations

of galaxies from hydrodynamical simulations have been successful in reproducing the

observed trends for targeted morphologies – but have been limited to small samples of

galaxies. Brooks et al. (2011) used high-resolution zoom-in hydrodynamical cosmo-

logical simulations and dust-inclusive radiative transfer to produce mock observations

of a sample of 8 disc galaxies. Bulge+disc decompositions of the surface-brightness

profiles were performed on B−band images to estimate the disc scale-length, rd (or

often, h, in the literature) and magnitudes of the bulge and disc components. The

size-luminosity relation of the discs demonstrated remarkable agreement with ob-

served trends at redshifts, z = 0 and z = 1 (van Zee, 2000; Graham & Worley, 2008;

MacArthur et al., 2003, 2008; Miller et al., 2011). In particular, the z = 0 discs were

consistent for a dynamic range in magnitude that is as large as for the observational

constraints.

The size-luminosity relation for the bulges within discs has also been also been

compared with observational constraints using mock photometry. Christensen et al.

(2014) identified 2 galaxies with significant bulge components within the high-resolution

disc galaxies simulated by Brooks et al. (2011). The properties of the bulge com-

ponents were derived from H-band photometry using bulge+disc decompositions –

consistently with photometric decompositions of observed bulges in late-type galaxies

and in ellipticals (Fisher & Drory, 2010; Fisher et al., 2013). The properties of the

bulges identified in the simulations were consistent with the size-luminosity relation

derived from observations within a more narrow magnitude range than previously

shown for the discs.

The principal limitations to previous studies aimed at comparing simulated and

observed structural relations are at least one of the following factors: (1) the limita-

tions on statistical relevance in comparisons to observations due to small simulated

galaxy samples; (2) inconsistent derivations of simulated and observed galaxy prop-

erties; (3) incomplete observational realism that biases the distributions of derived

properties of simulated galaxies in comparisons with observations. Each of these lim-

itations can immediately be addressed using realistic mock-observations of galaxies in

large-volume and high-fidelity cosmological hydrodynamical simulations. The current

generation of large-volume hydrodynamical simulations contain appreciable popula-

tions of galaxies which can be used to compare the distributions of galaxies and their

morphologies on the global size-luminosity relation. Mock observations of galaxies

from these simulations (e.g. Torrey et al. 2015; Trayford et al. 2015) ensures that
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their derived properties are statistically affected by the same observational biases on

real galaxies.

The distribution of a population of galaxies on the size-luminosity plane is gov-

erned by the distribution of stellar populations within the physical components of

galaxies. The size-luminosity relation is therefore well suited to examine the successes

and inconsistencies in the structural morphologies of the simulation products using

the methods from the previous chapter. In this section, we employ our estimates

of half-light radius and integrated apparent magnitude for simulated galaxies with

observational realism in an unprecedentedly fair comparison of the size-luminosity re-

lations of galaxies in Illustris and the SDSS. The construction of comparison samples

are described in Section 3.1.1 and our results are shown in Section 3.1.2.

3.1.1 Selection of a Comparison Sample

The catalog of 1.12 million quantitative morphologies of galaxies from the SDSS

by S11 represents a reservoir from which we can draw populations of galaxies for

comparisons to the simulated galaxies in the DISTINCT catalog. However, several

important criteria must be met for the comparison to be fair. While the design of

the DISTINCT catalog ensures statistical equivalence in the distributions of crowding,

resolution, and sky, we recall that all of our galaxies are inserted into the SDSS at

redshift z = 0.05. One observational bias that we have therefore not explored is

the robustness of our parameter estimates with the surface brightness degradation

at higher redshifts. A criterion of the SDSS control sample that is consequently

necessary is that the control galaxies are confined to some thin redshift range around

z = 0.05 so that any biases that arise from surface brightness increases or degradation

do not enter into the comparison. Such a criterion for the redshift of a galaxy further

requires that the estimate of the redshift is accurate – which requires the additional

criterion that galaxies must have spectroscopically derived redshifts. We therefore

impose the following criteria on the S11 catalog:

(1) Galaxies are selected from the Spectroscopic Sample of the SDSS DR7 Legacy

Survey (∼ 700, 000 galaxies)

(2) Galaxies are confined to the volume corresponding to the spectroscopic redshift

range 0.04 < z < 0.06 (∼ 68, 000 galaxies)
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Biases from surface brightness and volume incompleteness in the samples of simu-

lated and real galaxies are removed by sampling the galaxies in the DISTINCT catalog

to match the normalized stellar mass distribution of the SDSS over 0.04 < z < 0.06

where log M?/M� > 10. The latter criterion is imposed because it is the stellar mass

lower limit of Illustris galaxies for which there are synthetic images (Torrey et al.,

2015). The SDSS stellar masses are derived from combined surface brightness profile

model estimates and SED template fitting by Mendel et al. (2014) and are used to

perform the matching and cut in stellar mass. Galaxies are drawn with replacement

from the 28,000 galaxies in the DISTINCT catalog using a Monte Carlo accept-reject

scheme to match the stellar mass distribution of the SDSS sample.

3.1.2 Galaxy Size-Luminosity Relations of SDSS and Illustris

Figure 3.1 shows the distributions of Illustris (red) and SDSS (blue) in the plane of

rest-frame r−band half-light radius (h−1 kpc) and absolute r−band magnitude from

the bulge+disc decompositions. The luminosities in each sample span roughly 4 mag-

nitudes at the 95% level (coloured dashed lines). However, the Illustris luminosities

are brighter by roughly 0.7 magnitudes (2 times brighter) on average. Figure 3.1 also

demonstrates a discrepancy in sizes between the distributions of Illustris and SDSS

galaxies. Galaxies with high luminosities are systematically larger in Illustris than

galaxies observed in the real universe by roughly +0.4 dex (or a factor of 2 larger,

consistent with Snyder et al. 2015). But, the far more more puzzling discrepancy is

the fundamental lack of correlation between size and luminosity for Illustris galaxies

with respect to the SDSS for the same stellar masses. The slope of the global size-

luminosity relation for galaxies in Illustris is significantly shallower than for galaxies

in the SDSS – implying weak evolution of size with stellar mass in Illustris. In the fol-

lowing sections, we discuss several possible biases and their impacts on size-luminosity

relation of Illustris.

Internal Segmentation

The large offset in magnitude between Illustris and the SDSS in Figure 3.1 occurs

despite the known systematics from internal segmentation in an appreciable fraction

of galaxies in the DISTINCT catalog. In the previous chapter, we showed that the

DISTINCT catalog contains many galaxies that have systematically positive magnitude

estimates from internal segmentation – corresponding to fainter fluxes by up to a
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Figure 3.1: The size-luminosity relations of the SDSS (blue) and Illustris (red) in a stellar mass matched sample. The 99th,
95th, and 67th percentiles of the mass-matched distributions of Illustris and SDSS galaxies on the r-band b + d absolute
magnitude and circular half-light radius surface are shown in solid, dashed, and dotted lines, respectively. Stellar masses
for the SDSS galaxies are taken from the catalog of Mendel et al. (2014). Illustris galaxies are sampled from the stellar
mass distribution of SDSS within the 0.04 < z < 0.06 range to minimize the biases from improvements or degradation of
surface brightness on the distributions of best-fitting parameters in each population. Illustris and SDSS each span roughly
4 magnitudes in luminosity, but galaxies in Illustris are intrinsically brighter and larger. The scaling between size and
luminosity is also shallower for galaxies from Illustris – leading to a stark contrast of size estimates at the low-luminosity
end of the distributions.
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factor of ∼ 6 for roughly 30% of galaxies in the DISTINCT catalog. However, the offset

in magnitude that is seen in Figure 3.1 for size-luminosity distributions of Illustris

relative to the SDSS galaxies is negative – in conflict with the bias from internal

segmentation. In fact, the systematically larger magnitude estimates from internally

segmented galaxies seem to only give the impression that the 99% contours (coloured

dotted lines) for the two samples occupy the same magnitudes at the low luminosity

end. Figure 3.2 shows that plotting the luminosities and sizes derived directly from

the synthetic images, Mr,synth and rhlc,r,synth, removes these outliers from the Illustris

distribution. However, replacing the decomposition results with the synthetic image

properties only weakly shifts the 95% level of the Illustris size-luminosity distribution

to lower magnitudes – but brings the width of each distribution at 99% into agreement.

Furthermore, Figure 3.2 shows that replacing the decomposition results with the

synthetic image properties affects only the sizes at higher magnitudes Mr,b+d & −21.5.

The increase in size at higher magnitudes occurs because intrinsically larger but diffuse

galaxies stand to lose more of their shape through spurious internal segmentation if a

particular piece of substructure is selected as the sole source for the fitting. Ultimately,

replacing the decomposition results with the synthetic image properties in Figure 3.2

generates an Illustris size-luminosity relation that has a slightly greater slope but is

shifted by an additional 0.2 magnitudes brighter with respect to the SDSS. The biases

from internal segmentation are therefore insufficient to explain the discrepant offset

in magnitude and difference in slope in the size-luminosity relations of Illustris and

the SDSS.

Dust Obscuration

The discrepancy in Figure 3.1 between the magnitudes and sizes Illustris and the

SDSS galaxies owes, in part, to the absence of dust in Illustris galaxies. The inability

to resolve dust physics within the simulation makes it difficult to quantify its role

quantitatively. However, absence of internal dust extinction within Illustris galaxies

and its prevalence in real galaxies could serve to offset one relation from the other

in magnitude and may affect the correlation between size and luminosity. Our com-

parison of the size-luminosity relations of Illustris and the SDSS galaxies is therefore

complicated by the presence of dust in the real universe (Gadotti et al., 2010) – which

is not distributed uniformly within galaxies (e.g. see McKinnon et al. (2016) and ref-

erences therein). When dust is present in galaxies, disc scale-lengths from bulge+disc
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decompositions are systematically over-estimated and this systematic is exacerbated

by inclination (with edge-on discs biased most strongly) (Gadotti et al., 2010). Mean-

while, the sérsic indices and effective radii of bulges and spheroids are systematically

underestimated (Gadotti et al., 2010). In populations of discs and spheroids, the

effects of dust may therefore serve to increase the scatter and modify the scaling be-

tween size and luminosity. However, the differences in size at the low-luminosity end

of Figure 3.1 cannot be reconciled by dust since, at low luminosities, galaxies in the

SDSS are systematically smaller than in Illustris for the same luminosities – whereas

dust in real galaxies is predicted to over-estimate disc sizes (Gadotti et al., 2010).

For dust to cause this shift would first require a significantly larger population of

low-luminosity spheroids whose sizes would be systematically underestimated due to

dust. Therefore, while dust may partially explain the offset in luminosities between

Illustris and the SDSS, a difference in morphologies between the two populations is

necessary to cause the changes to the scaling between size and luminosity from dust.

Ultimately, the absence of dust in the simulation and radiative transfer code used

to produce the synthetic images presents a fundamental limitation in the realism of

the mock observations. However, our choice to not employ a dust model in the ra-

diative transfer is motivated by the uncertainties involved in the distribution of dust

in galaxies. Further analysis of dust effects for our quantitative morphologies would

yield interesting results that could be compared with the dust-less models.

3.1.3 Impact of Bulge and Disc Morphologies

In the previous sections, we argued that the discrepancy in the scaling between size

and luminosity in our comparison of the SDSS and Illustris is not consistent with

biases from internal segmentation or dust effects. Alternatively, we proposed that

morphological differences between the populations of the real and simulated galax-

ies may be the source of the different scalings between size and luminosity seen in

Figure 3.1. The presence and growth of a stellar bulge component in galaxy mor-

phologies is strongly linked to many key processes of galaxy formation theory. The

photometric bulge-to-total fractions obtained in the structural decompositions of each

galaxy are targeted at estimating the prominence and properties of the bulge. Given

the additional importance of the bulginess of galaxies to various scaling relations

including size-luminosity, the bulge-to-total fractions are well-suited to identify the

morphological differences between Illustris and the SDSS. In this section, the ob-
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served size-luminosity relations of late-type (right side of S0 on the Hubble Diagram,

disc-like) and early-type (left of S0, spheroid- or bulge-like) are examined to provide

context for a morphological comparison using the photometric bulge-to-total fraction

and total stellar mass.

Morphological dependence of the size-luminosity relation

The size-luminosity relations of bulge- and disc-dominated galaxies differ considerably

in observations of real galaxies (Courteau et al., 2007; Blanton & Moustakas, 2009).

Figure 3.3 shows the relationships between g − r colour, sérsic index, r − band half-

light radius (r50, here), and absolute r−band magnitude for a large sample of SDSS

galaxies split by visual morphological classifications stored in the NASA Extragalactic

Database (NED) (catalogs from: Corwin et al. 1994; Nair & Abraham 2010; and many

others). The underlying distribution in all panels shows the distribution of 77,153

SDSS galaxies with z < 0.05 from DR6 (Adelman-McCarthy et al., 2008) and an

update to the low-redshift sample (Blanton et al., 2005). Galaxies in the left panel

are late-type disc galaxies and are further split into Sd, Sc, Sb, and Sa in order of

increasing strength of the spheroidal bulge component (see Figure 1.1). Galaxies in

the right panel are early-types – consisting of dwarf/compact ellipticals, spheroids,

ellipticals, and central dominant galaxies found near the centres of rich galaxy clusters.

The left panel of Figure 3.3 shows that late-types which contain visually prominent

spheroidal components (Sa, for example) have a steeper relationship between size and

luminosity, span a larger range of sérsic indices in pure sérsic decompositions, and are

generally redder than discs with less significant bulge components. The right panel of

Figure 3.3 shows that the size-luminosity relation of early-types is collectively tighter

than any individual class of late-types. The slope of the size-luminosity relation for

early-types is also considerably steeper than for later-types, with the exception of Sa

galaxies which are classified for containing significant bulge components which will

strongly weight their quantitative morphologies.

Courteau et al. (2007) and Fisher & Drory (2010) quantitatively confirmed the

changes to the size-luminosity relations among classes of late-types and early-types,

respectively, using bulge+disc decompositions. Fisher & Drory (2010) also performed

a comparison of the size-luminosity relations for classical and pseudo-bulges – find-

ing that the size-luminosity relation of classical bulges is the same as for ellipticals.

Pseudo-bulges, which are often classified by sérsic index, n . 2, have a steeper slope
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Fig. 8.— Distribution of various spiral galaxy types in optical broadband properties. The underlying

greyscale and contours are from the full data of Figure 1. Using classifications stored in NED, we overplot

the positions of Sa (green), Sb (cyan), and Sc or Sd (blue) galaxies. We include the barred varieties.
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Fig. 12.— Distribution of elliptical and lenticular galaxy types in optical broadband properties. Similar

to Figure 8, but now showing S0 galaxies (orange), E galaxies (red), dE galaxies (black) and cD galaxies

(magenta).Figure 3.3: Size-luminosity relations of late- and early-type galaxies using data from the SDSS DR6 (Adelman-McCarthy
et al., 2008) and an update to the low-redshift sample (Blanton et al., 2005). Relations between sérsic index, half-light
radius, g− r colour and absolute magnitude are shown for late-type (left) and early-type (right) galaxies. The contours and
background histogram in each panel show the distribution of the full sample. Scatter plots show specific morphologies that
are visually classified using the Hubble morphological classification scheme and taken from various catalogs stored in NED
(including: Corwin et al. 1994; Nair & Abraham 2010; and many others). Figure taken from Blanton & Moustakas (2009).
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than classical bulges and ellipticals on the size-luminosity relation but significantly

greater scatter (Gadotti, 2009). The discrepancy between pseudo-bulges and clas-

sical bulges is expected as pseudo-bulges are believed to have a different formation

mechanism and to be structurally different from classical bulges (e.g. Kormendy &

Kennicutt 2004, and references therein). Classification of bulges into pseudo-bulges

and classical bulges using sérsic index is generally imperfect, but can be considered as

an approximation (Fisher & Drory, 2008). Many bulges with n < 2 follow the tight

size-luminosity relation for classical bulges and, conversely, some bulges that are off-

set from this relation have sérsic indices that are consistent with the distribution of

classical bulges (Gadotti, 2009).

Our analysis does not discern between classical and pseudo-bulges – as our bulge+disc

decompositions use a bulge component with fixed sérsic index. However, our analysis

of the simulated and observed galaxy populations is internally consistent. If pseudo-

bulges in the simulations are equally represented and structurally similar to observed

pseudo-bulges, then their effect on the distribution of structural parameters will be

the same. Therefore, while the structural estimates for pseudo-bulge properties may

be inaccurate in our bulge+disc decompositions, any discrepancies between the distri-

butions of bulge properties between the simulations and observations will be sourced

by true structural differences of these components.

Bulge and disc morphologies in Illustris and the SDSS

Morphological differences between our samples of observed and simulated galaxies are

accessible through the bulge-to-total structural parameter from the decompositions

results. For example, the different trends observed in the size-luminosity relations of

discs and spheroids shown in the previous section are easily reproduced using (b/t) in

our observational sample. Figure 3.4 shows the size-luminosity relations of pure discs

and spheroids in our observational SDSS sample, selected within 0.04 < z < 0.06

and identified using bulge-to-total ratios (b/t)r < 0.05 and (b/t)r > 0.95, respec-

tively. Discs are generally larger than bulges and samples that contain galaxies with

a dominant disc component are decoupled from samples of galaxies containing dom-

inant bulges. The disc relation is also shallower and has more scatter than for the

bulge-dominated galaxies, as expected from the literature. While our choice of sérsic

indices for each component assumes that the bulges are more compact than discs

for the same magnitudes, this bias is consistent in the Illustris and SDSS decompo-
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sitions. Therefore, given the difference in the size-luminosity relations of bulge and

disc morphologies, we can examine the morphological differences between the SDSS

and Illustris using the bulge-to-total fraction and assess their impact on the galaxy

size-luminosity relations in Figure 3.1.

Given that morphology is clearly critical in driving the normalization, slope, and

scatter of the size luminosity relation, it is germane to compare the (b/t) distribu-

tions of the SDSS and Illustris samples. Figure 3.5 shows the distribution of r− band
photometric (b/t) as a function of total stellar mass in the SDSS (left panel) and

Illustris (right panel). The samples are are the same as for Figure 3.1 which were

matched in stellar mass. Figure 3.5 shows that the SDSS has a diversity of morpho-

logical populations including bulge-dominated, disc-dominated, and a large number

of composite structure galaxies within this mass distribution. The diversity is not

shared by Illustris – which is bereft of photometric bulges. Only for stellar masses

log M?/M� & 10.6 do any galaxies with significant bulge components become more

common – indicating a stronger correlation between bulge-fraction and total stellar

mass within Illustris than exists in the observations. The right marginal for the Il-

lustris distribution shows that over 72% of galaxies in Illustris have (b/t)r < 0.05, a

fraction which rapidly declines for larger photometric bulge fractions.

The startling result from Figure 3.5 has an obvious implication for the discrepancy

between the size-luminosity relations of Illustris and the SDSS. Illustris contains a

much larger disc population than the SDSS for the sample matched by total stellar

mass to the distribution of spectroscopic SDSS galaxies in 0.04 < z < 0.06. Figures

3.3 and 3.4 showed that discs which do not contain significant bulge components are

elevated in the size-luminosity relation and have a shallower slope than early-types.

The SDSS distribution in Figure 3.1 is analogous to the background distributions from

Figure 3.3. The galaxy size-luminosity relation for the SDSS is broadened vertically

at low luminosities and has bent contours because it contains populations of discs,

bulges, and composite systems. The bulges in SDSS weigh the distribution to more

compact half-light radii, as shown in 3.4. However, Illustris is bereft of bulges at low

stellar masses (luminosities). Therefore, there is no downward weight from bulge-

dominated galaxies at the low-luminosity end of Illustris to bring the slope and scatter

into agreement with the SDSS.

The impact of the morphological differences between the SDSS and Illustris on

the size-luminosity relation can be determined by matching samples in both total

stellar mass and bulge-to-total ratio. If the bias to low (b/t) morphologies in Illustris
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Figure 3.4: Size-luminosity relations of pure discs and ellipticals from our observa-
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as seen in Figure 3.3. Dashed lines show the errors on the best-fitting relations com-
puted by fitting a second order polynomial to the residuals of the best-fitting model.
R2 is the coefficient of determination for the linear regression which compares the
variance of the residuals to the raw variance. Larger R2 indicates smaller scatter
about the best-fitting model.
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Figure 3.5: The distributions of galaxy bulge-to-total fractions in mass-matched galaxy samples of the SDSS (left panel)
and Illustris (right panel) as a function of total stellar mass. The galaxies that form these distributions are the same
ones that form the size-luminosity relations shown in Figure 3.1. Stellar masses for SDSS galaxies are taken from Mendel
et al. (2014) and are the same masses used in the matching of the samples. The upper marginals show the stellar mass
distributions in each sample and demonstrate their consistency. The right marginals show the distributions of photometric
bulge-to-total fractions, (b/t)r. The central panels show the 2-dimensional distribution of total stellar mass and photometric
b/t on a logarithmic colourmap shown at along the lower right of the main panels. Coloured lines show the 50% (solid), 68%
(dashed), and 86% (dotted) contours of the distribution. The observations from the SDSS contains diverse morphologies
classified by b/t including galaxies dominated by both discs and bulges as well as a population of composite systems. Illustris
galaxies are bereft of bulges in the mass-matched sample.
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is responsible for the discrepancy in the size-luminosity relations of Illustris and the

SDSS, then matching the SDSS morphologies (which are more diverse) and stellar

masses to the Illustris galaxies from Figure 3.1 should bring the size-luminosity rela-

tions into better agreement.1 Figure 3.6 shows the size-luminosity relations for the

SDSS and Illustris where matching is performed for both stellar mass and bulge-to-

total fraction. At low luminosities, the large discrepancy in galaxy sizes from Figure

3.1 is largely removed. The improved agreement at low-luminosities is consistent

with a deficit in bulges in Illustris relative to galaxies in the SDSS – as seen in Figure

3.5. Figure 3.4 showed that the size-luminosity relations of bulges and discs are most

discrepant at low-luminosity. Matching samples by morphology largely removes the

bulge-dominated systems in the SDSS and produces a size-luminosity relation that is

dominated by disc morphologies. With less weight towards more compact sizes from

morphologies with high (b/t), the SDSS size-luminosity relation in Figure 3.6 is sig-

nificantly more shallow than in Figure 3.1. The scaling between size and luminosity

Figure 3.6 for Illustris and SDSS galaxies is brought into greater agreement by the

morphology matching. Galaxies are also slightly larger on average – bringing the sizes

of galaxies in each sample into better agreement.

Our results show that Illustris is dominated by disc morphologies for stellar masses

matched to the SDSS controls. The dominance of disc morphologies at these masses is

not consistent with the observations. The morphological differences between the sim-

ulated and observed galaxy populations generate discrepancy in their size-luminosity

relations. The deficit of bulges in Illustris yields a size-luminosity relation that is off-

set to larger sizes and has a shallower slope than for galaxies in the SDSS. Matching

SDSS galaxies to Illustris by (b/t) morphology, in addition to stellar mass, improves

the agreement between the size-luminosity relations – but demonstrates a fundamen-

tal discrepancy in the morphologies of each sample. The remaining disagreement in

the average sizes and luminosities of the mass-morphology matched samples is difficult

to discuss meaningfully without the explicit inclusion of dust within the simulations

or radiative transfer. Dust corrections in synthetic images of galaxies have recently

been considered for galaxies in the EAGLE simulation (Trayford et al., 2015). Proper

treatment and inclusion dust effects will yield greater consistency in the observational

1Note that matching in the other direction does not work. Illustris contains too few galaxies
with low (b/t) to be matched to the much larger population of bulges in the SDSS at these masses.
In order to maintain the same stellar mass distributions as in our previous comparisons, we match
galaxies one-to-one from the SDSS by stellar mass and (b/t) to the sample of Illustris galaxies from
Figures 3.1 and 3.5 that are matched to the distribution of stellar masses in SDSS in 0.04 < z < 0.06.
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realism of mock observations of galaxies.

3.2 The Photo-Bulge Deficit

The results from the previous section demand further investigation into the lack of

bulges in Illustris. The lack of bulges in Illustris contrasts with historical problems in

hydrodynamical simulations – in which the physical parameters of galaxies indicated

that they were too bulge-dominated (Navarro & White, 1994; Katz & Gunn, 1991;

Scannapieco et al., 2012). The question is whether (a) photometric bulges (photo-

bulges) systematically do not exist in Illustris; (b) photo-bulges only do not strongly

appear in the mass-matched sample that was used to examine the size-luminosity

relation; or (c) they are just not well extracted by gim2d. In the mass matched sample

to 0.04 < z < 0.06 of the SDSS, galaxies at the high mass end (log M?/M� & 11) of

the z = 0 stellar mass function of Illustris are not represented – despite the larger

cosmic volume in the observed sample.2 Examination of the bulge-to-total fractions

at higher masses in Illustris and comparisons with observations will yield insights on

the discrepancy between the morphological dependence on stellar mass in Illustris

and the SDSS.

In this section, the relationships between morphological (b/t) fractions and stellar

mass in the full populations of Illustris and SDSS are examined to provide insight

on the deficit of bulges in Illustris seen in the previous section. We argue possible

scenarios that cause the discrepancies with observations. A comparison of the kine-

matically derived stellar bulge-to-total fraction with the photometric fraction is also

performed to examine the consistency between the information taken from the stellar

orbits and stellar light.

3.2.1 Morphological dependence on stellar mass

Galaxies in Illustris contain bulges – albeit few at low stellar masses. Figure 3.7

shows the distribution of bulge-to-total fractions in the SDSS and Illustris (i.e. in the

2There are a number of reasons for the larger number of high-mass galaxies in Illustris relative
to the SDSS volume to which we performed the matching. One possible reason is that Illustris
slightly over-predicts the redshift z = 0 stellar mass function (SMF) at the high-mass end (Genel
et al., 2014). Further biases could arise in the analysis of galaxies at the centres of rich clusters
– which may provide discrepant stellar mass estimates with respect to the known masses from the
simulations. A dedicated study of the systematics on photometric stellar mass estimates for all
morphologies is required to fully understand the biases in the mass matching.
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full DISTINCT catalog) – this time without any matching. The left panel of Figure

3.7 shows the distribution of (b/t) in the SDSS subdivided by stellar mass. The

right panel shows the distribution for Illustris and includes an additional subdivision

containing galaxies from the high-mass end of the Illustris stellar mass function –

which is not represented in our comparisons of the size-luminosity and (b/t) vs. stellar

mass relations. There are very few galaxies in the SDSS spectroscopic sample in

0.04 < z < 0.06 with stellar masses log M?/M� > 11.5 and so no subdivision is

allocated to these galaxies in the SDSS panel. A zoomed inset aids in the visualization

of the Illustris distribution for (b/t) > 0.05 due to the prominence of (b/t) < 0.05 for

the first two mass divisions.

Figure 3.7 shows that significant differences exist in the correlations between mass

and photometric (b/t) for observed galaxies and in Illustris. The first mass division

where log M?/M� < 10.5 (red) is a basic recovery of the distributions shown in Figure

3.5 – as a large fraction of galaxies in both the SDSS and Illustris fall within this mass

window. The SDSS contains diverse morphological structures and Illustris contains

few photometric bulges. Over 80% of Illustris galaxies are completely disc-dominated

in the lowest mass bin. At slightly higher masses, 10.5 < log M?/M� < 11 (green), the

observed galaxies have fewer disc-dominated systems and more composites, but Illus-

tris still contains ∼ 50% discs and few composites or bulge-dominated systems. The

distributions become more similar in the highest mass bin that can be related between

the two populations (purple). Illustris contains an appreciable number galaxies with

higher bulge fractions in 11 < log M?/M� < 11.5 which is similar to the observations.

The final mass division for Illustris (cyan) strongly resembles the SDSS distribution

in 11 < log M?/M� < 11.5.

Figure 3.7 demonstrates that although both simulated and real galaxies have a

(b/t)-stellar mass dependence, there is a stronger correlation between photometric

bulge-to-total ratio and total stellar mass in Illustris than in the observations from

the SDSS. Galaxies in SDSS have diverse morphologies within each mass division

– where Illustris is significantly more dichotomous when comparing high mass (b/t)

morphologies to low mass. Both populations share the trend that bulges become more

frequent at higher stellar masses, but the dependence is stronger in Illustris. We may

discuss several possible biases in attempt to qualitatively reconcile the discrepancy

between photometric bulge-to-total fractions in Illustris and the SDSS.
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Impact of Dust Obscuration

A deficit of photo-bulges is not expected for galaxies in which there is no dust. The

inclusion of a dust-model in the radiative transfer would serve only to under-estimate

the presence of photo-bulges in Illustris by reducing the overall brightness of bulges

and the pixels corresponding to the peak of the bulge surface brightness distribution

(Graham & Worley, 2008; Gadotti et al., 2010). The de Vaucouleurs n = 4 model for

the bulge is strongly dependent on the surface brightness from the inner 100 pc of a

galaxies light profile. Attenuation of the light by dust at the centre of the bulge drives

the free sérsic index and bulge half-light radius down in pure sérsic models (Gadotti

et al., 2010). In fixed n bulge+disc decompositions the bulge model brightness is

forced down to accommodate the decrease in flux from the central pixels and the

exponential disc model is driven up. The combined effects lead to a reduction in bulge

integrated magnitude and half-light radius, an increase in disc integrated magnitude

and half-light radius, and a corresponding reduction in bulge-to-total fraction. The

inclusion of dust tends to weaken the photo-bulge relative to the disc. Therefore, the

exclusion of dust in the radiative transfer does not cause the photo-bulge deficit.

Stellar Particle Resolution

Accurate photometry for the inner region of the surface brightness distribution of

a galaxy is essential for interpreting the bulge component. In Section 2.4.1, it was

shown that the choice of stellar light distribution (SLD) scheme did not bias the

global properties of the galaxy such as total integrated magnitude and half-light

radius, but could strongly bias the structural parameter (b/t) (Figure 2.11). We

showed that broader smoothing kernels (such as the constant 1 kpc kernel relative

to the N = 16 nearest-neighbour kernel) artificially limit the resolution in the inner

regions of galaxies. Broad, constant smoothing kernels reduced concentration of flux

the from central regions of the galaxy and correspondingly reduced estimates of (b/t)

systematically (to zero in many cases, even for galaxies with (b/t) as large as 0.6

in the fiducial scheme). While it is possible that the fiducial SLD scheme may be

biasing (b/t) towards smaller bulge fractions in our decompositions, that leads to the

notion that there is a “correct” SLD scheme for the particle mass resolution of Illustris

(and the particle resolution of any hydrodynamical simulation). The choice of the

N16 nearest-neighbour smoothing as the fiducial model was motivated by simplicity

(Torrey et al., 2015). However, higher particle mass resolutions tend to reduce the
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spatial separation between stellar particles in galaxies produced in hydrodynamical

simulations and effectively increase the spatial resolution in adaptive SLD schemes.

Figure 3.7 showed that the majority of high mass systems (log M?/M� & 11) in

Illustris (that contain larger numbers of particles) have bulges and that low mass

galaxies largely do not. The spatial distribution of particles determines the surface

brightness distribution of a simulated galaxy. Larger numbers of particles reduce

the smoothing radii in our fiducial SLD scheme and generally improve the spatial

resolution of a galaxy surface brightness distribution. Improvements to the spatial

resolution in the bulge surface brightness distribution (in particular to the inner 100

pc that are essential for discerning its profile from a disc) facilitate greater accuracy

in modelling of the bulge component. Therefore, the strong mass dependence for the

bulge-to-total fraction in Illustris seen in Figure 3.7 may arise from inadequate particle

resolution for creating photo-bulges in synthetic images of low mass galaxies with

smaller numbers of stellar particles. We have not yet investigated the co-dependence

on stellar particle resolution (which tends to increase with stellar mass) in our SLD

scheme analysis in Section 2.4.1. Ultimately, the stellar particle resolution that is

accessible in Illustris may be reducing (b/t) measurements in our decompositions for

galaxies with log M?/M� . 11.

One way to test the particle resolution dependence on bulge fractions directly is

to perform hydrodynamical zoom-in simulations of lower mass systems in Illustris

with the same numerical techniques and simulations models (e.g. Sparre & Springel

2016). Comparison of the decomposition results from the high-resolution and low-

resolution simulations would yield insight on the effects of particle resolution on (b/t)

estimates from mock observations. A more extensive investigation of the biases on

structural morphology from particle resolution and the simulation models that reg-

ulate the formation of structure may be performed by comparing our decomposition

results with consistent decompositions of galaxies from other large hydrodynamical

simulations such as EAGLE which has comparable mass resolution (Schaye et al.,

2015; Crain et al., 2015). However, in such a comparison, the biases from differences

in the simulation models on the morphological estimates would need to be carefully

examined in order to assess whether particle resolution is the main culprit of the

strong mass-dependence on (b/t) estimates in the mock observations.
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3.2.2 Comparison with kinematic b/t

An interesting test that is feasible from our image-based decompositions of simu-

lated galaxies is a comparison between the properties derived from kinematic and

photometric information from the stellar particles. Comparisons of photometric and

kinematic bulge fractions in galaxies have been performed previously in the literature

without the large numbers or extensive realism considerations provided here. Scan-

napieco et al. (2010) used bulge+disc decompositions of mock observations of Milky

Way-mass galaxies from hydrodynamical simulations with similar mass resolution

to Illustris (M? ∼ 106) to show that (b/t) is systematically lower from photometry

relative to the kinematics. Obreja et al. (2016) reproduced this result in a sample

of 18 cosmological zoom-in simulations of galaxies. Each galaxy from Obreja et al.

(2016) had a photometric bulge-to-total ratio of (b/t) ≈ 0 but kinematic ratios ∼ 0.5.

However, the zoom-in simulations from Obreja et al. (2016) used adaptive particle

mass resolution to each halo – making it difficult to ascertain the effects of particle

mass resolution. Still, the implication of each study is that exponential structure of

mock observed surface brightness profiles of simulated galaxies does not imply a cold

rotationally-supported kinematic disc (i.e. low photometric b/t does not necessarily

indicate the lack of a kinematic bulge). These results are complicated by (Chris-

tensen et al., 2014) who, while not investigating the differences between photometry

and the kinematics, demonstrated that realistic mock-observed photometric bulges

can be produced in high-resolution simulations that match well with the photometric

properties of real bulges. So, while realistic photo-bulges may be produced, they may

not necessarily couple well with the kinematics.

In the simulations, the angular momentum for each particle about the principle

rotational axis in a galaxy can be derived easily using the particle velocities and

locations relative to the galactic potential. Stars that belong to the bulges of galaxies

tend to have a gaussian distribution of velocities (see Kormendy & Ho 2013 for a recent

review) whereas stars in the disc have rotationally supported orbits and generally

larger coherent angular momenta. Stars (and particles representing stars) can be

approximately associated to their stellar components using their angular momentum

information to estimate the kinematic bulge-to-total fraction. One measure of the

kinematic (b/t) that is common in the literature (see Nelson et al. 2015; Genel et al.
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2015) is:

(b/t)kin = 1/N?,tot 2×N?(Jz/J(E) < 0) (3.1)

where N?,tot is the total number of star particles belonging to the galaxy, Jz is an

individual particle’s component of angular momentum about the principle rotation

axis (computed from the angular momenta of all stars within 10 half-mass radii), and

J(E) is maximum angular momentum of stellar particles ranked by binding energy

(Ugravity + ν2) within 50 ranks of the particle in question. N?(Jz/J(E) < 0) is an

approximation to the number of stars whose motions are not coherent with the bulk

rotation. Because the velocities in the bulge are expected to be normally distributed

about Jz/J(E) = 0, symmetry provides that 2×N?(Jz/J(E) < 0) should approximate

the number of stars in the bulge of a galaxy – which can be normalized by the total

number of stars to get the kinematic bulge-to-total ratio.

The left panel of Figure 3.8 compares the kinematic and photometric estimates

of (b/t) using the decompositions from the ASKA catalog. The RIGs are used to

provide a sense of the uncertainties associated with photometric (b/t) by employing

the distributions of decomposition results from all placements and camera angles for

each galaxy. The vertical position of each point represents the median photometric

(b/t) over all placements and camera angles for each galaxy. The error bars show the

95% range centred on the median of the distribution of estimates. The horizontal

position for each system is the kinematic (b/t) derived from the stellar orbits. Note

that none of the galaxies in this sample have kinematic bulge fractions less than

(b/t)kin = 0.2 – which creates immediate tension with our photometric decomposition

results. A large number of galaxies with large kinematic bulge fractions have no

photo-bulge. So whilst the kinematic (b/t) indicate than many galaxies are bulge

dominated, the photometric results are completely disk dominated! Furthermore, no

discernible correlation is seen between the kinematic and photometric bulge fractions.

The results are consistent with previous findings that the photometric bulge-to-total

fractions are systematically lower than the kinematic fractions (Scannapieco et al.,

2010; Obreja et al., 2016).

Three RIGs in the left panel of Figure 3.8 are highlighted by star symbols and

text showing their subhaloIDs. The highlighted RIGs were selected to enable visual

inspection of galaxies with (b/t)phot > (b/t)kin (upper right row), (b/t)phot ≈ (b/t)kin

(middle right row), (b/t)phot < (b/t)kin (bottom right row). The panels show gri
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composites of our synthetic images and mock SDSS Galaxy Zoo visual classification

images with realism from Snyder et al. (2015) for each highlighted RIG. Visual in-

spection of the morphology of the RIG with (b/t)phot > (b/t)kin shows that it has a

strong bulge component but that is embedded within a disc (edge-on in this cam-

era angle). The uncertainties from the distribution of decomposition results are not

consistent with the kinematic estimate. However, the photometric (b/t) fraction for

this galaxy is reconcilable with its visual appearance. The photometric (b/t) fraction

for the galaxy with (b/t)phot ≈ (b/t)kin in the middle row of images in Figure 3.8 is

also visually reconcilable with the photometry. While the galaxy appears to contain

a bar that may affect the photometric (b/t), it is consistent with the kinematically

derived quantity. The galaxy shown in the bottom row of images in Figure 3.8 is most

intriguing. The galaxy shown in the bottom row has (b/t)phot = 0 for all placements

but (b/t)kin ≈ 1. However, there is no visual presence of a bulge or a disc – yet the

kinematic information indicates that it is almost a pure bulge. Figure 3.8 shows that

photometrically derived morphologies can achieve similar results to the kinematics.

However, photometric (b/t) estimates for the majority of galaxies in the RIG sample

are systematically lower than their kinematic counterparts.

The markers corresponding to each RIG in Figure 3.8 are colour-coded according

to their total stellar masses. Colour-coding of the masses enables inspection of the de-

pendence on stellar mass for the photometric and kinematic bulge-to-total estimates.

As expected from Figure 3.7, only galaxies with stellar masses log M?/M� & 11 con-

tain appreciable photometric bulge fractions. Furthermore, galaxies with low stellar

masses log M?/M� . 10.5 have the largest systematic errors between the photometric

and kinematic estimates for (b/t). The small number of photometric bulges at low

masses and the presence of kinematic bulges corroborates with the bias expected from

particle resolution. However, the galaxy shown in bottom right row of images in Fig-

ure 3.7 either does not generate confidence in the kinematic estimates for low-mass

galaxies. Alternatively, the galaxy in the bottom right row of images in Figure 3.7

tells us that kinematics has nothing to do with visual or photometric morphology!

Either way, the high kinematic bulge fractions of galaxies with no visual bulge such

as seen in the bottom right row of images in Figure 3.7 make pinning particle reso-

lution as the driving bias for reducing photometric (b/t) estimates more challenging.

Still, the stronger correlation between kinematic and photometric (b/t) for galaxies

with log M?/M� & 11 and the systematically low photometric (b/t) for galaxies with

masses log M?/M� . 10.5 presents a strong case for the suppression of photometric
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bulge-to-total fractions by particle mass resolution limitations.

Future directions in investigating the photometry of bulges in simulations and its

implications in Illustris will require stringent tests that examine radiative transfer

schemes, particle resolution, and comparisons with observations. The facts that (1)

high-mass galaxies in Illustris contain photo-bulges and (2) mock observations from

high- particle resolution simulations also produce bulges (Christensen et al., 2014)

support a scenario in which resolution plays a role in interpretation of bulges in mock

observations of simulated galaxies. One seemingly basic observational test is whether

observed galaxies also suffer from the same systematics between photometric and

kinematic (b/t) as the simulations. However, the limiting factor for observations is

that the velocities of resolved stars in galaxies beyond a small local volume of the ob-

served universe are not accessible. For very nearby galaxies, stars that are intrinsically

bright such as Red-Giant Branch (RGB) stars can be used to measure velocities and

ascertain the stellar components in which they reside (e.g. Wheeler et al. 2015). How-

ever, the limitation of velocity estimates to those of RGB stars may bias kinematic

decompositions depending on differences between the stellar populations within the

physical components. Furthermore, kinematic decompositions based on the velocities

of individual stars are limited to very small number of galaxies for which the stellar

velocities have been measured (see references in Wheeler et al. 2015). New approaches

that combine photometric decompositions with kinematic information from spatially

resolved spectroscopy of large samples of galaxies with IFUs (e.g. KMOS: Wisnioski

et al. 2015; MUSE: Contini et al. 2015; MaNGA: Bundy et al. 2015; SAMI: Fogarty

et al. 2014; CALIFA: Sánchez et al. 2012) derived from morpho-kinematic decompo-

sition tools such as GalPak3D (Bouché et al., 2015) will enable even more detailed

comparisons between mock-observations of simulated galaxies and observations.
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Chapter 4

Summary

In this thesis, I have described a new procedure for deriving image-based quantitative

morphologies of simulated galaxies that enables fair comparisons with observations.

I employ the new procedure in an analysis of galaxies from the Illustris simulation in

a way that facilitates comparison with observed galaxies from the SDSS. The central

tenet of a meaningful comparison between the observational properties of real and

simulated galaxies is that the observational biases and methodology for measuring

galaxy properties are consistent. Therefore, I apply an unprecedentedly comprehen-

sive suite of observational realism to galaxies from the simulations and use the same

image-based methodology for deriving galaxy properties that is used for observations.

My methods are unique from previous attempts at comparisons between simulations

and observations by combining three factors: (1) Using mock-observations of sim-

ulated galaxies to enable image-based comparisons with observations; (2) Applying

a comprehensive suite of observational realism to the simulated galaxy images that

facilitates unbiased comparisons with observations (3) Consistent methodology for

derivation of parametric structural and photometric properties of observed and sim-

ulated galaxies.

4.1 Observational Realism and Morphological De-

compositions

As described in Section 2.2.3, I first ensure consistent observational biases for mea-

suring galaxy properties by applying a comprehensive suite of observational realism

to the synthetic images of galaxies from the Illustris simulation. Next, paramet-
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ric quantitative morphologies of the simulated galaxies are derived from bulge+disc

decompositions. In brief, the following procedure was employed in the analyses of

simulated galaxies:

• Selection of the SDSS fields into which simulated galaxies are inserted is deter-

mined by the projected positions of real galaxies in the SDSS – which ensures

that positional biases on decomposition results from crowding, sky brightness,

and PSF resolution are statistically the same as for observed galaxies.

• The flux from the simulated galaxies is convolved with the SDSS PSF corre-

sponding to the specific location at which the the synthetic images are inserted

and signal shot noise is added to the synthetic image flux. Convolution with the

reconstructed SDSS PSF for each placement ensures the same statistics for PSF

resolution given that placement is assigned quasi-randomly from the positional

distribution of real galaxies.

• SExtractor is used to perform deblending of galaxy flux with other sources

and the sky. The parameters used in the deblending thresholds are the same as

were used by Simard et al. (2011) in their analysis of galaxies from the SDSS.

Consistency in the deblending is crucial to consistency in the decompositions

(e.g. see Section 2.3.1 and Figure 1.7).

• 2-D parametric surface-brightness decompositions are performed with gim2d

– making the procedure for deriving structural and photometric properties of

simulated galaxies completely consistent with observed galaxies. Furthermore,

the parametric decompositions enable measurement of the structural properties

of the physical components from the surface brightness distributions. Both

bulge+disc decompositions and pure sérsic decompositions are performed for

each galaxy for consistency with the catalogs of Simard et al. (2011) – though, in

this work, only the bulge+disc decompositions are exploited in the comparisons

with real galaxies.

4.2 Characterization of Biases

Several experiments were designed to characterize the biases in the decomposition

results. The decomposition catalogs used in each experiment are described in Section
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2.3.3 and summarized in Table 2.1. The results enabled quantification of statisti-

cal and systematic errors from observational biases and our decomposition pipeline.

Many of the experiments were aimed at characterizing a specific bias, whilst taking

judicious precautions to control other biases in each decomposition.

• Stellar Light Distribution: Results from the SMOOTHING catalog (Section 2.3.3)

were used to characterize the biases from stellar light distribution (SLD) schemes

used to create the synthetic images (Section 2.4.1). I showed that there are no

systematic biases from the choice of SLD scheme on integrated magnitude or

half-light radius in a representative sample of galaxies (RIGs). However, the de-

composition results for a few diffuse galaxies show that they are systematically

fainter and smaller for all SLD schemes relative to the corresponding measure-

ments derived directly from the synthetic images – with systematic offsets as

large as +3.0 magnitudes and -0.4 dex in half-light radius. The statistical er-

rors in comparisons with alternative SLD schemes are roughly ±0.2 mag in

integrated magnitude and ±0.04 dex in half-light radius – though much of this

is attributed to the large scatter from the diffuse systems. Statistical errors

on the bulge-to-total fractions in comparisons with the fiducial scheme were

roughly ±0.1. However, a systematic trend of reduced (b/t) measurements were

identified in comparisons of fixed kernel radius SLD schemes with respect to

adaptive. Decomposition results for galaxies using SLD schemes with fixed ker-

nel radii had reduced (b/t) by up to 0.6 relative to adaptive schemes. Detailed

structural estimates may therefore be affected SLD schemes and the spatial

resolution that they afford.

• Camera Angle: Results from the CAMERAS catalog (Section 2.3.3) were used to

show that decomposition results from the RIGs in different projections yield

largely consistent results for the majority of the sample (Section 2.4.2). Mag-

nitude differences from decompositions of galaxies at different camera angles

were typically < 0.1 mag and half-light radius differences < 0.15 dex. Diffuse

galaxies generally had larger variations up to 2.0 mag in integrated magnitude

and 0.6 dex in half-light radius. Bulge-to-total fraction differences appeared to

depend on the median (b/t) across all camera angles. Galaxies that appear to

be bulge- or disc-dominated from their median estimates have small variation

in (b/t). But, galaxies with median 0.2 < (b/t)50% < 0.8 show larger sensitivity

to projection that appears to peak at (b/t)50% ≈ 0.5. It appears that when sig-
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nificant bulge and disc components are present within a galaxy, then projection

significantly affects photometric decompositions of these components.

• Environment and Crowding : Results from the ASKA catalog were used to show

that the decomposition results are largely robust to biases from crowding, sky

brightness, and PSF resolution (Section 2.4.3). Statistical errors on integrated

magnitude and half-light radius were < 0.05 mag and < 0.025 dex, respec-

tively. However, diffuse galaxies have larger errors, up to 2 mag and 0.4 dex

in magnitude and half-light radius. Statistical errors on the bulge-to-total frac-

tion were related to the median (b/t) for the distribution of decompositions

of each galaxy and were as large as 0.3. Median systematic errors on inte-

grated magnitude and half-light radius were small, with ∆mr,50% < 0.05 mag

and ∆ log(rhlr,50%) < 0.05 dex, for the majority of galaxies. Diffuse galaxies

had large systematic offsets in integrated magnitude and half-light radius, with

∆mr,50% up to +2 mag and ∆ log(rhlr,50%) down to -0.4 dex relative to the

corresponding measurements derived directly from the synthetic images.

• Internal Segmentation: Inspection of the images, models, residuals, and science

masks enabled the identification of internal segmentation by locally discrete

substructure in the surface brightness distributions of diffuse galaxies (Section

2.4.4). In each of the experiments, diffuse galaxies had the largest systematic

and random errors. Using the decomposition results from previous experiments,

I found that the deblending in diffuse galaxies with bright substructure was

highly sensitive to all observational biases which were the root cause of their

large systematic and random errors.

Having characterized the biases in my experiments and catalogs, I performed

decompositions of each camera angle of every galaxy in the Illustris synthetic image

catalog of Torrey et al. (2015) to enable comparison with observations. First, I

showed that roughly 30% of galaxies in Illustris were affected by internal segmentation

(Section 2.4.5) and I have quantified the effect of this segmentation on estimates of size

and flux using the DISTINCT catalog. Internal segmentation systematically reduced

estimates of size (up to ∆ log rhlr ≈ −0.4 dex) and flux (up to ∆mr ≈ +2.0 mag

fainter) for galaxies in Illustris and was a consistent bias in each experiment (i.e. no

choice of SLD scheme reduced its effects in the decomposition results). However,

decomposition results for integrated magnitude and half-light radius in the DISTINCT
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catalog for the majority of galaxies were consistent with the properties derived from

the synthetic images before the addition of observational biases.

4.3 Comparison with Real Galaxies

In Chapter 3, I employed the bulge+disc decomposition results from the DISTINCT

catalog in an unprecedentedly fair comparison with the observed size-luminosity and

(b/t)-stellar mass relations. Comparisons between simulated and observed galaxy

size-luminosity relations have been previously performed (e.g. Brooks et al. 2011;

Christensen et al. 2014; Snyder et al. 2015; Furlong et al. 2015) have been com-

promised by at least one of the following factors: (1) the limitations on statistical

relevance in comparisons to observations due to small simulated galaxy samples; (2)

inconsistent derivations of simulated and observed galaxy properties; (3) incomplete

observational realism that biases the distributions of derived properties of simulated

galaxies in comparisons with observations. I address each of these caveats in my

methodology by using mock observations of a full population of simulated galax-

ies, applying comprehensive observational realism to enable an unbiased image-based

comparison, and employing identical methods for deriving galaxy properties in simu-

lated and observed galaxies.

• Size-Luminosity Relation - First Look : I matched Illustris galaxies by stellar

mass to the stellar mass distribution of the SDSS – taking the SDSS galaxy

population over 0.04 < z < 0.06 with log M?/M� > 10 as our comparison

sample. In Section 3.1.2, I compared the size-luminosity relations of the SDSS

and Illustris for the matched sample. Figure 3.1 showed that Illustris galaxies

are generally larger and brighter for the same stellar masses as galaxies from

the SDSS. Furthermore, the correlation between size and luminosity is not as

strong in Illustris (and appears flat) relative to the SDSS relation. I concluded

that such a discrepancy, which is particularly puzzling considering the negative

systematic errors from internal segmentation, can only be caused by a morpho-

logical difference between Illustris and the SDSS.

• Bulge and Disc Morphologies : I compared the distributions of (b/t) as a function

of total stellar mass using the mass-matched samples from the size-luminosity

comparison. Figure 3.5 showed that Illustris is dominated by disc morphologies
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at all masses in the sample – where the SDSS demonstrates diverse morpholo-

gies. I then showed that Illustris contains photo-bulges, but the relationship

between stellar mass and (b/t) is more dichotomous than in the observations

(i.e. Illustris contains too many discs at low mass and only high-mass galaxies

contain appreciable bulge fractions). The size-luminosity relations of bulges and

discs differ significantly. I concluded that matching the observed and simulated

samples by stellar mass and by morphology would yield insight on whether

morphological differences are affecting the comparison of their size-luminosity

relations.

• Size-Luminosity Relation – Impact of Morphology : I revisited the size-luminosity

relations of SDSS and Illustris – this time matching by stellar mass and (b/t)

morphology by re-sampling SDSS galaxies to match the (b/t)-stellar mass dis-

tribution of Illustris from Figure 3.5. The comparison demonstrated that, in-

deed, the discrepancy in our previous comparison of the size-luminosity rela-

tions was that Illustris contained predominantly disc-dominated galaxies in that

sample. By additionally matching by morphology, the agreement between the

size-luminosity relations (which is essentially the disc size-luminosity relation)

is significantly improved – leaving a reduced magnitude and size offset between

the relations. The remaining offset is difficult to characterize without a detailed

quantification of the effects of dust in the creation of the synthetic images and on

our decomposition results. Given that a comparison that excludes dust has now

been performed, future comparison that include dust will enable quantification

of its biases.

4.4 The Photo-Bulge Defecit

Illustris contains too few bulges/spheroids at low stellar masses, log M?/M� . 11, rel-

ative to the observations and only has appreciable populations of galaxies with bulges

at log M?/M� & 11. I concluded that the driving mechanism behind the suppression

of photometric bulges in Illustris is the particle resolution of the simulation – which

could be tested in an image-based comparison of galaxies taken from the full-volume

simulation of Illustris and zoom-in simulations with higher particle resolution (e.g.

Sparre & Springel 2016).

Lastly, we compared our decomposition results for the photometric bulge-to-total
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ratios with the bulge fractions derived from the kinematics. Confirming previous

work using a larger sample and similar resolution (Scannapieco et al., 2010; Obreja

et al., 2016), I show in Section 3.2.2 that the photometric estimates for (b/t) are

systematically lower than the kinematic estimates. Furthermore, no discernible cor-

relation between the photometric and kinematic estimates of (b/t) is seen. However,

I find that galaxies with higher stellar masses, log M?/M� & 11, have photometric

(b/t) that are generally closer to the kinematic measurements. Although, inspection

of several low-mass galaxies log M?/M� . 10.5 with high kinematic (b/t) indicates no

visual presence of a photo-bulge – implying that (a) the spatial resolution is insuffi-

cient in these galaxies to resolve the bulge; (b) the kinematic estimate for the bulge

does not reflect the true presence of a bulge; (c) there is no underlying connection

between kinematics and visual or photometric morphology. A combination of (a)

and (b) is also possible. In such a scenario, galaxies that are poorly resolved (both

spatially in the images and by particles in the kinematics) may have reduced photo-

metric estimates of (b/t) and have intrinsically large uncertainties in the kinematic

estimates.

4.5 Future Directions

I will highlight a few of the immediate future directions that are accessible using the

methodology I have described and demonstrated in this thesis.

4.5.1 Disc and Bulge Structural Properties

In this thesis, I placed particular emphasis on the validation of my methodology.

Therefore, I used measurements that could easily be compared with properties derived

directly from the synthetic images (i.e. integrated magnitude and half-light radius).

These properties need not assume the analytic profiles of the physical components

but do not employ the full gambit of structural information that are accessible from

the bulge+disc or pure sérsic decompositions. Therefore, one direction that can be

taken with our current catalogs is a comparison of the intrinsic properties of galactic

discs taken from the separated disc components of galaxies. Additionally, analysis

of the detailed structural properties of low-mass galaxies with bulges in Illustris and

comparisons with their kinematics may yield further insights as to why photo-bulges

are suppressed at low masses.
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4.5.2 Photometric Estimates of Stellar Masses

Our comparisons match by stellar mass to the SDSS within a narrow volume of the

observable universe. The stellar masses are derived from SED-template fitting to the

results of bulge+disc decompositions in the SDSS ugriz-bands (Mendel et al., 2014).

An interesting test would be to compare the known stellar masses from the simulation

to the inferred masses from photometric decompositions and SED-fitting. Comparison

of the results would be informative as to the adequacy of our mass-matching – which

I took to be correct in this work. Furthermore, such a study would have implications

for all comparisons in which stellar masses derived from observations are compared

with simulations.

4.5.3 Redshift Dependence on Structural Estimates

In this first application of my methodology, I placed each galaxy from the z = 0

Illustris synthetic image catalog at a fixed distance in order to facilitate characteri-

zation of the other observational biases with each galaxy on level-ground with every

other. However, using the RIG sample, a new experiment could be designed to test

the biases associated with distance. Similar to the SMOOTHING and CAMERAS catalogs,

several distance incarnations of each RIG would be inserted in the same uncrowded

location in the SDSS in which decompositions would performed. Comparison of the

decomposition results for each RIG at various distances would inform on accessibility

of the detailed structural properties of galaxies as a function of projected distance.

4.5.4 Zooming-in on Illustris

The conflicts between galaxies in Illustris and the observations yield intriguing ques-

tions as to the source of the morphological differences between the simulated and

observed galaxy populations. To test the hypothesis that spatial or particle resolu-

tion is preventing adequate sampling of the bulge component, a deeper investigation

of SLD schemes and comparisons with zoom-in simulations of Illustris are required.

In particular, a recent zoom-in simulation of Illustris using the same hydrodynamic

code and model suite improve the particle resolution by 40× the resolution of the full

volume (Sparre & Springel, 2016). The zoom-in will place the particle resolution of

the zoomed-in low mass galaxies, log M?/M� . 10.5, on level-ground with galaxies

at high mass in our current comparison – which appear to contain more substantial
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numbers of galaxies with bulges. If bulges can be resolved in new synthetic images of

the zoomed-in low-mass galaxies, then new constraints can be placed on the necessary

resolution to resolve bulges for realistic comparisons with observations. Furthermore,

the nature of whether photo-bulges genuinely correlate with the kinematic bulges is

another test that may be performed with a comparison of both kinematic and photo-

metric structural estimates of individual galaxies in the zoom-in and the full volume.

Given that our lowest mass galaxies had the largest discrepancy in the kinematic and

photometric bulge fractions, one could tackle the question of whether an increase by

400% in particle resolution can alleviate the discrepancy.

4.5.5 Application to other Simulations

The sizes derived from the particle information for galaxies are fundamentally bi-

ased in comparisons with observations. Comparisons that use mock-observations

and observational realism are the only way to place observations and simulations

on level-ground such that galaxy properties are derived consistently. The EAGLE

simulation (Schaye et al., 2015) recently demonstrated that they reproduce the ob-

served median evolution and scatter in the size-mass relation for actively star forming

and passive galaxies over 0 < z < 2 in a comparison with galaxy properties derived

from HST CANDELS imaging (Patel et al., 2013; van Dokkum et al., 2014; van der

Wel et al., 2014) using the physical information from the simulations (Furlong et al.,

2015). This is a highly notable accomplishment of the EAGLE simulation. A very

intriguing investigation would be to apply our bulge+disc decomposition and image

realism methodology to galaxies from the EAGLE simulation for which synthetic im-

ages have also recently been developed for z = 0 (Trayford et al., 2015). With added

evolutionary context through creation of synthetic images for various evolutionary

snapshots in the simulation, two fundamental questions could be addressed with the

results: (1) How well do the derived properties from mock observations compare with

the observations at each evolutionary step? (2) How do the decomposition results

compare with the physical properties of galaxies in EAGLE as a function of redshift

(i.e. signal-to-noise)? Furthermore, because the comparison of Trayford et al. (2015)

reproduced the observed sizes of galaxies with splitting of their sample into passive

and actively star-forming galaxies by specific star-formation rates, the capacity to

perform morphological splitting from photometry using my methodology will provide

an orthogonal basis for the comparison.
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Ultimately, the methodology I have piloted in this thesis is implemented in a way

that is fully adaptable to observations from alternative instruments and scalable to

even larger imaging surveys from future ground- and space-based facilities. Galaxy

samples from the forthcoming Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) (LSST Sci-

ence Collaboration et al., 2009) and Wide-Field InfraRed Survey (WFIRST) (Spergel

et al., 2015) stand to be roughly two orders of magnitude larger than the largest cur-

rent samples. In general, unbiased image-based comparisons of consistently derived

photometric quantities of large populations of real and simulated galaxies stand to

provide a wealth of feedback between computational and observational communities.
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